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IN THE 
,\ 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3536 
RUTH S. HENNING, Plaintiff in :mrror, 
BETTY K. KYLE AND Z. T. KYLE, Defendants in Error. 
P.ETITIO~ lf'OR "WRIT OF ERROR. 
'l'o the Honomble Chief Jn..c;t-ice and .Assoc·iate Ju.r;tice.s of th,~ 
Supre·1ne Court of .Apveals of Vfrginia: 
I 
Your petitioner., Ruth S. Henning, respectfully represents 
unto your Honors that she feels aggrieved hy a certain final 
·judgment of the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, fo1· 
the sum of $4>415.50, rendered against her on the 17th day of 
September, 1948, in an action for I damag·es for breach of a 
contract for the sale of real estate, wherein she was de-
2* fendaut and Betty K. Kyle *and Z. T. Kyle wer-e plain-
tiffs. A transcript of the record is submitted with this 
petition. 
The parties will he referred to as retai11ing the same rela-
tive positions they occupied in· the Court below. 
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PRELIMINARY STAT}iJMENT. 
The plaintiffs, Betty K .. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, sued the de-
fendant, Ruth S. Henning, for damages for the breaeh, by 
1ml', of a contract which she entered into. with the plaintiffs, 
to purchase from them certain real estate. The defendant 
paid to the plaintiffs a total ,')f $705.00 under the contract, 
and took possession of the~ property. Affor oeeupying- it, she 
discover~d that the property had been misrepresented to her 
by the plaintiffs. She then moved out and refnsC'd to per-
form her contract on the gT01rnd of the plaintiffs' miHrepre-
sentations which indured tl1e making· of the contract. Upon 
being sued by the plaintiffs for the bnJance of the purchase 
price, she defended upon the g1·01md nf the misrepresenta-
tions., and filed a special plea of set-off, demanding a return 
of the down payment on the contract. Tlwre were two trials 
of the case. On the first trial, the jury returned the follow-
ing- verdict : 
'' Vv e the jury on tlw issnc joined, find for. the defendant 
but agree that she slwuld forfeit her deposit of $705.00, 
:J"' and be required to pay $600.00 rental for *time of occu-
pancy of 1602 Cedar Lane'' (Tr., p. 23). 
The Honorable Julien Gunn pre~ided oYer tl1e trial, which 
resulted in this verdiet. 
Plaintiffs moved the eourt to 8et aside tlte verdict and to 
enter judgment in favor of the plaintiffs in the amount su<1d 
for (Tr., p. 127). The defendant moYed the court to set aside 
so muc.h of the verdict '' as forfoits defendant's deposit of 
$700.00" and "so much of the verdict as clwrges Mrs. Hen-
ning $600.00 for rental * * ,(, and that judgment be entered for 
the defendant for $700.00 ai-; prayed for in the speeial pJca of 
~et-off'' (Tr., p. 24). . 
The Court continued botl1 motions for argument at a later 
date. In the meantime, tbe Honorable ,Julien Gunn died~ and 
H~e Honorable Harold F. Snead wa:.;: appointed to ~miceed 
l~im. J udg·e Snead heard argument upon the motion8, aml, 
on May 3, 1948, granted the motion of the plaintiffR for a ne-w· 
trial, awarding a new trial n7w·n all i8.~'llf8 (Tr., p. 25). 
On the 17th day of September~ 1948, the new trial wa~ lia<l. 
Upon the new trial, the Con rt refused to permit defendant's 
(•.ounscl to cross-exmnine tl1c plaintiff\; on tl1e subject of 1:he 
misrepresentations; rcfn~ed to nlJow the jury to hear any of 
the testimony offered on hohalf of tlw defondant on the ~ub-
ject of the misreproKentatinm;, prmnnnahly upon fhc theory 
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that the evidence ·offered constituted mere matters of opinion 
instead of misrepresentations of fact~ aud that the doctrine of 
"caveat eniptor" applied to the cnse. This action of th(~ 
4* Court impelled a verdict in favor of *the plaiqtj#.~; for 
the amount claimed, whicl1 was the difference behvgei-i; the 
contract price and the price for which the property wns. re-
sold. 
. ARSIGNMENT OF ERRORS. 
The following errors arc assigned: 
(1) The Court erred in setting aside tl1e verdict of the 
jury on the first trial insofar as it found in favor of the de-
fendant on the subject of the misrepresentations. 
(2) The Court erred (a) in denying the m<;>tion of the r~e-
fcndant to set aside so much of tbe Yer diet as reads '' but 
agree that she (defendant) should forfeit her deposit of 
$705.00, and be. required to pay $600.00 rental for time of oc-
cupancy of 1602 Cedar Lane", and (b) in d~.r1ying th~ mo-
tion of the defendant to enter judgment for the defendant 
against the plaintiffs in the -~mm of $700.00, as prayed for 
in defendant's special plea of Rnt-off .. 
(3) The Court erred in refusing to nllow to !{O lJefore the 
.jmy on the second trial evidence, offered on fa1half of de~ 
fendant, on the subject of misr':'presentations inducing the 
contract. 
*QUESTIONS PRESENTFJD. 
1. ·where defendant was induced to make a contract in 
complete reliance upou plaintiffs' representations of material 
fact which were not trne, the falsitr of which was not known 
to the defendant, who belieYecl them to be true, was it enor 
for the Court to grant plaintiffs' motion to set aside the ver-
dict of the jury rendered in fnv"r of the clef enda.nt J . 
2. Where the verdict of a jury is proper in part and im• 
proper in part, may the Court, upon discharging the jury be• 
fore correcting the verdict, reject the improper part nnd 
render judgment on that part whic"h is proper? 
8. ,vhere the defendant files a special pler. of set-off to tlie 
eomplaint and the finding for tl1e cfofendant on the main issu,~ 
of the complaint is decisive of the cmtire caee and the amount 
of the set-off is not in cfo,pute, may the Court render judg~ 
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ment for the defendant on the plea of set-off for the amount 
claimed! 
4. Where proffered testimony is ~ufficient to raise a jury 
issue on the question of the misrepresentation of material 
facts inducing a contract, is it error for the Court to ref1rne 
to allow such evidence to go before the juryt 
6* *S!FATElVLB}NT OF FACTS. 
The jury,· ha'ving found in fm'or of the defendant on tlw 
subject of the misrepresentations: the facts prov~n upon the 
first trial will be stated pursuant to the rule that the verdict 
resolved all conflicts in the evidence in favor of the defend-
ant. 
The defendant, Ruth S. Henniug, called S. B. Franklin, :t 
real estate agent, in response to an advertis~ment whi()h he 
had put in a newspaper for the purpose of bringing about the 
sale of the property invohred in this case, 1602 Cedar Lane:-
Richmond, Virginia, then owned by M:r. and :Mrs. Z. T. Kyle. 
Franklin met Mrs. Henning in his car and drove her to set~ 
the property. Ou their way to see the propcffty, .l\Ir. Franklin 
told Mrs. Henning that l\fr. and Mrs. Kyle were very fine 
people; that Mr. Kyle bad a very hig·b position with the Board 
of Education, and that Mrs. Kyle also worked for the Board 
of Education. He said that they had a very good reputation 
and were very trustworthy people. He told her that the 
house was of pre-war construction and tlrnt the plumbing and 
oil burner were in very g·ood condition, and that the house 
had a slate roof which did not leak and that the house wa:-. 
very easy to heat . 
.. When thev arrived at the house :Mrs. Kv1e showed her the 
house, g·oing from room to room. The )Veather being bad 011. 
this early DeC'ember day, Mrs. Henning was id1own the front 
and back of the house hut didn't go aroun<l it. 1vfrs. Henning 
was concerned about the lwating and plumbing in the house. 
because she hatl been lrnving- fronbfo with both in the 
7* house in whfoh she was then ""living. To her inquirie~ 
about the plumbing, J\f.rs. Kyle answered, representing-
the heating system as bc"'ing satisfactory and that the hom;e 
was easy to heat. 8he rcp1·esent:ed the plumbing· as being in 
g·ood condition and of all copper pipe. She also said that the 
roof did not leak. Mrs. Hemring had 110 knowledge of tlic 
construction of buildings, ha.Ying previously foft matters of 
business and the purchase of a home to her 1nrnbancl. Sl1e 
had had no experience of her own. 
The hom.;;e at 1602 Cedar Lane struck her fancy as being just 
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what she wanted. The most important consideration was tl1e 
fact that this house had the throe bedrooms which she wantea 
for herself and her two children. To her unpracticed eye .the 
house appeared to be jnst what i::he was looking for. She 
could not afford to purchase a house in need of repairs, as 
her only income was sixty dollars a week alimony. She was 
assured that the hou:;;e was in sueh condition that it would 
not need repairs. Being total]y without knowledge in regard" 
to the construction of buildings and structural defects in 
buildings she was forced to roly a11d did rPly on the repre-
8entations of the plaintiffs and their agent. 
On December 5, 1946, Mrs. H~nning went to the office of 
Mr. Franklin antl there signed a contrac!t for the purchase of 
the property at the price of $17,750.00, depositing $5.00, as 
that was all she happened to have with her at the time. Sev-
eral dayR later she signed an agre.cment by which she agte~cl 
to pay the entire amount on or before Decemh<~r BO., 1946. 1'f ot 
being a woman of wealth she agreed to raise the sum by 
g=» mortgaging or selling *lier house on Stuart Avenue and 
by mortgaging· the Cedar Lnne property, if necessary. 
In addition to the $5.00 deposit, she later paid tl1e sum of 
$700.00 on the contract. · · 
On December 15, 194G, l\fr. nnil Mrs. Kyle moved out of the 
Cedar Lane house and Mrs. Henning moved in. Within ~bout 
a week after Mrs. Henning moved foto the property she dis:--
covered that the plumbing wa~ in a terrible condition. Th.is 
was during the Christmas Holidays when she could not get a 
plumber. She was forced to put pails arou1lC1 beneath tbe 
pipes where tliey leaked too lmdly. The oil bul'ner also began 
giving hor trouble and the hom~e would not l1eat properly and 
was drafty. Finally, tlle oiJ hnrncr broke down and it was 
necessary to install several new parts. About a week after 
l\Irs. Henning· mo\"C~d into the ho.m:;e there was a sleet storm. 
During this storm water came in on the north side of the 
house and around the windows on that side. \Vhifo l1angint~ 
her draperie~, she had noticed that. water hucl apparent]y 
come in before, because Oic wall paper was badly stained. 
This she could not have 11oticed when 1"IrR. Kvle showed heJ' 
the house because Mrs. K~·lc 's drnperies W(\re hanging· over 
the stains. 
During the latter part of the month of .Tmnrn1·.v: 1947, Mr~. 
Henning learned from a 1whd1bor tllat there were crackR ht 
the north wall of the house whel'e the water wa8 coming from. 
She also learned that tl1is Wfl8 the plaee "~here the stran~t) 
noises she had heard at 11ig-ht were coming from. 
Ap:ain in March, it ·was llC'<·N;snry for Mrs~ Hmming to have 
the oil burner repaired. · 
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9·•· *Mr. J. N. Todd, an architect; Mr. Aubrey S. Bass, a 
general contractor of twenty-five years experience, and 
Mr. J. P. Bauer, an estimator for a general contractor, testi-
fied to the presence of the four cracks in the north wall of the 
house, of which cracks Mr. and Mrs. Kyle and Mr. Franklin 
admitted knowledge. The three experts agreed that the 
cracks were a major defect and that it would be costly to re-
pair them so as to prevent further damage. These cracks con-
8ist of one crack about eight feet long and about a half inch 
wide, one about eig·hteen incl1es below the cornice line about 
four feet long, and two cracks under the living· room window 
running down to the basement window. 
Mr. Todd, the architect who examined the attic, said that 
in the center of the roof there was supposed to be a collar 
hmim to tie the rafters together, hut that such a beam was 
missing at every rafter. Tho roof was therefore moving away 
froin the rest of the house, forcing the front wall forward and 
causing the side north wall to crack apart. Mr. Bauer, the 
estimator for a general contract.or, did not examine the attic, 
hut agreed that the roof was forcing· the front wall forward, 
<~racking the side wall apart. Mr. Bass, the experienced ·con-
tractor, sug-g·ested that the ·movement of the front wall mig·l1t 
he caused by a faulty foundation. All were in agreement that 
the exact cause couldn't be determined without tearing a part 
of the wall out nnd that to do so Ii1ight cost as much as $2,-
000.00. 
· Three real estate ag·ents were called on behalf of the de-
fendant. Mr. W. H. Hawtlwrne said that the house bad 
10* been listed *with him for Hale. He took a prospect to 
see the house and after the prospective purchaser had 
.. fiocn the cracks in the wall, she was no long·er interested in 
the property. Mr. Huwthomc, who wa:,:. familiar with real 
m;tate values in that location, said that the house would have 
hcen worth $16,000.00 to $17,000.00, if it had been in good con-
<lition at the time Mrs. Henning contracted for its purchase. 
He further stated that while the value of real estate had de-
clined only slightly, the housp, in its cracked condition, was 
worth only $10,000.00 to $12,000.00_ nt the time Mrs. Henning 
was induced to purchase for $17,750.00. He said, on accomit 
of its cracked condition, he .was unable to interest anyone in 
huying it. . 
Mr. Wade H. Hnd<.ler, another real estate ag·ent, with two 
roars of experience sclli1ig property in the neighborhood of 
1602 Cedar Lane, stated that the market value of the J)rop-
Prty, without defeets, would have been worth $14,000.00 to 
$14,500.00 at the time Mn;. Henning agreed to purchase it. He 
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Htated its market value, without defect, at the time of the trial 
to be $13,000.00 to $13,500.00. 
Mr. James H. Newell, the third real estate agent, with 
twelve years experience, said that witl10ut the ·cracks, the 
house would have been worth $15,000.00, wl1en Mrs. Henning 
agreed to purchase it. · · .. , 
In ,June, 1947, 1\frs. Henning rescinded tl1e contract, ahan.: 
cloned the property, and moved out. Mr. Franklin, the real 
estate agent who had negotiated the sale to lfrs. Hen-
11 e!c ning about six months *earlier for $17,750.00, purchased 
the same property. for $13,500.00, some $4,250.00 less 
than the price at the earlier sale, which he had negotiated. 
POINT I. 
The defendan,t was indiiced to make the contract in reliance 
·upon representation.~ of material facts, made by the plaJin-
t'iff s, which were not tru.e, the falsity of which was not known 
to the defenda.nt, who belie1ved them, to be true. It was, there-
f o.re, error for the cou,rt to grant the vlaintiffs' motion to set 
<urirle the verdict of the jury in fa,vor of the defendant, ren-
.flered 1.t1)on the first trial.• 
Where tlierc are two trials, t11e rule iR that the proceedings 
on the first trial will be first examined and if the Court er-
Toneously i;;et aside the first verdict, judgment will be entered 
on the first verdict. Wadkins v. Dama-scits T.iumber Co., 121 
Va. 691, 93 S. E. 591. 
We slmll, therefore examine the evidence on the first trial 
to determine its f.Ufficiency to support the finding in favor of 
the defendant. Before proceeding with this examination, it 
is well to first determine when a trial judge can set aside a 
jury's verdict. Thii; question was asked and answered in the 
cm;e of Braafori v. Flippo, 183 Va. 839, 38 S. E. (2d) 757, as 
follows: 
12* · *'' (1) v,T110n can a. trial judge set. aside a jury's ver-
dict? 
"It can do so whon it is plainly wrong or without evidence 
to suport it. Code, '*~6251 and H363. 
'' The law 011 this subject has been so frequently stated and 
has been so well settled that it would be futile to re-examine 
all of our cases whicl1 deal with it. 
'' In Ellett v. Carventer, 173 Va. 191, 3 S. JtJ. 2d 370, 372; is 
this very satisfactory statement: 
*This point involves the first assignment of error. 
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"(2) 'A verdict which has been disapproved bv the trial 
judge is not entitled to tI1e same weight on appeal as one that 
has been approved by him. Du Pont De Nemours J; Co. v-. 
Taylor, 124 Va. 750, 766, 98 S. E. 866. 
'' 'But this does not mean that I1e can set aside a verdict 
merely because, if on the jury, I1e would Imic found a differ-
ent verdict. He must be satisfied from the evidence adduced, 
cith~r that there ,v~s no evidence to support tlle verdict, or 
that the ·verdjct .was plainly contrary to the evidence. This: 
conclusioi;fm~t·be~drawn from the whole evidence in the case,. 
but in arriving ·~f his conclusions he has somewhat more 
latitude than this court would bave in passing upon a verdict 
that was sanctioned by tlle judgment of the trial court." 
Ricketts v. J. G.111.cGrory Co., 138 Va. 548, 5GO, 121 S. E. 916> 
920. '' 
'' (3) In borderline cases .the verdict of a jury should pre-
vail and should not be set aside merely because the judge, 
had he been a member of tlie jury,. would have favored an-
other verdict.',. · 
·where one makes statements of opinion to another wI1ich 
induce the making of a contract, those statements may amount 
to representations of material fact if tbe party relying on the 
statement of opinion was not on equal f ootiug· with the person 
making the statements. In the case of Borer lrmi Co. v. 
Trout and Wife, 83 Va. 397, 2 S. E. 713 (1887), Judge Rich-
ardson, quoting Judg·e Staples in Gri,m,1n v. Byrdr (Va.), 32 
Gratt. 302, said: 
13* •" 'But ev-on a matter of opinion may amount to au 
affirmation, and be an inducement to a contract, espe-
cially where the parties are not dealing upon equal terms, ancl 
one of them has, or is presumed to have, means of informa-
tion not equally open to the other.' '' 
The case of Chandler v. 8atchfll, 160 Va. 160, 168 S. E. 
744 (1933), was an action by Pauline Satchell ag·ainst J. Mer-
ritt Chandler and the Accomac Banking· ·company., Inc., for 
' the sum which the plaintiff had paid for certain bonds which 
she had been inclncecl to purcl1Me by the representations of 
Clmndler, cashier of the defendant bank. The Court hel<l 
that the evidence wanantecl the jury's fincliug that the de-
fendant 's statements that the bomh; were '' as good as gold', 
and "bankable" were false representations. 
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See also Mears "· Accoma.c Bankin,q Co., J.nc., tJt al., 160 
Va. 311, 168 S. E. 740 (1933); Garrett v. Finch at1d Others, 
107 Va. 25, 57 S .. E. 604 (1907). 
Where a matter of fact iR falsely represented, it matters 
not that the representor believed the representation to be 
true. The important point is that the representation was,· in 
fact, false and was of a material fact, upon which the perso1\ 
· to whom the representation was made had a right to rely and 
did rely. The result is the same whe_ther the false representa--
tion was made innocently or knowingly; if innoeently made 
it is constructive fraud and if knowingly m~de, it is actual 
fraud. Jefferson Standard Life Ins. Co. v. Hedrick, 181. Va. 
824, 27 S. E. (2d) 1H8 (1943); Trust Co. of NMfalk v. 
14* Fletcher, 148 S. E. 785, 182 Va. 868 *(1929); Mears v. 
Accomac Banking Co., Inc.: et al., 160 Va. 311, 168 S. E. 
740 (1933). 
In the case of Ma .. ~clw v. Nir:hols, decided .January 10, 1949; 
not yet reported., the purchaser of land attempted to. secure 
avoidance and rescission of his tI·ansaction on tho grounds 
of misrepresentations of the location of the well, condition 
and facilities in the ba~broom, and the quality of the water 
incident to its fitness for the purposes intended. In that case 
' recovery was denied the purchaser, because he was a man e:x-
perienced in such affairs; he made two inspec.tions of the 
property; he lived in the house for a month without lookinf{ 
into the bathroom; the wnter was fi_t for the intended use, 
although not the most cl<'&ira hle, and he . made the .purchase . 
on the basis of his own inquiry rather than upon the reprc~ 
sentations of those from whom he purehased. Justice Millet· 
cifocl West Encl Rea.l Esfnf e Co. v. Clairborne, 97 Va. 737., 
750, 34 S .. E. · 900, saying: · 
"There Judge Keith arn1lyz~d the c~ffect of misrepresenta-
tions of a material fact relied upon without injury, as cou-
trasted with ·ih:i effect where the party to whom it was made 
subsequently (a) undertook :rnd ~ade a full and independent 
investig·ation and inquiry and acted upon the information as 
obtained: or (b) made a pnrtial inquiry, with full oppor-
tunity of complete investig-ntion and ascertainment of aJI the 
facts, and then elected, not to exhaust the readily available 
sources of information, but to act upon the knowledge ob-
tained from his partial inqniry. In either of the latter ili-
stances, if he in fact ach; upon the information so seeuretl 
by himself, he will not h~ l1eard to say that he relied upon 
the previous :misrepres(\ntation of fact.'' 
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. .Such was not the situation in tlle ease which we are now 
. considering. In tbi$ case, the defendanf had no knowl.:. 
15* · edge of *her own upon which to rely and she made no 
. investigation, but instead she l'eliecl wholly upon the 
false representations mnde to lier hy the plaintiffs. 
'Several remedies are open to a purehaser of property in-
duced by misrepresentations: (1) Ass'lt'mps-i.t for the recov-
ery of the purchase pricc1, if paid; (2) abandonment of the 
property and setting up the mi~repreRentation as a defense 
· in .an action by the seller for the purchase price; (3) retaining 
the property and suing the vendor for clamag;es eitl1er in 
<1,ssumps-it upon quasi contract, or in tort for deceit; and ( 4) 
suit in equity for a judicial rescis~ion of the coutract. Oarf er 
Cool, Co. v. Litz, 54 F. Supp. 115~ affirmed, 140 F. (2d) 9::34 
(C. C. A. 4th Circuit, 1'944); TY atk·i'i'zs v. West TYvtlwv·iUe 
Lamd &; Im.pr. Co., 92 Va. 1, 22 S. E. 554. General Finance 
Corp. 1v. Keyslorw Cr,,dU Oorp., 50 F. (2d) ~72, certiorari. 
denied 52 Sup. Ct. 201, 284 U.S. 684 (1932); 17 Corpus .Juris 
Secundum, 523 Contracts, Section ] 67; M-illboro Lumber Co. 
v. Augu.9ta \Wood ProdHct8 Corp., 140 Va. 409, 125 -S. :B~. 306. 
Therefore, we see that the defendant being without knowl-
edge concerning- tlie construction of hnildings~ was not on an 
·equal footing with the plaintiffs who rcprescuted to her that 
th.e building and plumhilig· was in very good eondit.ion. ']~he 
defendant did not make l1m· own inquiry, hut relied upon the 
representations of the plaintiffs wl1ieh, .had they been rnei·ely 
Htatemen~s of opinion, Wl:ll'e false repr~sentations which, al-
thoug·h innocently made, .constituted constructive fi;aucl. Those 
false representationi;; induced tlw defendant to make the con-
tract and she ·was within her rig·hts in electing to aban-
16* don the property nnd Het up th(\ *misrepresentations as 
a defense to the plaintiff~ aetiou on the contract. 
POINT IT . 
. Recovery of r~nf _for use and ocf'uvation of real properf,lf 
i8- wholly dependent upon the rdation.c;h-ip o.f landlord a-n.d 
tcnan,f., a.nd .cmch a rdot-ionship does not arise irhrre a p·11:r-
<;haser ,qoes into 1)0.(;St~.<..,drm of r('(ll 1JropP,rf:11 pursuant to a 
c..ontract of purchase. TlrnrP..f on:, flu• vla-i11tilf may nof rf'-
rover rent for ns<' rmrl or·cuv<rtion ns the def eudant irenf -info 
prp;session of the jJr,,,tn:i.~es 1mrs11wnt to a rontract of 1mrr.ha.se, · 
a.nd it wa.~ error for the (\111.rf to rfonv the t7,,fr1idm1t'~ mo-
tion to set a.side so mu.ch of the ,r,,rdfrf as dealt with rent.* 
*This point involves second assignment of error (a). 
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In the case of Bancroft v. TVard,well, 13 Johnson 489, 7 A~. 
Dec. 3~6 (N. Y. 1816),. the situati<~n was similar to that in 
this case, althoug-11 perhaps not as Rtrong. There the plain-
tiff held certain property under a lease,. He negotiated w.ith 
the defendant. on the ha.sis of a i:;ale of the property. The 
defendant went into possession of the property. under the be-
lief that he was a purchaser. Later the plaintiff bro11ght an 
.action for use and occupation. The court, denying ·a Il1~tion 
to set aside a non-suit granted at the trial, sai<l: 
"The action is for use and occupation, and the question is, 
whether the ev~dence was suffieient to support the action. 
17* It is a well settled principle *that this action cannot be 
· sustained, unless the relation of landlord and tenant ex-
ists between the parties. But the facts in this case furnish 
110 evidence of any i:mch relation. If the defendant could be 
considered as holcling at ail, unckir or by t]1e permission, of 
the plaintiffs, it was as a purchaser, and not as a tenant. 
Such holding is not enough to maintain thiH action, accord-
ing to the decision of the court in the case of Sm·ifh v. 8tewa.rd, 
6 Johns. 49 (Am. Dec. 186). '' 
Althoug·h there is conflict of authority on the subject, the 
prevailing· view appears to he that action for use and occu-
pation will not lie absent th~ rclationsl1ip of lancllord and 
tenant. As there is no such re]atiom;l1ip .wliere one goes into 
possession under a contract. to purcha~e, an action for use 
·:and occupation will not lie. 
'' According to the weight of authority,, the action ·ao!lS not 
lie although the pu rcbaser fails or refm;es to comply with 
the contract., the viev.'" lJeing taken that the ab~eiwe of the 
relation of landlord and tenant precludes a recovery in this 
form of action.'' 
. Thrackray v. Rif.z ~::m N. Y. S. 668. lR J\fo~c. 403 (1927); 
Roselle Pa.rk Bld,q. d!; Loan As.c:'n. v. Frierllnnder. 18] A, 316, 
116 N. ,J. Law 32 (19:15); rfotr. v. Landau. 29 S. W. (2d) 224 
(Mo. App. 1930); 1/oi(gson v. Kevvel, 238 N. ·w. 439, 214 
I<;>wa 408 ( 1931). 
·where a jury rendel's a verdict, which is not in conformity. 
with the law, it is finit the dnt~,. of the judge to ascertain the 
intentions of the jury and to send the jury ha<'k for the pur-
pose of reforming Uwt part which is improper. If tl1e jury 
J1as been dismissed, it is his dutv to either set aside so much 
' . . 
. ,\ 
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or the verdict as is improper, ·or to set aside the whole verdict 
as being contrary to the law and evidence. Atlantic Grev-
hound Corp. v. Shelton, 184 Va. 684,.36 S. E. (2d) 625 (1946); 
Remine an-d Meade v. vVh-ited, 180 Va. 1, 21. S. E. (2d) 74:-l: 
1942); Apperson-Lee Motor Go. v. Ring, 150 Va. 283',. 
18* 143 S. E. 694 ( 1928); Ellerson Floral (Jo. *v. Chesa11eakC" 
<t Ohio Ry. Co., 149 Va. 809, 141 S. E. 834 (1928) .. 
If the improper pal"t of the verdict is not unalterably tied 
in with the fiuding on the decisive issue, it may be rejected 
as surplusage. 1:Vells v. Garland, 2 Va. Cases (4 Va.) 471; 
Bell v. H1,m.tin,qfon .Develovment Co.; lOQ ,v. Va. 155, 145 
S. E. 165. ·. . · 
Thus, in t:J,is c~se, the defendant entered into possession 
of the premiies~ jnu~suant to the contract. of December 5th,. 
which was indtic·ed by the misrepresentations of the plaintiffH. 
Having so entered into possession under a contract to pur-
chase, there was no relationship of landlord and tenant with-
out which relation the plaintiffs could not recover foi· ust11 
and occupation. The ref ore, so nmcl1 of the verdict on tlm 
firs~ trial, as sug·gested that the plaintiffs recover rent from 
the defendant, was improper, . as a matter of law, and the 
Court should have diEl-regarded it. and granted the defend-
ant's motion to set aside that part of tlle verdict. 
POINT III. 
The general 1.1erdict for the defendant upon the issue of 
fraiid was dec·isive n.f the entire. c.ase and, therefore, necPs-
.~arily constituted a finding for the def end ant on her special 
plea of .c;et-off.* 
The action for the purchase price of the propnrty and tlw· 
defense of fraud raised tbe dechiive issue in the case. A 
.19', finding for the defendant on this issue was necessarily 
a finding in her favor upon tlle issue on the special pleu. 
If the defendant. was entitled to a :rescission of the contraet,. 
she was entitled, as a matter of law, to a refund of the pur-
chase money paid on the contract. 
In Winn Bros. and Baker v. Lipscom.be, 103 S. E. 62a, 1:27 
Va. 554, the plaintiff sued the defendant for the cost of cer-
tain. apples bought for anc1 sl1ipped to the defendant, plu~ 
plaintiff's commissions. The defendant filed a special pJea 
of set-off for damages, because of the delivery of apples ill-
ferior to those eon tr acted for·. The jury returned a genera I 
verdict for the plaintiff without any mention of the issue . 
~·aised by the special plea of ~et-off. The Court held that the~ 
general verdict for the plaintiff was sufficient,. becanse it wa!,; 
*This point involves second assignment of error (b). 
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necessarily a finding in the plaintiff's favor upon the issue 
·. on the special plea as well as upon the general issue. Judge 
Staples, quoting from Da?n.1ille Bank v. lVaddill, 27 Gratt . 
. 448, said, among other thingA : 
"Cases often occur in which the finding of one issue is 
decisive of the cas~, and renders a consideration of the others 
wholly unnecessary or immaterial'' · . . 
If we are correct in our position that it was error for the 
Court to award the plaintiff a new trial: it necessarily fol-
lows that the Court, after having· set the verdfot aside, should 
have proceeded in accordance with the provisions of Section _ 
6251 of the Code to decide the case upon its merits and render 
final judgment. for the defendant for the sum of $700.00 on 
her special plea of set-off. 
20* *POINT IV. 
The evidence offered by the d~fendant upon the second triQl 
was sufficient to rai.c:e a jury i8sue on the question of the mi.9-
represen.ta.tfon of matP-rial f a.ct.s inducing the contract, and it 
was, therefore, error on thP. part of the court to refuse to al-
low the proffered test·iniony to go before the jury.• 
We shall reach this· point only in the event the court reaches 
a conclusion that the action of the trial court in setting aside 
the first verdict and gTanting a new trial on all issues was 
· correct. 
We shall, therefore, proceed to briefly discuss the sufficiency 
of the evidence offered on the Recond trial to withstand a mo-
tion to strike. 
As Chief Justice Hudgins well said in the_ ca~e of Leath v. · 
R. F. <I; P. Railroad Co,mva.ny, 162 Va. 705, 174 S. E. 678: 
'' The tendency seems to be growing to $0 extend the use 
of the motion to strike plaintiff's evidence as to deprive liti-
gants of the benefits contemplated by the Code revisors in 
section 6251.- ·we., therefore, repeat what we. have heretofore 
said, that trial courts in considering motions to strike plain-
tiff's evidence should in crvC1ry case where there is any doubt 
on the question ov-errule the motion. The use of this motion 
as. a means to defeat plaiutiff 's action slwuld be confined and 
applieg only to those cases in which it is conclusively appar-
ent that plaintiff l1as proven no cause of action against de- · 
fendant .. Too often in tort· actions plaintiffs arc put to the 
delay and expense of obtaining in this court a reversal 011 . 
this ground, which of necessity requires a new tri~l; If the · 
*This point involves the third assignJDent of error. 
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t:dal court overrules the rnotio.n to strike, submits the case 
t~ the jury, and a verdict is returned, be then may set aside 
the verdict on the ground that it is contrary to the evidence, 
or without evidence to support it. If upon review this court 
reaches a different conclusion, the record includes the verdict 
and final judgment may. he here entered. This was tbe 
21 *· purpose of the Code *revisors in drafting section 6251. 
See revisors' notes.'' 
This case was cited with approYal in lValton v. Walton, 
168 Va. 418, 191 S. E. 768, where the eourt said: 
~'after the parties have introdnred all aYailable evidence, and 
t.pe trial court has sustained the motion to strike, \on review 
iti this court we examine the evidence to determine whether 
or not a verdict in behalf of the losing party can be sustained. 
That is, upon a careful consideration of all the evidence, if 
w:e are of opinion that reasonable men may differ on the con-
(~lusion to be reached, then it is our duty to hold that tb~ 
trial court co.mmitted error in 8triking the evidence. The 
f.'dal court should not su~tain this motion in any doubtful 
case. As pointed out in Bmks' Pleading and Practico ( 3d 
Ed.), ~256, the motion to strike ii:; made in the beat of the 
trial, while the jury is wnit.i11g to l'(~ceive the instructions and 
to hear the arguments of counsel. Hence the court has but 
,little time in which to consider the evidence. Howeve1·. on 
a motion to set aside the verdict the trial court has mnple 
time to give due conHicleration to, and wP.igh the evidence. If 
on review, this court does not ngTe.e. with tl1e judge of the 
trial court in its action iu setting m;ide the verdict, the ver-
dict is in the record, and final judil,rnent may be entered by 
this court. This procc~dur<~ eliminates the delay and exj,ense 
of a secorn;l trial, speeds :finnl d(\tennination of litigation, and 
removes possible temptation for the commission of perjury 
~n the second trial. These were the main objects rontcm-
11lated by the 19H) Code revisor~ in the provisions added to 
{;ode, §§6251 and 6365. Agnin WC' ernphaf-iize that, when evi-
dence has been inhocfoced to sustnin an issue aud there is 
doubt in the mind of the frial comt as to its sufficicmcv. that 
cloubt should be re~mlved against the party making -tiw mo-
tion, and the isstie ::-mhmitted to tho jury. See Leath v. Rich-: 
1nond F. & P. Ry. ro., 162 Va. 705, 174 S. E. 678." 
·, vVhat has been Raid in discussing- Point I is cqunlly appli-
cable here and need not be repc.1 c1 tcd. It is sufficient to say 
· that the evidence rejPctecl by the trial c·ourt, under tlie 
22* '~auH10riti~s relied upon in discussing Point I, WH8 
clearly sufficient to rai~e a jury question. The Virginia 
• I 
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cases haye held that even an expression of opinion may con-
stitute a representation if the parties were not upon an equal 
footing .. In.this case the defendant's evidence shows that she 
was totally without lmow1eclg·e regarding business matters 
and the construction of buildings, ancl tba t she did not make 
an inspection of the condition of the house structurally. At-
the time the contract was made the plaintiffs were living, in 
and had knowledge of the defectiv~ .condition of the house'" 
In ~omplete reliance on the representations of the. plaintiffs, 
the defendant was induced to make the contract. The evi-
dence shows that the defendant reseinded the contract, aban-
doned the premises, and moved out of the house, having 
elected to def encl against any action brought against. her on 
. the contract on the ground that the contract was induc~d by· 
the .misrepresentations. This evidence on behalf of the de .. 
fondant would have been sufficient to support a v·erdict. 
It will be noted that the learned trial judge apparently re-
lied upon the doctrine of "ca·reat emptor" in rejecting the 
evidence (Tr., p. 164). 
The rule seems clear that '' caveat e11l,ptor" does not :apply 
to th.e purchase of real property with the exception of the 
situation in which the purchase is of defective title. Cases 
· 110t involving the purchase of defective title 'turn on the rep-
resentations of the parties and the right to rely thereon. Wil-
cox v. Calloway, 1 ,vash. (1 Va.) 38 (1791); Hull v. Fields, 
76 Va. 594 (1882); Wilson v. Carpenter's Adrnr., 21 Va. 
23* 183, 21 S. E. 243, *50 Am. St. Rep. 824 (1895) ; Edm.1.fnds 
v. Gwynn, 157 Va. 528, 161 S. E. 892 (1932). 
CONCLUSION. 
In conclusion, it. is respectfully submitted that tl1e verdict 
'i· l'endered upon the. firr.;t trial contained a clear, definite and 
certain :finding in favor of the defendant on the euhject of 
misrepresentations; that the evidence was sufficient to sup-
port this finding; that the residue of the verdict was nothiJ:}g· 
more than a recommendation of thr, :jury that the defendant 
forfeit her down payment npon the contract and be requjred 1 
to pay $600.00 as tent for the time sh8 occupied the property·· 
1111der the contract; that tlles~ recommendations could not be 
carried out legallv and that the court ~hould have <lisre-
µ:i1rded them and ~·enderccl judgment upon the verdict of the 
jurr in favor of the defendant, and that the court shonl<l then 
have granted the defendant's motion for judgment upon her. 
· Rpecial plea of se.t-off for the down payment; and that, under 
the applicable law, thir:: court should render the judgment that 
the trial court ougl1t to have rendered. 
' I 
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FORMAL CONCLUSION. 
For the foregoing reaso.ns, your petitioners prays 
24" that •a writ of error mav be awarded to her from the 
judgment complained of.· 
Petitioner adopts this petip.on as her opening brief. 
In conformity with Rule 9 of this Court, it is stated tlmt 
:the plaintiff in e1·ror is Ruth S. Henning and the def enclants. 
iri error, or parties of record ~ho will be interested in sus-
. taining the judgment of the Court below, or affected by a 
reversal 'thereof, ai;e Betty K. Kyle ancl Z. T. Kyle. 
Your. petitioner reqn.ests an oral presentation of this peti-
tion·. : • . · · 
Thi~· petition will be filed with the Clerk of t11e Supreme . 
Court' of Appeals at Richmond on the 17th day of January,. 
1949; A copy WU8 mailed to Denny, Valentine & Daveuport,. 
Attorneys at Law, Travelers Building, Richmond, Virginia~ 
opposing counsel in the Court below, on the 17th clay of ,Tauu-
ary, 1949. ' . 
RUTH S. HENNING 
By Com1sel 
.ALLEN, .ALLEN & ALLEN, 
By EDWARD A. GAGE, 
611 Mutual Building, 
Richmond 19, Virginia. 
25"' 6 CERTIFIC.ATE .. 
"\Ve, George E. Allen and Edward A.. Gage, Attorneys at 
Law, practicing in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia,. 
dh certify, in· our opinion, that the jn<lgment complained of 
should be reviewed bv said Court. 
' . 
January 17, 1949 .. 
Received January 17, 1949 .. 
GEO. E. ALLEN, 
EDWARD A. GAGE,. 
611 :Mutual Building, 
Richmond ·19, Virginia .. 
M. B. "\V .A TTS .. 
March 2, 1949. \Vrit of error invarded by. the court .. Bond 
$500 .. 
:M:. B. ,v. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
· Pleal:l before the Honorable Judge of the Circuit· Court 
of the City of Richmond, held for the said City at the 
Courtroom thereof, in the City Hall, on the 15th day of 
November, 1948. · 
' , 
Be It Remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: In the Clerk's / 
Office of the said Circuit. Court of the City of Richmond, the 
21st day of March, 1947: Came Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. 
Kyle, by counsel, and filed their Notice of Motion for Judg.:. 
ment against Ruth S. Henning, which Notice of Motion· for· 
Judgment is in the words and figures following, to-wit: 
page 2 ~ (Filed on March 21, 1947.) 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs, 
v. 
Ruth S. Henning, Defendant. 
NOTICE OF MOTION FOR ,JUDGMENT. 
To Ruth S. Henning 
1602 Cedar Lane 
Richmond, Virginia. 
. .. 
You are hereby notified that on the 9th day of April 1947~ 
at 10 :00 A. M., or as soon the1·eafter as counsel may be heard; 
the undersigned will move the above court at its courtroom 
in the City Hall, Richmond, Virginia, for a judgment against 
yon in the snm of Seventeen Thousand and Fifty Dollars 
($17,050.00) :with interest tl1()reon from December 30, 1946, 
until paid, for this to-wit: 
That you did enter into a contract with the undersigne,l 
dated December 2, 1946, whereby the undersigned did ag1·ee, 
to sell and you did agree to purchase certain real eRtatc 
briefly described therein as 1602 Cedar Lane, with all im-
provements thereon and thereto belonging, in the City of 
Richmond~ Virginia, for the Hum of Seventeen Thousand, 
Seven Hundred and ],ifty Dollars ($17,050.00) cash, and by 
a subsequent memorandum dated December 12., 1946, you did 
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· agree to pay the purchase price, all cash1 on December 30, 
1946. As against said purchase pric·e you did deposit and 
pay down the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00) to 
the undersigned, leaving· a balance due and owing on the 
aforesaid contract of SeYenteen Th01isand and Fiftv Dollan; 
($17,050,00), wl1ich you have refused to pay to the I 
pag·e 3 ~ undersigned, althoug·h demanded by them so fo do. 
The undersigned allege~ that they are the ownerH 
icl fee simple of the said real estate and that they are and 
have been at all times since the said 30th day of December, 
)946, ready, willing and able to comply with the terms of the 
iiaid contract and to deliver to you a deed of general war-
ranty conveying the said real c~fate upon the payment to 
them by you of the balance of the 8aid purcbaHe price, wl1ich. 
jrou have f~iled and refmed to pay. · 
The undersigned will, therefore, at the time and _place 
herein first above specified~ move the said Circuit Court of the 
City of Richmond for jud~ment against you in the sum of 
Seventeen Thousand mid Fifty Dollars, with interest thereon 
from December 30, 1946, until paid. 
BETTY K. KYLE 
Z. T. KYLE 
· By counsel 
DENNY, VALENTINE & DA VFJNPORT, p. q. 
,state of Virginia., 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
Perso~ally appeared before me, Betty K. Kyle, who being 
first duly sworn stated that she i:-; one of the plaintiffs in the 
foregoing notice of motion for judgni~nt; that she bas read 
the same; that the matters stat(\d therein are true; and that 
the amount justly due by tlw dcfemfant, Ruth S. Henning·, to 
them pursuant to the contract mentioned therein is Seventeen 
Thousal.ld and Fifty Dolla1~s ($17,050.00), upon which sum 
iilaintiffs claim interest. from Dcc~emhor 30, 1946, and again$t 
' which there arc no offset.R or counterclaims, so this affiant 
verily believes. · 
BETTY K. KYLE 
page 4 }- Subscrihc<l and s,voru to before me this 18th dav 
of Marcl1, 1947. ~ 
VIRGINIA A. BOvVERS 
Notary Public 
·· My commission expires April 28, 1950. 
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page 5 r .And at another day, to-wit: at a Circuit ·Court 
held the 9th day of Ap1~il, 1947. 
This day came the plaintiffs, by coum;el, and on .the motiQn 
of the plaintiffs, by counsel, it is ordered that this case be 
docketed. Then the defen'dant, hy counsel, filed herein her 
counter-affidavit, })lea of nil de.bet and put herself upon the 
Country and the plaintiffs likewise. 
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Virginia: 
(!Piled on M:ay li 1947.) 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
Betty K~ Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs, 
'V. 
Huth ~. Henning, Defendant. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
Now comes· said def enclant and as and for he1· gTounds of 
defense herein, states as foJlows: 
(1) That the ag:reement of Dem~mber 2, 1946, alleged by 
plaintiffs waR neYer fully accepted or agTeed to by plaintiffs. 
(2) That tl1e alleg-ed agreement of December 12, 1946, was 
predicated on said alleged contract of December 2, 1946, which 
was not accepted in writing by plaintiffs prior to the institu-
tion of this action, and that said latter, offer. agTcement or 
memorandum was a unilateral agree~ent on the part of de-
fendant, not accepted by plaintiffs, and lacks mutuality. 
(3) That the real estate, the sa'le of which is the subject· 
of said alleged contract, was induced by the fraudulent rep: 
resentation on the part of plaintiffs that said property was 
in good and proper condition_; that they knew that a side wall 
of said building· was and is defective, that the foundation is 
defective, and that defendant would not have agreed to pur-
chase said house if she lu.td known of said material and sub-
stantial defects to said property,, that plpintiffs had caused , 
'Said defects to be painted in such a m~nner as not to be readily 
visible to a person inspecting said building unl~ss specifically 
called to such person's attention. · 
})age 7 ~ ( 4) That defendant is not indebted to plaintiffs 
in any amount, but that pTaintiffs are indebted to 
defendant in the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00), 
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which she paid to plaintiffs on the ptJrchase price of saicT. 
property before she learned of the defective condition ·of saicl 
building, for which she prays jnclgment. 
STEINOOLD & STEINGOLD 
STEINGOLD & STEINGOLD, . 
p. d. 
p. -d. 
page 8 ~ And at another day, to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
held the 17th day of June, 1947: 
Upon motion of the plaintiffs, by cotmsel, and with the con-
sent ·of the defendant, by counsel, it is ordered that leave be, 
and it hereby is-given to the plaintiffs to file their amended 
notice of inQtioiI for judgment in the above styfod action;; 
_ and, the "'s·a.i~·amended notice of motion for judgment having 
been presented by counsel for the plaintiffs;it. is ordered that 
the said amended notice of motion for judgment be,· and it 
hereby is filed. 
And this action having been heretofore docketed and ~et 
for trial on the 1st day of July, 1947, at 10:00 A. 1YI., it is 
further ordered that tlle said action upon· tlJe amencled noticH 
of motion for judgment be, and it hereby is set for trial 011 
the same date and at. the same time. 
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Virginia: 
(Filed on ~Tune 17,. 1947.) 
In the Circuit Court of tlie City of Riehmond. 
Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs, 
11. 
Ruth S. Henning, Defendant. 
t ; 
AMENDED NOTICE OF l\IOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
To., Ruth S. Henning 
1602 Cedar Lane 
Richmond, Virginia 
You are I1ereby notified that on the 1st day of l uly, 1947 
at 10 :00 A. M., or as soon tlun·eafter as counsel may oe heard,. 
the undersigned 1vill move the above rourt at its '!ourtroom 
.in the City Hall, Richmond, Virginia, for a judgment against. 
--------,.~---- ' --- --
. . . 
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you in the suiv. of Three 'rl1ousand, Five Hundred and Fifty 
Dollars ($3,550.00) plus intei·est and taxes as hereinafter set 
forth, due and owing· by you to the undersigned by virtue of 
the following facts, which facts are in amendment of the alle-
gotions heretofore set forth in the notice of motion for judg-
ment against you previously filed in the above styled actiou : 
That you did enter into a contract with the undersigned 
dated December 2, 1946, whereby the undersigned did agree 
to sell and you did agree to purchase certain real estate 
briefly described therein as 1602 Cedar Lane, with all im-
provements thereon and thereto belonging, in the City of 
Richmond, Virginia, for the sum of Seventeen Thousand, 
Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($17,750.00) cash, and by 
a subsequent memorandum dated December 12, 
pag·e 10 ~ 1D46, you did agree to pay the purchase price, _all 
· cash, on December 30, 1946. .As against said pur-
chase price you did deposit and pay down the sum of Seven 
Hundred Dollars ($700.00) to ·the undersigned, leaving a bal-
ance then due and owing on the afore said contract of Seven-, 
teen Thousand and Fifty Dollars ($17,050.00). 
The undersigned a1leg-e that h~ving· waited for approxi-
riiatcly six (6) months fol' you to comply with said contract, 
and you having failed so to do despite many demands upon 
you by or on behalf of the undersigned that you comply, and 
during that period of time the underi;,igned having be.en 
ready, willing and able to comply on their part with said con-
tract, and since the. date of i-:,aid contract said property hav'7 
ing substantially depreciated in fair market value, to-wit, to 
the sum of Thirteen ~rl10usand, Five Hundred Dollars ($13,-
500.00), and th~ undersigned having been offered said sum 
of Thirte<:n Thousand, "B,ive Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00), 
they have have entered into a contract with S. B. Franklin, 
of Richmond., Virginia, to Hell said real estate for said sum, . 
and the undersig·ned thereby have suffered damage by virtu~ 
of your failure to comply with your contract in the amouut 
of Three Thousand, ]i1iye Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
($3,550.00), together with interest on the unpaid balance of 
your contract, to-wit, Seventeen Thousand and Fifty Dollars 
($17,050.00), at the rate of 6% per annum from December 30, 
1946, the date upon which you agreed to pay said sum, until·. 
the date on which tllev wil1 receive the said sum of Thirteen 
Thousai1d, Five Hunched Dollars ($1H,500.00) from S. B. 
:b,ranklin, and plus intel'nst at 0% per annum on the balance of 
Three Thousand, Five Hund rod and Fifty Dollars ($13,550.00)' 
from said date until sueh latter s.mn is paid; and, in addi-
I. 
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. . tion thereto, the undersigned claims as a part of 
· page 11 ~ their damages against you, the pro-rata -re.al es-
. tate taxes on 1602 Cedar Lane from Decemher RO, 
1946., until the date of settlement for the sale of the said prop-
erty to S. B. Franklin. 
: Therefore, the undersigned will, at the time and place 
herein first above specified, move the said Circuit Court of 
the City of Richmond for a juclgmont against you in tlw said 
amount of Three Thousand, Five Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
f$3,550.00) plus interest and taxes as aforesaid. 
BETTY K. KYLE 
Z. T.KYLE 
By counsel 
·:bENNY, VALENTINE & DA VI~NPORT, p. q. 
page 12 ~ (Filed lune 17, 1947, H. F. S. ll/15/48~) 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmon<) .. 
~ 
~etty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyll', Plaintiffs! 
v. . 
· Ruth S. Henning, Defendant. 
STIPULATION. 
WHEREAS there is now pending in the Circuit Court of 
,tl1e City of Richmond, Virginia, the above styled suit of 
'Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs, 1;. Ruth S. Henning·, 
Defendant, in which the said plaintiffs seek to recover of the 
said defendant the smn of $17,0.50.00 with interest thereon 
' from December 30, 1946, imtil paid, tlle said principal amount 
·being the balance due under a certain contract for the sale 
of certain real estate with the improvements thereon known 
as No. 1602 Cedar Lane., Richmond, Yirgfoia; aud 
. WHEREAS an offer in writing has been µiade by R. B. 
Franklin to purchrn~e the 8ai<l property, No. 1602 Cedar Lane, 
Richmond, Virginia, for the price of $13,500.00 net, and both 
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ihe parties plaintiff and the party defe1idant to the. said ac;. 
tion believing it advisable that the said offer should be· ac-
·cepted and that the purchase price of $13,500.00 paid or to 
1Je paid by the said S. B. Franklin should be credited upon 
the. amount claimed of the defendant by the plaintiffs; 
NOW, THEREFORE, the parties plaintiff and defendant 
to the foregoing action, by their r~spective coun-
page 13 } sel, do hereby mutually stipulate and agree as fol-
lows: 
1. That the written offer of S. B. Franklin to purchase 
the real estate with the improvement~ thereon known as 1602 
Cedar Lane, Richmond, Virginia, for the net amount of $13,-
500.00, be accepted iu writing, the written acceptance thereof 
to be made by the said plaintiffs; and that the net proceedM 
of the said purchase price paiq or to be paid by the said A. B-:· 
Franklin will be paid to the said plaintiffs, Betty K. Kyle 
and Z. T. Kyle, and will thereby be credited upon the amount 
demanded of the aforesaid defElndant, Ruth S. Henning, in 
the said action now pending; 
2. That in the deed of bargain and sale from Betty K. Kyle 
1and Z. T. Kyle, her husband, to S. B. Franklin or his assigns,_ 
conveying No. 1602 Cedar Lane, the said Ruth S. Henning 
will join as party of the third part for the purpose of re-
linquishing all her rig·ht, tit]e and interest in and to the said 
property under and by virtue of those two certain writings 
or contracts signed by the said Rntl1 S. Henning, dated re- . 
spectively December 2, 1946, and December 12, 1946, which 
writings are or are alleged to be a contract for the purchase 
of the said property by Ruth S. Hf'nning: hut the execution 
of the said deed by Ruth S. Henning· shall in no way be taken 
as an admission of lia.bi]ity on her part to the aforesaid plain-
tiffs, nor shall it be introduced or considered as evidence in 
the aforesaid action now pendi11g betwe~n the said parties, 
or any amendment thereof. · · 
3. That the said plaintiffs, by their counsel, will prepare 
and file an amended notice of motion for judgment 
page 14 ~ ag·ainst the said defendant in which the sale to 
S. B. Franklin for $] 3,500.00 wil1 be alleged and 
in which the plaintiffs will claim damages against the defend-
ant in the principal amount of $3,550.00 plus interest on 
$17,050.00 at 6% per annum from December 30, 1946, until 
the date of settlement. of $1.3.~500.00 by S. B. Franklin, and 
plus 6% interest 011 $H,550.00 from the date of settlement for 
the $13,500.00 until the $3,550.00 is paid, for breach of the 
alleged contract of sale evidenCf!cl by, the aforesaid writi11g'B 
,' 
I .. 
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of December 2, 1946, and December 12, 1946; and the order-
granting leave to file the said amended notice of motion for 
judgment will be consented to by counsel for plaintiffs ancl 
counsel for the defendant .. 
Executed this 4th day of June-, l!J47. 
· page 15 f-
Virginia: 
R. WESTWOOD WINFREE 
of counsel for Bettv K. Kvle. arnf 
Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs. · 
ISRAEL STEINGOLD 
Counsel for· Ruth S. Henning,.. 
Defendant. 
(Filed July 17, J947 ~) 
In the Circuit Conrt of.tlie City of Riclimond. 
Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiff~,: 
1). . 
,Rnth S .. Henning, Defendant. 
SPECI.A.L PLK.i\. OF SET-OFF. 
Now comes tiie defendant and says, that she is not indebted 
to the plaintiffs in any amount,. that plaintiffs are indebted 
to her in the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00), which 
she paid to the ag·ent of plaintiffs at the time. the alleged con-
. tract was entered into for the sale to her of tlie premises at 
1602 Cedar Lane, Richmond, Virginia, said contract having; 
been induced by the fraudulent representations of the said 
plaintiffs a·nd their duly authorized ag;ent that said property-
was in g·ood and proper rcpnir and condition; that defendant 
entered into said contract relying on said false repre~enta-
tions; that _they knew and their said agent, being experi-
enced in real estate and in the construction of buildings, knew 
or should have known that the rear wall, come1· of the roof 
and foundation were defectiv<?, and that said .defects would 
cost a large sum of money. to repair, tl1at they greatly depre.: 
c,iated the value and safety of said l1ouse, a11 of wl1ich fact~ 
said plaintiffs failed to dis~lose to defendant~ a woman with 
no experience in buying, selling or building homes or· other 
structures; that defendant demanded rescission of saicl ·cou-
t;ract immediately upon lr.arning of the material and serious 
defects existing in said house and promptly vacated said 
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· · premises; that she spPnt the sum of $185.00 on re~ · 
page 16 ~ pairs and improvements to said premises before 
learning of said defective condition; that. the sa1c· 
.of said property by plaintiffs ·to S. B. Franklin for $13,500.00 
is below the present fair marke-t value of said propertJ had 
it been in the condition it 8hou1d have been when said alleged 
contract of sale to 'defendant was made, the differenee between 
the original price to defendant of $17,750.00 and the sale to 
Franklin for $13,500.00, being due to the -defective condition · 
of said h9use as aforesaid and not to a drop in the market 
price, although the price the plaintiffs attempted to obtain 
from the defendant wa8 highly inflated, that the reasonable 
fair market value of the property in good condition at th~ 
time of the alleged sale was· not more than $15,500.00, and 
this the defendant is ready to verify. 
vVherefore she prays judgm,mt if she ought not to recover 
according· to the statute in such cases made and provided 
. of and from the said plaintiffs, the sum of $885.00, les the 
seasonable rental value for the period of her occupancy from 
December 15, 1946, to June 19, 1947, that said amount is the 
amount that defendant is entitled to recover of and from the 
plaintiffs in excess of any amount the plaintiffs are entjtled 
to recover of and from her, with interest thereon from the 
twelth day of December, 1946. 
RUTH S. HENNING 
State of Virginia, 
City of Richmond, to-wit: 
This day Ruth S. Henning personally appeared before m~,; 
Riith 8. Henrning, a notary public in and for the 
page 17 ~ city and, state aforesaid, and made oath that the 
matters and things stated in the foregoing plea 
are true· to the best of her. knowledge, information, and be-
lief. 
:My term of office expires March 19,1949. 
Given under my hand this 14th day of July, 1947. 
L. W. HAWTHORNE 
Notary- Public. 
l\Iy Commission Expires :March 19, 1949. 
page 18 ~ -And at another day, to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
held the 21st day of ,July, 1947: , 
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,, :On m9tion of the plaintiffs, by counsel, leave is herebr 
gpanted the said plaintiffs to file herein their second amended 
r.rotice of motion for judgment. 
I. 
page 19 ~ (Filed July 21, 1947.) 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs, 
. v. 
Ruth S. Henning, Defendant. 
SECOND AMENDED NOTICE Ob., :MOTION FOR 
.. TUDGMENT. 
To Ruth S. ;Henning-
Richmond, Virginia 
You are hereby notified that on th~ 24th day of July, 1947, 
nt 10 :00 A.. J\iI., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, 
the undersigned will move the aboYc Court at its courtroom 
in the City Hall, Richmond, Virginia, for a judg111e11t against 
you in the sum of Tl1ree TJ1om;;and, :B..,ive Hnndred and Fifty 
Dollars ($3,550.00) plus interest and taxes hereinafter set 
. f.orth, due and owing by you to tlu~ undersigned by virtue of 
· the following facts, which facts a re i11 amendment of the alle-
gations heretofore set forth in the notire of motion for judg-
ment and in the amended notice of motion for juclgme1tt 
against you previotJsly filed in the above styled action: 
F,irst Cou.nf • 
. . . That you did enter into n eon tract with the uudersig·ned 
dated December 2, 1946, wl1el'ehy tho undersigned did agree 
to sell and you did agree to purrhas(.) certain 1'eal estate 
hriefly described then~in aR 1602 Cedar Lane, with all im-
provements thereon and thereto helongfog, in the City of 
. · Richmond, Virginia, for the ~nun 01'. Seventeen Thousand, 
Reven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($17,750.00) cash. and hy 
a subsequent memorandum dated Deeember 12, 1946, yon did 
agree to pay the pnrchn~e. price, all cash, on De-
page 20 ~ cember :~O, 1946. As iw:aiH~t said purchase price 
,you did deposit anrl pay down the sum of Seven 
Hundred Dollars ($700.00) to the uudersig-ned, lenving a hal- , 
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ance then due and owing· on the aforesaid contract of Seven-
. teen Thousand and Fifty Dollars ($17,050.00). . · 
That pursuant to stipulation entered into on June 4, 1947, 
between counsel for the undersigned plaintiffs and counsel 
for Ruth S. Henning-, the defendant, the 8aid pl~intiffs sold 
the said real estate with the improvements thereon kno\vn as 
1602 Cedar Lane, Richmond, Y.irginia, for -the net amount of 
Thirteen Thousand, Five Hundred Dollars ($13,500.00), which 
· sum in accordance with the said i:;;tipulation the said plain-
tiffs have credit to the unpaid portion of the contract price 
in the said amount of ·Seventeen Thousand and Fifty Dol-
lars ($17.,050.00), leaving a balance due and unpaid of Three. 
Thousand, Five Hundred and. Fifty Dollars ($3,550.00), Jllus 
interest on Seventeen Thom~and and Fifty Dollars· ($17,-
050.00) at 6% per annum from December BO; 1946,, until .June 
17, 1947, the date upon which S. B. Franklin, the p1,1rchaser, 
paid the sum of Thirteen Thousnnd, Five Hundred Dollani 
($13,500.00), and p]us 6% interest 011 Three Thousand~ Five 
Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($3,550.00) from said date of 
.June 27, 1947, until said sum is paid., and plus the sum of 
One Hundred Dollars and fort)r cP.nts ($100.40), reprei;;ent-
ing the first half of real estate taxes on the said real estate, 1 
which the said plaintiffs were compelled to pay by reason 
of your failure to perform your contract as aforesaid; all of 
which the plaintiffs c]aim to be due them by you and which 
you have refused aud continue to refuse to pay to the plain-
tiffs, the said plaintiffs having· been ready, willing aud ahle to 
comply with the contract on their own part np until the date· 
of the aforesaid stipulation. 
page 21 ~ 8er:ond Count. 
That you did enter into a contract with the undersigned 
elated December 2, 1946, wl1erehy th~ undersigned did agree 
to sell and you did agree to purcliase certain real estate 
briefly described therein as 160~ Cedar Lane, wif:h a11 im-
provements thereon and tllereto belonging;, in the City of 
Richmond, Virp;inia, for the sum of Seventeen Thousand, 
Seven Hundred and Fifty DollarR ($17,750.00) ca8h, and- by 
a subsequent memonmdum dated Dec·ember 12, 1946, you did. 
agree to pay the p11rchase price,' all ca!-311, on Decomber 30., 
1946. As against ~aid purrhaHe price you did deposit and 
pay down the sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700.00) to tl1e 
undersigned, leaving- a balance t]wn due and owh1g·· on the 
aforesaid contract of. Seventeen Thousand and Fift.v Dollars 
{$17J050.00). ~ . 
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The undersigned allege that you having failed to comply 
- wi:f.h the said contract despite man~' demands made upon you 
by or on behalf of the undersigned, and during that periocl 
of time the undersigned having heen ready, willing and able· 
to comply on their own part with said contract, and said 
property having subsequently depre.aiated iu fair market 
value to the sum of Thirteen Thousand, Five Hundred Dol-: 
lars ($131500.00), and the undersignecl l1aving heen. offerecl 
the said sum of $13,500.00, they,, pursuant to a i-;tipulation be-
tween counsel.:t;.o_r t~e parties to this suit hereinabove specifi-
cally ref err~d JQ, did enter into a contract anJ did sell the-
said real esta~; t9 S. B. JPranklin, Richmond, Virginia, for· 
the said sum pf Thirteen Thousand, Five Hundred Dollnrs 
($13',500.00)., and they thereby suffered damage by virtue of 
your failure to comply with your. contract in the amount of 
T11ree Thousand, Five Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
pag·e 22 ~ ($3,550.00), together with interest on the unpaid 
. balance of your 0ontract, to-wit, Seventeen Thou-
san4 and Fifty Dollars ($17,f>50.00), at the rate of 6% per 
annum from December BO, 1946, to ,June 27, 1947, the date 
of the payment of Thirteen rrhousand, Five Hundred Dollars. 
($13,500.00) by the said S. B. Franklin, and plus intere~t at 
6% per an_num on the balance of TJ1ree Thousand, Five Hun-
qred ai'ld Fifty Dollars ($3,550.00) from lune 27, 1947, until 
paid, and plus One Hundred Dollars and forty cents ($100.40), 
representing the first half of 1947 real estate taxes on said 
pi:operty which the undersigned were 0ompelled to pay by 
reason of yonr failure·to comply with your said contract .. 
The ref ore, the undersign()<l will, at· the time and place here-
in first above specified, move the said Circuit Corrrt of tlw~ 
City of Richmond for a judgment against you in the said. 
amount of Three Thousand, Five Hundred and Fifty Dollar~ 
($3,550 .. 00) plus interest and taxes as aforesaid. 
BETTY K. KYLE 
Z. T. KYLE 
DENNY, V ALENTIN'E & DAVENPORT, p. q. 
pag·e 23 ~ And at another day1 to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
· I1eld the 24th cfay of Jnly, 1947.. · · 
This day came again th': plaintiffs and defendant, by coun-
sel, and also a jury, to-wit: G. A. Brizzol~ra, ,Joseph A. Chil-
dress, R. V\7. Broadrup, .J. C. Saunders, ~- D. Powers, Harvey 
C. Puller and F·. R .. Nicholson, being sworn well and tn1ly to 
./ 
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try the issue joined in this caen and having heard the evi:.. 
dence and arguments of counsel, were sent out of court to 
consult of a verdict., and after som~ time returned into court 
with a verdict in the words and figures following, t~-wit.: 
''We, the jury, on the isime joined, find for the defendant but 
agree that she should ·forfeit her deposit of $705.00, aud be 
required to pay $600.00 rental for time of occupancy of 160'2 
Cedar Lane.'' 
Thereupon the plaintiffs, by counsel, moved tl1e Court to 
set aside the said verdict of the jury as contrary to the law 
and the evidence, without evidence to support it and because 
of the admission of certain evidence over the objection of the 
said plaintiffs, and to award t.hem a new trial; then the de- · 
fendant, by counsel, moved tho Court to set aside the verdict 
of the jury as contrary to the law and the evidence and for 
other reasons set forth in writing. and now made a part of 
the record; both of which motions the Court continued for 
argument to be heard thereon .. 
page 24 ~ (Filed, on July 24, 1947.) 
MOTION OF DEFENDANT ON VERDICT. 
l\ir. Steingold: I move so much of the verdict of the jury 
as forfeits the defendnnt 's deposit of $700.00 he set aside 
as the verdict being for the defendant on clearcut issues· in 
this case would necessarilv have to be for the rescission of 
the contract and that woulcl entitle the defendant, to a rebate 
of the deposit. 
I move that so much of the verdict as chai·ges Mrs. Hen.in,tJ 
$600.00 for rental of the premises be set aside as bCling with-
out evidence to support it, and that judgment be entered fol' 
the defendant for $700.00 as prayed for in the special plea 
of set-off. 
page 25 ~ And at another day, to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
l1eld the 3rd day of May, 1948. 
This day came again the plaintifffl and the defendant, by 
counsel; and the Com!t hnvi11g- heard arg:umcnts for the plain-
tiffs and the defendant on thPir reBpective motions to set 
aside the verdict of t]ie jul'y jn this case, and the Court being 
· of the opinion that the motion of the plaintiffs should ho 
sustained and that. the motion of the d()f endant should be 
denied, . . 
It is ordered that the vr.r<lict of the jury in this case ren-
dered on the 24th day of .Jnly, 1947~ be. and it hereby is set 
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aside on the plaintiffs' motion, and that a new trial upon all 
issues be and it hereby is awarded, to which action of the 
c.:oul't the def endaut excepted. 
It is further ordered that this ca~e be continued on the 
. docket for further proceedings to be had therein. 
}Jage 26 ~ And at another day, to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
held the 17th day of September, 1948. 
This day came again the plaintiff and defendant by their 
counsel and a jury, to-wit: J. A. Collins, 0. ·v{. Gilman, How-
ard IL Lewis, John R. Purcell, Benjamin F. \Vallace, Ed-
. ward R. Beasley. and C. T. Eagles, being· sworn well ar1d truly 
to try the issue joined in this case and having heard the evi-
dence and arguments of counsel, were sent out of court to 
consult of a. verdict and after sonie tinie returned into court 
with a verdict in the words aud figures following, to-wit:. 
"We tl~e Jury on the issues joined fi11d for the plaintiffs and 
assess damages at $4,415.50." 
Therefore it is considered by the Court that the plaintiffs 
recover against the defendant the sum of Four Thousand 
Pour Hundred Fifteen Dollars and Fifty Cents, ($4,415.50) 
with interest thereon to be compufod after the rate of six per 
ce11tum p~r· annum from September 17, 1948, until paid a11cl 
Weir costs by them about their suit in this behalf e:Xpended. 
. 1Iemorandum: Upou· the trial of this case the defendant 
excepted to sundry opinions of the Court given against her 
and on her motion leave is Jwrohy given her to file bills of 
·exceptions· or certi:ficate8 of exeeptiou herein at any time 
within sixty days from this date as prc~cribed by law. 
· And the defendant having· in~licat(\d an intention to apply 
to the Supreme Court of ..Appeah.; of Virgiuia for a writ of 
error and· supersedeas to said jnrlg-ment,- ·execution tl10reon 
is suspended for a period of four month8 from this date, and 
until the appellate court haH arted 011 a petition for a writ 
of error, presented to said court, or one of the 
page 27 ~ justices thereof, within four months from this elate, 
and until this court ~hall thereafter autllorize 1:x- , , 
ceution to issue, upou condition, however, that the defendant, 
or some one for her, shall, within five dayR from this elate, 
enter. into bond in the Clerk's Offic-e of this Court with suretv 
to be approved by ih: clerk in the peunlty of Five thoni-;an~l 
dollars. with all the cottditions of a 81fJJf'-1'Scdeas bond a8 p1·e-
scribed by Section 6351 of th<' Code of Virg-iuia; and upon 
failure of defendant to execute said honcl within five days, 
execution may issue forthwith. 
I,\ • 
~uth 'S. Henning , .... Betty K. Kyl~ and Z. T .. Kyle 31. 
Z. T. Kyle. 
J>ag·e 29 } And now at this day, to-wit: at a Circuit Court 
held the 15th day of November, 1948. 
This day cmne the defendant, by counsel, and on her motion, 
and after due written notice to the plaintiffs, the two steno-
graphic transcripts of the testimony and other incidents of 
the trials in .this case on the merits on the 24th day of July, · 
1947, and on the 17th clay of September, 1948, were authenti-. 
-0ated by the Judg-e of this Court pursuant to R.ule 21 of the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, and this, day lodged 
with the Clerk of this Court, and are ordered· to be.-·filed. and 
· made parts of the record in this case. 
page 29 } Virg·inia : 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
Betty K. Kyle, et al. 
v. 
Ruth S. Bening 
Transcript of the testimony and other incidents in the trial 
of the above styled ca~e before the Hon. Julien Gunn, .Judge 
of the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond, and a jury on 
the 24th day of ,July, 1947. · 
Appearances: Jno. S. Davenport, 3d, Esq., R. Westwood 
·winfree, Esq., counsel for plaintiffs. 
Israel Steingold, Esq., counsel for d~feudant. 
. page 30 } Note : The jury was selected and sworn after 
being examined on the voir dire, the witnesses 
were sworn and excluded from tlie courtroom, opening state-
ments were made by couusel for all parties, and thereupon 
tl1e following testimony was. adduced: 
Z. T. KYLE, 
11 plaintiff called on behalf of the plaintiffs, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Pavenport: 
Q. Will you tell, tl1e jury ~"our name, ,please f 
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Q. Where do you live! 
A. I live at the present time at 2406 Buckingham A venue,. 
formerly at 1206 Cedar Lane, Westover Hills. · 
Q. 1206 or 1602? 
A. 1602. Excuse me .. 
Q. Who do;yo~!·W<>rk forf 
A. I worm fdi-'the State Board of F.Jclucation. I am a mem-
ber of the .sfaff · on Secondary Instruction and ranked as. 
Assistant Supervisor of Secondary Education. 
Q. Of the Virginia State Board of Edn~ation I 
~- That is right. 
Q. How long have you been with thP. State Board of Educa-
tion! 
A; I began actual work on August 15, 1946. I 
page 31 ~ was supposed to have begun a little earlier than 
that, but was unable to find living quarters in this 
city I could pay for. 
Q. Where did you live before then! 
A. I lived at Salem, Virginia. 
Q. What did you do there¥ , 
· · A. I was principal of Andrew· LewiS' High Shool. 
Q. Has your professional career always been education f 
A. Yes, sir. I have been working at education ever since I 
came o~t of college and taught a little before.. . 
Q. Salem is out near Roanoke f · 
A. A.bout fifteen minutes drive out in the county. 
Q. How long did you live at 1602 Cedar Lane, the prop-
_erty that is involved in this suit! 
A. I moved in myself along about the first days of Septem-
ber; Mrs. Ky le didn't join me until a later time. 
Q. Whyt . · 
A. Her sister developed a 'very peculiar blood disease and 
was transferred to the hospital there and they couldn't se-
cure nurses and other necessary help. 
Q. The hospital where! 
A. In Roanoke, Virginia, the Lewis-Gayle, and she stayed 
there until her sister eked out her life. 
Q. When did she die approximately! 
A. Sometime in the last of October or first of 
page 32 r November; I couldn't exactly fix the date .. 
· Q. You -and Mrs. Klye owned the property 
j_ointly? You bought it tog·ether, did you Y 
A. Yes, sir; that is the way we have all of our business, iu 
1joint deeds· and so forth. 
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Q. Did you sign a contract to sell that property? 
· A. Yes, sir, I signed the contract; not only that, but I had 
an understanding before the sale was made . 
. Q. I show you a memorandum that is on a form of S. B . 
.Franklin & Company, bearing date December 2, 1946, and . 
bearing wbat purports to be the signature of Mrs. Ruth S. 
Hening and then under the date of December 6, 1946, "the sig-
natures of Betty K. Kyle· nnd Z. T. Kyle and ask you if you 
signed thaU · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Steiugold: If Your Honor please, I object to the ques-
tion in that form. Of course, the paper has not bee~ intro-
duced yet, but the question has been did lVIr. Kyle sign· that. 
paper. I have stated in my opening statement that the copy 
we have has never been·signed by .Mr. Kyle. So I move that 
the answer be excluded to that question unti~ it is established 
,vhen he did sign that paper. .· · 
1\fr. Davenport: ;r imag-ine he will have to testify he signed 
it befor~ he testifies when he sig·ned it. 
page 33 ~ A. Yes, sir, I signed it. 
Q. "\V-ill you tell the jury when you sigip.ed it Y 
A .. I signed it sometime a little after the 6th. Because of 
my duties I happened to be out of town and I returned and 
w-lien I was. told the sale had been consummated I signed it. 
Q. You signed it as soon as you saw it 1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you sign it before December 12th¥ . 
..A. Yes, I signed it within a day or two after the 6th because 
when I go out to visit high schools I never stay over three· 
davs before I am back. 
. , 
. ,.:;: 
?\fr. Davenport: I offer this in evidence. 
Note: Filed and marked Exhibit No. 1. 
Q. After you signed that contract, which has just been. 
identified as Exhibit No. 1, are you familiar with any· other 
negotiations that we~·e had rcg·arding the settlement for this 
property? 
.A. Yes, sir. After the plan or contract which I considered' 
she had executed then the ques.tion arose of when we would· 
vacate the house and the conditions of payment. 
Q. vVho raised the question '1 
I I 
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A. I raised the question in reference to the details. 
Q. Was any subsequent memorandum signed by 
pago 34-} Mrs. Henning, the purchaser, that you know of? 
A. Yes, sir, tbete was an agreement worked up 
as to how it would be paid in every detail because we had to 
purchase other property and we bad to have somethi'ng to ·go 
upon in order to purchase my property. 
Q~ I show you a memorandum dated Decembet 12, 1946, 
addressed to wl10m it may concern and purporting· to be ovet· 
the signature of Ruth S. Henning· and ask you if this is the 
subsequent agreement worked out that you referred to? 
Mr. Steingold: If Your Honor please, bcfol'e he answcl's 
that I wa.nt to object to the introduction of this contract in 
evidence because Mr. Kyle testified tl1at he, signed it after 
December 6, 1946, which is the date that the contract was en-
tered into. There is no evidence that a copy was delivered 
to the defendant in this case. His copy he says he signed. 
The Witness: Yes, 8i r, this i~ the general condition-
Mr. Steingold: Let His Honor rule on it. 
' The Court: I am going· to admit that. 
Mr. Steingold: Exception. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. Will you 1·ead that to the jury f 
A. "ThiH is to certify that I, Ruth S. Hening, 
page 35 ~ do by the sig·ning of this agTeement hereby ag·ree 
to pay Mr. and Mrs. Kyle all cash according- to the 
oontract to purchase the property located at 1602 Cedar Lane 
on December 30, 1946. If a.t that time I do not have sufficient 
cash I will place a mortgage on my property 3918 Stuart Ave-
, nue and also put a mortgage on the property I mh purchas;;. 
ing at 1602 Cedar Lane. I also agree to. pay the cxpenscR in 
having- Mr. and Mrs. Kyle's furniture moved from the office 
to the property." . 
· They in general are the conditions on which provisions were 
made for· the payment. 
Q. What did you do 1 
: A. )Ve began to look about purchasing another property, 
to find a place to live and about storing of the furniture and 
so forth. 
·. Q. ·· Did you vacate 1 (jQ2 Cedar· Lane 1 
A. Yes, sir, we vacated. 
Q. Do you know when :Mrs. Hening moved in! 
A. Yes, sir. Mrs. Hcning came over the day before she 
I -
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moved; I happened to be l1ome on that day, on Sunday, and 
she looked ovei· the house and planned how she would place 
her furniture and ·we planned how we would get our furniture' 
-out and accommodate her all we could. 
Q. Do yon remember the approximate date? . 
A. Yes, sir, I think that was the 15th, if I remember cor-
rectly. . 
page 36 } Q. Tlte 15th of what t 
A. The 15th dav of December. 
Q. Last year t · " 
A. Yes, 1946, and on the following Monday we moved and 
.Mrs. Hening moved in while we moved out. 
Mr. Davenport·: I offer this paper which Mr. Kyle has just 
read in evid,mce and ask the reporter to mark it Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 2. 
Note: Filed and marked Exhibt No. 2. 
Q. Did yot1 ever receive settlement in accordance with the 
memorandum ref et red to? , 
A. No, sir. I recehred a check for $700.00 and took that 
to the bank immediatelv and had the teller to a~certain-
whether the check would be paid an.d he said so and I de-. 
posited it to my credit. So far that is all I have ever received .. 
Q. Subsequently the property ,vas s9ld, I believe. 
A. State that again, please. 
Q. I say subsequently the pl'operty was sold 1 
A. Yes. , 
Q. Do you remember how much you got £or tl1e property 
when it was sold? 
A. $13,500.00. 
Q. Do you remember the date you got the $l3,500.00 ap-
proximately? 
A. It has been wit bin the last two weeks, I think. 
page 37 } I-didn't get the date and didn't notice my deposit. 
· Q. It was recently f _ . 
A. Yes, sir, and I have the deposit check book that I· can 
get in a few minutes if there iA any point about that. 
Q. Were you compelled to pay any taxes on this property 
for the year 1947? , 
A. According to the agreement liere with the .city you are 
supposed to pay taxes every six montlu; or pay a penalty and 
I paid the tax of $100-40. 
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Q. Representing· the first b~lf of 1947 Y 
A. That is right. 
Q. Now, Mr. Kyle, throug·hout th<:~ perio<:f from the <lat~ 
· of this contract to the time it was sold recentlv were vou at 
all tim~s ready, willing and able to comply with the c..;ntract 
~ith Mrs. He11ing! 
A. I was extremely anxious to complete it because it threw 
me in a little em.harassing position to. handle some matters: 
I had promised to handle bai;;cd on this agreement. 
Q. Some question has been raised in the opening statement 
of counsel as to why you solcl the property so shortly after 
yon bought it .. ·~i~l you tell the jury why you did-iU 
A. Well, I went. on the market and bought it and them put:. 
it on the market and sold it. However, there were a few 
thing·s occurred in the meantime that had Rome bearing· on 
it. 
page 38} Q. Will you ten the jury vJhat they were! 
A ... First, Mr~. Kyl~'s sister who lived in Roa-
noke County and died in the h_ospital there in Roanoke in tlw 
meantime-Mrs. Kyle's mother.? who is around 80 years of 
age, had been living \\7ith us a great dP.al of the time and at 
the .death of the sister it meant she would live with us nll 
the time and a woman at that age we decided she neede·d a 
bedroom on the first f1001· and therefore we had to look for a 
different floor plan house. 
· Secondly, I maintained while I was 'in Salem a g·ood size 
garden and I preferred to do tlJ.at and at tho property we 
bought in Cedar Lane that was practically impossible on ac-
count of the trees and other things occupying the lot and w~ 
found a piece of property ancl bougJ~t it, the present. prop-
erty we own. 
Q .. That is the property rou said you live in nowf 
.A. Yes, sir; 2406 Buckingham Aveni.1e .. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr_ Steingold : · · 
Q. What happened to tile farm titat you were supposed to 
buy in Decembe1·f 
A. Well, I looked at ahont a hnndred aud fifty piecP-s of 
property, if yon want to know, and we turned them all down 
and bought this. That is our free chofoe. 
Q .. \Vould you· mind answering my specific question t 
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A. I have answered your· question, ·sir. I said 
page 39 ~ we turned it down. ,v e clidn 't wa~t the property~ 
along with a hundred and fifty others. 
Q. 'rhen Mrs. Kyle was mistaken when she told Mrs. Hen-
ing that her delay in closing· this deal .out was because you· 
wanted, to put your money in a farm Y · . 
Mr. Davenport: There is no evidence that there was any 
such statement made. Mr. Steingold is testifying to it. ·1 
object to the question until he shows such statement was made 
by Mrs. Kyle. 
The Court: I will admit it. 
Mr. Davenport: Exception. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Will you answer that question, please 1 
A. I turned down that property just the same as I did any 
other property. 
Q. Then if Mrs. Kyle told Mrs. Hening that wa.s the reij-
son, then she was mistaken f 
A. No, I wouldn't make a statement to that effect. 
Q. How much money did you spend on the heating system 
during the time· you were in that house f 
A. ·when I had the heating system inspected to see whether 
the motor was in good condition I paid National Heating 
Company t.he sum of $2.00 as an inspection fee 
page 40 ~ which they required and there is a rheck on file Hl-; 
evidence if yon would like to see it. 
Q. Did you pay anything else on the heating system? , 
A. No, sir. I will tell you for your inforrµation we Jiad 
the electric wiring inspected before I would put the maximum 
insurance on it and that cm,t me $2.00. 
Q. How much did you spend on the roof1 
A. I found two or three 8late shingles on the front lawn. 
I didn't know whether· thev cam<1 from the roof or where 
they came from, but T tho11ght it sufficient to look into. I 
saw a couple of men who 8eemed to me to be good workers on 
King 'William Road and I sought a conf~rence with them and 
asked them if they would come over to our house and fin<! 
where the shingles· came from and clean out the guttering and 
. downspouts of the pine needle£, which they did, and corrected 
one downspout on the bnc:.k window--tl1e back dormer win-
dow l>ecause with the wind hlowing 'from tJw north the water 
was beating in on that wall. That cost me approximately 
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$30.00. That is the total of anything done to the house by 
me. 
Q. Did I understand you to say tl1at you and l\frs. K:vlc 
owned this property jointly? 
_A. We .. did with all our property, sir. · 
Q. And that everything you have is in· a joint aceount! 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 41 } Q. Including your ban_k account Y 
A. No, sir. That is the only exception. 
Q. Did you Ray you signed this contract! 
A. Let me see the contract, please. 
Note: Paper handed to witnesR. 
A. ( continued) Yes,. sir, that is my signature and I sig·ned 
it. . 
Q~ Do you mind writing your name on the back of- this con-
· tract? 
·A. Yes, sir, I will (witness doing so). I have some cl1ecks 
if you would like to compare the ~dgnaturc also. · 
Q. When did you sign this contraet? 
A. I ~ig11ed that contract within two or three days· after 
the original contr"act was sig·necl. I was out of town at the 
time this thing was.- entirely completed and after that I signed 
i~. However, I was familiar with all the details and condi-
tions . 
. , Q. How much did you pay for 1602 Cedar Lane f 
A. $16,500.00'plns $100.00 for the lawyer's title or approxi-
mately $100.00; maybe a dollar less or more--you can look 
at the scale and find out-and paid $2.00 ,on repair of the 
heater and paid. $2.00 on checking- the-
1 
By the Court:· 
Q. What is the total amount you paid for the house·? 
A. $16,500.00 and the deed shows it. 
page 42 ~ By :Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Now in this ~ale to l\fr~. Hening Mr. Frnnk-
, lin, the real estate agent, sold it to· her for $17,750.00: did 
he not? 
A. Our agreement was we were to have net $17.000.00. 
What I mean by net that is the cash we were to receive. Of 
course, his commission ,vould be on that, I believe around 
, $500~00 or something- like that. It wns to he $17,000.00 net 
to us. 
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Q. And you bought that house-----when did you buy it! A: We bought that thing about the 1st of September i I 
don't remember the exact date. The copy of the deed is here; 
we can find out. 
Q. Actually the q.eed is dated September 27, 1'946, is it 
not! 
A.~ I don't know. I will have to look at it. 
Q. And you didn't settle for it until sometime in October, 
did youi· 
A. Yes, but I moved in the house along about the 1st of 
September. 
·witness stood aside. 
page 43 r · MRS. BETTY K. KYLE., 
a plaintiff called on behalf of the plaintH!~, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By- Mr. Davenport: 
Q. State your full name to the jury. 
A. Betty Kendry Kyle or Mrs .. Z. T. Kyle. 
Q. You are the wife of the gentleman who just testified 
here¥ 
A. Yes, I am. 
Q. Have you heard it testified you and he owned jointly 
1602 Cedar Lane last December! 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. You did? 
A. Yes, we did. 
Q. What do you do? 
A. I work for the V. P. I. Extension; Hanover County 
Home Demonstration Agent with the V. P. I. Extension. 
Q. I show you Exl1ihit No. 1 and ask you if you signed that 
contract? · 
A. Yes, I sig·ned it. 
Q. When did you sign it? 
A. December 6th. 
Q. Did Mr. Kyle sign iU 
A. Yes, Mr. Kyle signed it. 
Q. Do you know when he signed it? 
page _ 44 ~ A .. Approximately two days later than I signed 
it. 
I 
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Q. Then what was done with tl1at particula1· copy of tlie 
, · contract? · 
A. We took it to Mr. Franklin. 
Q. Do you know_.when you got it back from Mr. Franklin r 
Have you ev:e1; h~d it back from Mr. Franklin f. 
A. No. . 
Q. The next time you saw it I handed it to you, is that 
correct! 
A. You handed it to me. 
Q .. How many copies of the contract were there that j 1~u 
signed? 
A. I believe there were four that I signed. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold : 
Q.. Who g·ot th~ other copies of tl1e contract f 
A. I have one copy--I had one copy which I gave to :&fr. 
Davenport and }fr. Franklin has the other copy-had th<.~ 
qthe~ copy. 
Q. How many copies did Mr. Kyle sign 1 
A. He signed the one copy. . 
Q. In whose possession was that one copy when he signe<.l 
it! . 
A. It was in n;iy possession when he signed it. 
, Q. Is that the copy that you retained f 
page 45 } A. No, sir, that isn't the copy I retained. That 
is the copy I gave Mr. Franklin. 
Q. When did you give Mr. Franklin this copy ·y 
. A. Soon after Mr. Kyle signed it. 
Q. · Why didn't Mr. Kyle sign the copy that the pnrchascr 
was supposed to get Y · 
A. I beg your pardon! 
Q. Why didn't Mr. Kyle sign the copy tlmt the purchuse-r. 
was supposed to get 1 
A. Mr. Franklin had delivered or slie liacl taken the copy 
from his office at that time. 
Q. Is that said as a statement of facU 
A. As far as I know, yes, sir. 
Q. Is it a fact-
A. I .had the two copies at that fime. 
· Q. ~s it a fact this copy was sig·ned after Mrs. Hening ob-
tained a copy of the contract from M1·. Franklin¥ 
A. As far as I know. I don't know that. 
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Q. Do you know that Mrs. Henning did not obtain a copy 
from :Mr. Franklin until sometime in March 1 . 
A. Well, I don't know because I didn't give her tl1e copy . 
. I couldn't say when sl1e received the copy, but I only had the 
two copies. · 
·witness stood aside. 
page 46 ~ Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please, I want 
to off er and read into the record a portion of the 
stipulation entered into by counsel which both counsel re-
f erred to in the opening statements to show what the amount 
is that is involved in this suit: 
''That the said plaintiffs, by their counsel, will prepare 
and file an amended notice of motion for judgment against 
the said defendant in which the sale to S. B. Franklin for 
$13,500 will be alleged and in which the plaintiffs will claim 
damages against the defendant in the principal amount of 
$3,550.00 plus interest on $17,050.00 at 6% per annum from 
Dec. 30., 1946, until the date of settlement of $13,500.00 by 
S. B. Franklin and plus 6% interest on $3,550.00 from tbe 
elate of settlement for the $13,500.00 until the $3,550.00 is 
paid for breach of the nlleged contract of sale evidenced by 
the aforesaid writings of December 2, 1946, and December 
12, 1946; and the order granting· leave to file the said amended 
notice of motion for judgment will be consented to by counsel 
for plaintiffs and counsel for t11e defendant.'' 
page 47 ~ Mr. Steingo]d: If Your Honor please, at this 
point I wish to renew my motion to exclude t.he· 
second amended notice of motion and the stipulation which 
has just been read on tlie ground that neither the stipulation 
nor the notice of motion were supposed to have been used 
in evidence in any manner, Paragraph 2 of the stipulatiou 
reading: '' The execution of the deed by Ruth S. Bening 
shall in no wav he taken as an admission of liabilitv on her 
part to the. aforesaid plaintiffR, nor shall it be introduced or 
considered as evidenc<? in the aforesaid action now pen<ling 
between the said partie~, 01· any amendment thereof." 
Now my position is that this entire stipulation was not to 
be used as an admission of liability in any manner. Now 
Mr. Davenport, I believe, drew tl1e stipulation and I con-
sented to it and that was my understanding at the time, that 
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we were merely rloing wha.t both partieR could to limit the 
damages. This notice of motion was first presented to Your 
Honor on Monday, I believe, of thi~ week or perhaps Tuesday 
u.nd under the statute we havcn 't ]1ad sufficient notice. The 
previous amended notice of motion fully and completely stateH 
the case. Now to the first amend~d notice of motion we have 
filed a special plea of set-off. · 
The Court: All of t.ltat is going to the jury. 
Mr. Steingold: If that special plea of set-off goes to the 
jury, there will be no l)hjection. 
pag·o 48 ~ The Court: All of that g·oeR to the jury. 
Mr. Davenport: The plaintiffs rest. 
MRS. HUTH S. HENING, 
tho defendant called 011 lwr own behalf, being first duly sworn, 
t.astified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mi'. Steingold: 
Q. What is your full name and address 1 
A. Ruth S. Hening; Colony 1 nn, Pet~rshurg· Pike. 
Q. You signed a contract in Drcembe1· of last year with 
Mrs. Kyle to purchase the property at 1602 Cedar Lnnc, <lid 
you notY 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did you receive a copy of that eontracU 
A. I received a copy of the contract in March; 
Q. Is this t]1e copy which you l'eceived ·y · 
A. Yes, that is right. 
Q. Will you look at it. and state whether or not l\f r. 
Kyle's name is signed to that¥ 
A. Mr. Kyle's name isn't on here. 
Q. Had you ever seen n. ropy with :Mr. K~rle ':,; Bame sig·netl 
fo it b-efore coming to court t.hiH morning? 
A. No, I haven't. 
Mr. Steinµ;old: I wish to offer thnt m ovi-
page 49 ~ dence. 
Note: Filed and nrndrnd Exhibit A. 
Q. ·where did yon live b,~foro you moved to Cedar Lane f 
A. I lived in Riclnnond Height8. Tlmt is about twelve 
miles from here. 
Q. ·what county is that in Y 
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A. Henrico. 
Q. Do you have any children! 
A. Yes, I have two, a boy 7 and a girl 15. 
Q. How did you learn of this houseY 
A. I saw an ad in the paper and it was a :Mr. S. B. Franklin 
was the real estate man tlmt was running the ad. ' 
Q. Did you contact llim? 
A. I did and he told me to come over right away, t11at 
he would take me to see the property. 
Q. Di.d you go to see him right away f 
A. I did .. 
Q. How did yon get to the property? 
A. Mr. Franklin met me in his car and took me over there. 
Q. Where is :Mr. Franklin's office? 
A. His office is on Hull Street and the property is in that 
same district on the Southside. 
Q. Hull Street is in S0utl1 Richmond and the propel'ty is 
in w· estover Hills? 
pag·e 50 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. And that is on the Southside also! 
A. That is right. 
Q. Had you ever had any experience in buying real ,estate T 
A. No, I had11 't. My husband always took that. matter up. 
I mean he did all the buying; I jm;t lived in it. 
Q. About that time. bad yon not obtained a divorce from 
vour husband f 
· A. About that time, no. I did11 't g·et my divorce until about 
the 15th of December. 
Q. What did Mr. Franklin tell you about t]Je people that 
you were going to meet? 
A. On the wav over he told me about the Kvles and said 
they were very 'tine people, that 1\fr. Kyle had a very high 
position with the Board of FJducation and that M r8. Kyle 
worked for the Boal'd of Education and that they had a very 
good reputation and were very trusti1orthy. 
Q. Did lie proceed to tell yon anything about tl1e house 
you were going to see f 
A. Yes, he told me it wa~ pre-war constructed anrl I was 
naturally interested in the plumhing and the oil burner be-
cause I bad been having trouble like that at the other place 
I was living and he told me tl1ey were both in very good con-
dition and that the roof didn't leak and the house 
IJage 51 ~ was easy to heat. 
Q. Now after you arrived at 1602 Cedar Lane 
who did you meet? 
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A. I met Mrs. Kyle. 
Q. Did you proceed to look at the l1ousef 
A. Yes. We went from room to 'room ancl discussed the 
floors, what I could see of them, ancl then talked about the 
- plnmbing .. 
Q. Did you ask any specific q11eRtions of either lVh·s. Kyle· 
or. Mr. Franklin as to the eondition of the house 01· any part. 
of it? · . 
A. Well, I did q-g:estion--as I said before, I questioned the 
plumbing· and _the ]1eating system. To me that was the most 
important thing ~t the time. · 
Q. ·what did l\frs. Ky]e tell you about the heating system! 
A. She said it. was satisfactory, that it heated-that the 
house was easy to heat. 
Q. "\Vhat ·aid she tell you about the plumbing! . 
A .. The plumbing waR good; it was all copper pipes and in 
good condition .. 
Q. How a bout the condition of the roof f 
· A. She said the roof didn't leak, that it was a slate roof 
and it was in tight condition~ 
Q. Did you Juiye any technical knowledge of con-
page 52 ~ struction at that time! 
A. No, I didn't. I just took their word for it, 
knowing from ·what they to]d me about: being pre-war that 
it was better constructecl than newer houses nt that time. 
Q. Did Mr. Franklin tell you wh~tl1er or not he knew when 
the house was built Y 
A. Mr. Franklin lives m:rer in that neighborhood and he 
has always had his offiee over there, from what he told me.~ 
and he did know about tl1e house and that it had been built 
about seven or eight years. 
Q. Did he know who had built it f 
A. I don't recall Jlirµ telling me the people who built iL 
Q. Did he tell you anything· about tlrn value of the house ·r 
A. He said it was a very good value. 
Q. Did Mrs. Kyle tell you anything about how long she had 
been living· in the house? 
A. Mrs. Kyle told me she had come to live there sometime 
in November and that the reason they ,vere making this 
change was because 1\ir. Kyle had to have a fnrm due to bi8 
health, that he worked at a desk all day and he needed to 
be outdoors more when he was at home. She also told me 
they had a fann at that timP, tliat t1wy had paid a deposit 
on a farm. 
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page 53 ~ Q. vVhat was the excuse for moving into the 
house, as Mr. Kyle testified, fa September and mov-
ing out in December? 
:Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please, I submit this wit-
ness is not in position to testify to that. That is an argu-
mentative question. 1\Ir. K)Tle testified what his excuse was. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. What did Mrs. Kyle give you as the excuse for occupy-
ing the house such a short time and then trying to sell it 'I 
A. ,,v ell, the excuse was that Mr. Kyle had to have a farm. 
Q. When they bought the l10use wasn't it perfectly p]ain 
to them there was no farm there Y 
A. I think so. I shouldn't think there would he any place 
he could put a farm there. It was nothing but' trees; very 
little grass. . 
Q. Did you ask them any quest.ions along that line or ask 
Mrs. Kyle any question f 
.A. I did ask her why she ~mdu't already-coming to Rich-
inond why she hadn't taken a farm in the first place if he 
was supposed to be outdoors. 
Q. Did she give you any reply to that? 
A. Well, that was the only place they could find when they 
came to Riclnnond. 
page 54 ~ Q. How much of a deposit did they accept from 
you to bind the lJargain 1 
A. They accepted $5.00 from me. That ·was all the money 
I happened to have at that time. 
Q. I show you a receipt elated December 5, 1946, for $5.00 
from S. B. Franklin & Company, marked 1602 Cedar Lune, 
and ask you is that the receipt you got at the time you sig·ned 
this contract for the property 1 It is elated December 2nd in 
one place and December 6th in another. 
A. Yes, this is the receipt. 
Q. ·who signed the contrart first? 
A. I don't really remember who signed it first. 
Q. Where did you sign the eon tract? 
A. I signed the contrart in l\fr. Franklin's office. 
Q. Was there any otlwr Higuature on there at that time t 
A. No. 
Q. ,vhat is the datt~ of the receipt? 
A. This receipt is dated on the 5th of Decem~er. 
Q. A11d what is the elate of the contract, the fop part of it 
where you sig'Iled it? 
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A. December 2nd. 
Q. And what is the date-over where Mrs. Kyle signed iU 
A. December 6th. 
Mr. Steingold: I wish to introduce this receipt m evi-
dence .. 
page 55 ~ Note: Filed and marked Exhibit B . 
. · Q. When did you move into the house f 
A. I moved in on December rnth. 
Q. At that time clo you kno,v whether or not l\Irs. Kyle was 
moving to the farm? 
. A. No. At that time all I knew they were going· to live 
in a hotel. She had told me they hnd lost the deposit on the 
farm because I took too long· rnakinf~ np my mind about sign-
inp; the rest of the contract. 
Q. You took from December-you say December 2nd is 
when you saw it1 
A. December 2nd. 
Q. This thing is dated Dccemlwr 2nd '1 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know how it .g-ot to he dnted December 2nd? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. In connection with the Rtntcmcnt 011 this contract: 
"Settlement to he made as soon ns purchase of property in 
West End is settled for "··-wlmt property does that refer to? 
A. That refers to the propertr I was to get in settlement 
of this divorce. It was on Stuart Avenue in the ·west End. 
Q. Did you finally get that property? 
A. Yes, I did. . 
Q. ,vhen was that? 
page 56 ~ A. I believe it was in 1\Tnn•h. 
Q. Of this year? 
A. That is right. 
Q. Did Mrs. Kyle and Mr. ]i1r:-rnklin know which property 
was referred to in this contract? 
A. They did. 
Q. And did they know the approximnfo value that had been 
placed on it? 
A. I had it in the hands of 1Iuhlenurn & Kavhoe and thev 
had placed a price on it at $1~,500.00 and l\Ir. 'Franklin sai~l 
he knew he could sell it for that, too. 
Q. ,v as that statement mndc in the presence of l\frs. Kyle! 
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A. Yes, it was. 
Q. When the property was sold what was it actually sold 
for? 
A. It was sold for $15 .. 500.00. 
Q. And in the meant1me how many attachments were 
served against yon in connection with the property by Mr. 
and Mrs. Kyle¥ 
Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please, I don't think tbat 
is a material question in this· case. 
The Court: That· is all right. 
The Wih1ess: Shall I answer iU 
:Mr. Steingold: Yes. 
page 57} A. I can't recaU exactly how many, lmt I lmow 
I was attaclied for practically everything· I lmd. 
Every time I turned around they were sending attachments 
out. 
Q. Was an attachment iesued before the sale took place f 
A. It was an attachment issued before the sale took place 
nncl an attachment issued wl1en I took a small rent on the 
house. 
Q. "\Vas an attaclmient taken against you when the prop-
erty was sold f 
A. That is rigllt and there was an attachment against my 
bank account. · 
· Q. And as a result of that attacl1ment you haven't been 
able to g·et the proceeds of the sale yet, have you? 
A. No, I haven't. I haven't tried to. 
Q. Did Mrs. Kyle know what other income you lrnd otl1er 
than this property 7 
A. I told Mrs. Kyle that I didn't liave any cash, that I 
got alimony of $60.00 a week aud that I would have to sell 
the house in order to pay for the one I had agreed to buy. 
Q. Now let's get to the fost part of December. Did Mrs. 
Kvle come to see you about settling· for the house at anY 
t~e? O - L • 
A. Pardon; say that again. 
Q. Did Mrs. Kyle come to se<.l yon about settling 
pag·e 58 } for the house? . 
A. Yes, she came several times; wanted to know 
when I was going· to settle. 
Q. Do you remember about wl1en she came? 
A. Well, I think she came the first week in ,January. She 
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came two or three times and then she came back again the 
following week with Mr. Franklin. 
Q. Had you had any trouble with the house by that time 2 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Tell His Honor and the g·entlemen of the jury just what 
trouble you did have with the house. 
A. Well, I know it was only about a week after I mo·vecl 
in that the plumbing was in terrible state. 
Mr. Davenpo~t: Excuse me· a minute. \Ve object to the 
introduction of this line of testimony as not being material 
to the issues in this case. 
The Court : Objecfion overruled. 
Mr. Davenport: Exception. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Go ahead. 
A. It was during the holidayR and it was hard to get hold 
of a plumber. So I had to just put pails around underneath 
the pipes where they leaked too bad and it wasn't very at-
tractive looking ·and during tliat. time I had to call the Na-
tional Oil people to come out and look at tlle oil 
page 59 ~ burner, that the plac~ wouldn't heat, and it wa~ 
verv draftv · and then fina.llv the oil burner did 
break down so bad they had to put all iiew parts in it w·hich 
cost me about $60.00 and in that time Mrs. Kyle kept coming 
back and asking me when I wns going to Rettle aud finally I 
told her I had become so upset from this· condition of the 
house that she could keep her $700.00 and I wasn't going 
through with the contract, that I wanted to get out. 
Q. ·wm you look at this bill marked paid .April 28, 1947, 
from National Oil Company and state whether or. not the 
charges you mentioned for ropairs to the oil burner are shown 
on that sta temenU 
A. Yes, they are. 
Q. Give the date and the amount. 
A. The charge on here-the oil burner was repaired in 
January and the bill is dated February when they sent it 
out and the charges were $59.04 for the repair~. Then in 
March again I had to have. it repaired which was $2.00. I 
don·'t know what :B, 0 means on I1ere. 
Mr. Steingold: I wish to introduce that in evidence. 
Note: Filed and marked Exhibit C. 
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:Mr. Davenport: May it be understood we are objecting 
to this whole line of testimony and noting the exception! to 
the Court's ruling t 
page 60 ~ The Court: Let's get down to the crux of the 
case. 
Mr. Steingold: ,v e arc appro:1.ching it right now. 
Q. How about the roof and the leaking of the buildingri 
A. Vv ell, I noticed there must be water coming in some-
where when I put up draperies and it was about a week after 
I moved in there we had a terrible sleet storm and the water 
did come in up over the north side of the hous·e and around 
the windows where I had noticed it bad evidentlv been com-
ing in before because the wallpaprr was terribly stained which 
wasn't noticed when draperies were up. 
Q. ·when you looked at the house before could you have 
seen thaU 
A. I don't see how I could because the draperies covered 
the window around that part. 
Q. When did you first learn of the condition of the north 
wall? 
A. I learned about the condition of the north wall in the 
latter part of January. 
Q. Under what circumstancc~s 1 
A. Mr. Hadder, a. real estnte ag·ent who was connected with 
i\Ir. Sager; that is, they were in the same offico togetber-
he knew I hadn't been feeling too well and be lived ,~it.hin 
a block of me and lie would do little errands for 
page 61 ~ me. So he happened to be at the house one day 
and told me about the cracks in the wall. 
nir. Davenport: I object to what l\f r. Harlder told· het· .. 
l\f r. Hadder isn't connected with this suit. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. ,Just tell us how you found out ·without telling what 
someone told vou. 
A. '\Vell, tl{cn I went out and looked and saw the cracks 
in the wall. 
Q. Is that the first fane yon had ev0r noticed those craeks 
in the wall? 
A. Yes. I could hear noise~ during the night like the sound 
of mortar falling or somethirn.~· creaking and groaning ancl 
I naturally became curious on the subject and the question 
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was brought up as to what could it be, but it never occurred 
t.o me there were cracks in the wallR that were causing it. 
Q. Now in January at the timH Mrs. Kyle began insisting· 
on Rettlement what was the condition of vour health Y 
A. The condition of my health wasn't any too good. I 
was in a very upset nenTouR condition. 
Q. Were you being· treated by a physician at that time¥ 
A. Yes, I was. I was heing fr<!atecl by Dr. :B"iultz at Tueker 
Sanatorium. 
page 62 ~ Q. Diel you l1ave a nervous breakdown f 
A. I did. 
Q. \Vas this in January? 
A. That was in January. 
CROSS EXAl\UNATION. 
By Mr. Davenport.: 
Q. Mrs. Hening, when did you mo,·e out of the house! 
A. I moved out ou June 24t1,. 
Q. 1947? 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. You moved in on Dccem her 15, 19461 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Except for the $700.00 you paid-$705.00 I believe you 
paid-you have made no other puyment on that contract? 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. When you went out with l\f r. Franklin and saw ~frs. 
Kyle you said you went from room to room and looked at the 
house and you also went outdoor~, didn't you? 
A. I looked at the front and talked about the constrnction 
of it being- brick and looked at the back, but it wns in had 
weather and we didu 't walk nround. 
Q. And you said that was the house you wanted? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. Aud you went down to Mr. Franklin's office 
page 63 ~ that day or shortly nfterwards and signed the .con-
tract t 
. A. That is rig·h t. • 
Q. Mrs. Kyle asked yon and l\f 1·. Franklin also asked you 
jf you were sure that was the hom:iC' YOU wanted? 
' A. That is right. · 
Q. Wben did yon learn of the bad condition of this I10use 
that you have been describin~(f Tu ,January t 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And ):sou moved out the latter pa·rt of Jnnct 
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A. That is right. 
Q. Didn't you sign an affidavit that has been filed in this 
t!ase in which you said that as soon as you learned of the-
I will read it specifically: ''that the defendant demanded 
1·ecission of the said contract immediately upon learning of 
the material and serious defects existing in saicl house and 
promptly vacated said premises." You signed an affidavit 
under oath making· that statement, didn't yon? · 
A. Would you mind reading that again or could I nmd iU 
Q .. You may read it. I will show you the original one which 
ls sworn· to. The language I read from this paper begins at 
that semi-colon (indicating). · 
:N" ote: Paper examined by witness. 
Q. Now what do you wanU 
Q. You signed the affidavit with that statement 
page 64 ~ in it, did you not ! 
A. I did. 
Q. And you swore to that paped 
A. Yes. 
Q. And it is not true, is it ·i 
Mr. Steingold: If Your Honor please-
Mr. Davenport: I withdraw that. 
Mr. Steingold: Let the jury decide that from the context 
of the paper. Are you introducing the paper! 
Mr. Davenport: The paper has gone to the jury as a spe ... 
cial plea of set-off. 
Mr. Steingold: I would like to clear tllis up if I might. 
R.E-DIHECT EX.AJ\HN.A.TION. 
Bv Mr. Steingold: · · 
0 Q. Did I understand you to say anything about a dii;cus8ion 
with Mrs. Kyle in .Januaryl 
A. A discussion in January? 
Q. Yes, with Mrs. :Kyle. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that with reference to any part 0£ the conclition 
of the house! . 
A. No. At tl,at time I told lrnr-tbat is when I told her 
I wanted to get out of the contract, that she could 
page 65 ~ keep her $700.00 and let me go. 
Q. ,vhy was thaU 
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A. Because I had f ouud these thing·s we-re like I said they 
were~ 
Q. And that was sl10rtly after yo:n fom1cl them to be thrift 
way, wasn't itt 
.A. That is right .. 
Q. v.Vasn.'t that what yon sa:irl in this affidavit r 
.A. That is what I would bave meant to have said. 
Mr. Steingold: The paper is there and the jury can read iL 
Q. Mrs. Hening,- I don1t remember whether I asked you 
this, but to get.it in the record without any questior.1 when 
you looked at_ this property in company with l\fr. Franklil1 
and Mrs. Kyle did yon take anyone with you to look at the-
property and to give yon an opinion! 
A. No, ! didn't. I didn't think it was necessary because 
Mr. Franklin had told me how tmstworthv the Kvles were 
and I naturallv took their word for it. .. · -
Q. Did you "'make any investigation of ~'"Olll' owu to check 
on the valne of that I1onse t 
A. No, I didn't. 
Q. Was there any question in yonr mind at fhe time you 
boup;ht the house tliat what you had been told was the abso-
lute truth 1 
pag·e 66 ~ A. There wasn't any question in my mind. I 
just accepted it. 
Q. Had yon known about tl1e condition of the J1ouse as you 
later found it would yon have bonght the house! 
A. I certainly wouldn't have. 
Witness stood aside_ 
l. N. LADD, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant.. l)eing first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EX.Al\IINA.TION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. State your fuII name·, occupation and address. 
A. ,Joseph Nelson Ladd; architect; Room 307 Saner Build-
ing. . . 
Q .. Were ycru calied on by l\1frs. Henfog, the def <?ndant in 
this case, to examine the· property at 1602 Cedar Lane! 
A.. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Did you do so! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was that? 
.J. N. Ladd. 
A. ·wednesday or Thursday of last week. 
Q. Did you make a rough sketch of wha.t you thoug·ht was 
wrong with the construction of that house? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 67 ~ Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please: the 
same objection goes to this that I made to the 
other. I don't think Erny of it :is material to the case. 
By the Court: 
Q. Did you make an inspection of the bouse? 
A. Yes, sir. 
The Court: You can use that to refresh your memory and 
tell the jury what y01ir inspection resulted in. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. That is a rough sketch which you prepared after inspect-
ing that house, is it noU 
A. This was done in the building itself. 
Q. ,Vhat type of building- is tl1is house ·f 
A. A story and a half brick, slate roof. 
Q. What is the condition of the north walU 
A. The front wall lias cracks in it about 8 feet long ~m 
that side and about half an inch the whole wall is shoved out 
forward and all the mortar hai;:; bE1en loosened up on that ·01je 
side. · 
Q. I show you a set of photographs-and for the recoril 
I have the photographer ]iere wno took those photograpl1s 
last week, but I woi.1I<l like to idC'ntify them now-and ask 
that you look at those photogTaphs and tell ns if 
page 68 ~ the cracks you ref err eel to are shown on them 1 
A. They are. 
Q. Will you take those photographs one by one and de-
scribe to His Honor Emd the jury what the defect is that you 
see on those photographs?~ 
1\fr. Steingo]d: "\Ve will introduce them one at a time as 
Exhibits D, E, F, 0 and H. 
Note: Filed and marked Exhibits D, E. F. G and H. 
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A. Practically all of these are the same condition of the 
same wall, all coming from the same source. Everyone of 
t.hem show the same wall. 1 
Q. Will you look at the first photograph-what is the let-
ter? 
A. D. 
Q. What does D sh°'v; what side of the house! 
A. It shows a section of the north wall. It shows craeks 
a.bout 18 inches below tl1e cornice line on that side and ex-
tending back about 4 feet; also eracks under the side living 
room window or bedroom window running· down to the base-
ment window. • 
Q. Now the next one. 
A. E shows a crack approximately 3 feet long over the 
i:itcel casement window in the basmnont about lialf an inch 
between the brickwork. 
JJage 69 ~ Q. Take t1Je next one . 
.l\.. Photograph F sl1ows a ~rack about 4 feet long-
just below the cornice of the north wall and H is a continua-
tion of the same crack I just described with an additional 
ct·ack under the sill of tlie bedroom wind ow. 
Q. Now the last one. 
A. G shows a crack under the roof extending· into tlw sec-
ond story bedroom window nhout thrcc-quart,'.;rs of an inch 
. lJCtween the brickwork. 
Q. Will you look ut the photog-rnpl1s that show the hase-
mcnt window and some of the othel' window:;; involved and 
tell His Honor and the jury whcthC'r there is any sign of 
movement of any part of the walB 
A. There is a sign of n;iovcment in the basement, between 
the first and second floors, an<l hetwePn tl1e second floor and 
the roof. 
Q .. vVbich way and what is moving? 
A. It appears to me as if the roof itself is moving- awav 
from the building. In other wor<ls, it is shoving tho fr01it 
wall out. 
Q. You stated you were au arc•hitert f 
A. That is right, sir. 
·Q. Of what school are you a p:rncluate? 
A. I am not a graduate of nnr school. 
Q. ·what experience have you had as an architect"? 
A. Before the war nbout eight years actual ex-· 
pag·c 70 ~ perience in architectme nm1 confraeting and after 
the war in business for n year and a half. 
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Q. ·what do you attribute the movement of the roof or wall 
to from your inspection? 
A. Upon my inspection this particular house has an ''A'' 
l'oof on it and at the center of the roof which may be called the 
ridge there is supposed to he what we call a collar beam to 
tie the joists or roof rafters tog·ether. The collar beam in 
this building is missing on every joist; there was none. 
Q. Can that be corrected at this time? 
A. Yes. · · 
Q. In what mannei·? . 
A. By installing collar beams and putting an extra brace 
on every joist from the floor joists to the rafters. 
Q. Did you examine the foundation 7 
A. Only from observation. I didn't dig· down. 
Q. vVould that have any effect on it? 
A. It could have some hearing on it. 
Q. ,vould you he in position to say approximately wlmt 
it might cost to repair that condition and prevent further 
movement? 
A. I rather not .sav for this reason: I don't know how 
long it will take to ge't the material and actually do the job, 
but I know it can lJe clone. 
page 71 } Q. Is that a serions dl~fecU 
A. I will say this; it iR a defect that can be cor-
rected. 
Q. Is it a minor defect in tlrn building or serious 2 
A. I think it is a major defect. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davenport:· 
Q. How long· bave those cracks been in there f 
A. That I can't say. 
Q. Well., do they look like old eracks or new cracks? 
A. That is ngain hard to say becam;e the house has been 
painted before. 
Q. Has it been painted recP.ntlyf 
A. I don't believe so. 
Q. Do the cracks look like they have been there before it 
was painted or since it was painted? · 
A. Some before and some after I would sav. 
Q. You never saw it before last \Veclnc_.sday or ~rhur~day1 
A. That is right, sir. 
1Vitness stood aside. 
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page 72 ~ 1V. C. BOYLES, 
a witness call~d on behalf of ihe defendant, being 
fhst duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMIN.ATION. 
By :Mr. Steingold : 
Q. What is your full name and address f 
A. William Cobb Boyles, 121 East _Grace Street, Rich-
mond, Virginia. 
Q. Are you employed by Dementi Studio ·r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you take these photogmphs mm·ked D, E, F,. G. 
andH1 
A. Yes, sir. _ 
Q. Where were tliey taken f 
A. They were made on Cedar Lane in the 1400 blork! 
Q. You mean 1600, don't you? 
A. Yes, sir. I beg your pardon. 
Witness stood aside . 
.AUBREY S. BASS. 
a witness called on bcl1a]f of the plaintiff, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. What is your full name, address and occupation f 
A. Aubrey S. Bass ; 5308 Caledonia Road. 
page 73 } Q. And your occupation f 
A. General contractor. 
Q. How long have you been in that busiuess f 
A. About twenty-five or thirty yearsr 
Q. Vl ere you called on to examine the property at 160:! 
Cedar Lane by Mrs. Rening recently? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon C;Xamiue the property for her? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What condition did you find existing on tlie north walH 
A. It had several cracks in the brickwork and showed some 
damage on the inside .. 
Q. ·what was the damage on the iuside the result oH 
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A. From the cracks on the outside. 
Q. Would you consider those cracks a major or minor de-
fect in the building Y 
A. ·well, it is hard to say because I don't know how long 
the cracks have been there and I don't know how fast-
whether it is increa·sing or not. I c.onld only speak for the 
time I saw them there. 
Q. Can you tell us approximately what it would cost to 
repair that damage to prevent the cracks from increasing f 
A. Anywhere from $1,000.00 to $2,000~00. 
Q. I show you these exhibits D through H and 
pag·e 7 4 ~ ask whether these a re the cracks shown 01J these 
photographs that you refer to 7 · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. Steingolcl: I would like His Honor and tlie gentlemen 
of the jury to see those. · 
Mr. Davenport: It is understood we have moved to ex-
clude them. 
The Court: Let the jurj: see them. 
Note: Photographs handed to jury. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Davenport: 
Q. How long have you been a general contractod 
A. Around thirty years. 
Q. If you assume that th9se cracks have been in that wall 
for four or five years without any sustantial change, would. 
you consider it a very serious proposition 1 
A. ·well, it is something· you can't tell when it is liable t~ 
be serious. · 
Q. As it is you can't tell anything about it, is thnt right 'i · · 
A. ~o, sir. ., 
Q. If they have been there five or six yearR, you still 
couldn't tell one way or the other, is that correct¥ · 
A. In other words, you are liable to have a condition there 
that is lia'ble to make it worse. You can't tell. 
page 75 ~ Q. And you don't know what it is, do yon f 
A. N.o, sir. 
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RE-DIR.ECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. vV ould you say the house was built with those cracks 
in iU 
A. No, sir; it has developed after the hom\e was built. 
Q. What would make cra<?l(s of that type develop ordi-
narily? 
A. Some trouble with the foundation. 
Q. You weren't in here when Mr. Ladd testified. Mr. Ladd, 
au architect, stated-
Mr. Davenport: I object to that. The witnesses were ex-
cluded on the motion of Mr. Stf'ing-old so thev couldu 't hear 
the testimony aiid it is not. rig·ht fo;, l\Ir. Steingold to tell him 
what Mr. Ladd said. 
Mr~ Steingold: If Your Honor pleaRe, I am asking this 
expert witness that if the condition was as the architect 
found it whether that in his opinion would cauRe these cracks 
to continue .widening. I think that is a perfectly fair and 
proper question. He says he thinks it rnig'11t be tl1e founda-
tion. The architect said it might be something else. 
page 76 ~ By the Court: 
Q. Did you make an inspection of the buik1ing- f 
A. ,Just from the outside appcarmwe and on the inside.~ 
Q. Did you make an inspection of the fonn<lation? 
A. No, sir. You would have to dig into t]ie ground to do 
that. 
The Court: If he made an inspoetion of the foull(latiou, 
he could testifv to that. 
Mr. Steiugoid: If Your Honor pleMe, I want to find if 
the condition testified to by the architeet is as he stated 
whether in his opinion the eracks would remain stationary 
or become larger. 
The Court: I clon 't. think :;;o, 1Ir. Steing·old. Objection 
sustained. 
Mr. Steingold: l\[ay we in the absence of the jury get tlw 
answer of this witneH8 for the rcPord f 
The Court: Yes, wl1en the jury retires I will let hhn testify 
to that. 
nfr. Stcingold: Then we will nRk the witness 1o testif~r to 
that lafer. 
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RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. If you don't know exactly what is cansiug this trouble, 
how did vou make the estimate what it will cost 
}Jage 77} to fix iU · 
A. I gave an approximate cost. 
Q. That is the reason you had such a wide range from 
$1,000.00 to $2,000.00? 
.A. Yes, sir. 
·witness stood aside. 
J.P. BAUER, 
:a witness called 011 behalf of th'} defendant. belnµ; first dulv 
sworn, testified as follows: · ·- · 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
J3y ]\fr. Steingold: 
Q. vVbat is your full name, address and oecupation? 
A. John P. Bauer, Route 1; I am an estimator and super--
visor for R. A. Young, 733 East Cary Street. 
Q. Were you called on hy Mrs. He-ming, the defendant in 
this case, to examine certain real estate at 1602 Cedar Lane, 
Richmond, Virginia, recently? 
A. I was. 
Q. Did you examine that property t 
A. Yes, sir, I did. 
Q. Did you examine in particular the north wall of that 
property! 
A. It was the right wall as y011 face the l1ousc. I wouldn't 
know the direction other than that. 
page 78 } Q. vVould you recog·nize a photograph of that 
wall '1 
A. I would thil1k so, yes, sir. . 
Note: Photograph handed to witness. 
A. ( continued) That looks like it. 
Q. v\tnat did you find to be the condition of that wall 1 
A. It was hard to determine exactlv. but it was hacllv 
Cl'acked. It looked like the front wali was leaning· toward's 
tlle front causing this part to pull away. It had ·-also bee1l 
recently pointed up from cracking previously, I would say, 
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whicli was very noticeable because it was much ·wider than 
the bricks that had been cracked. 
Q. Could you tell from the condition of the paint on that 
wall whether the house had been painted rneentlyt 
A. No, I couldn't recall that. I remember it needed paint 
badly, but I wouldn't know anything else. 
Q. It is a brick wall °l 
Ar Yes .. 
Q. It is painted what c.oiorf 
A. White, if I recall it, very indistinct. 
Q. These photographs don't show the paint very well, do 
theyY 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·would yon be in position to f:ay whctller the hot sun 
and the hail of last winter had any effect 01) that paint¥ 
A. No, sir, I wouldn't; I am not a painter. 
pag·e 79 r Q. ·what in your opinion is th~ cause of the-
cracks in that walU 
A. After thoroughly examining it I would say the roof is 
settling, forcing the front wall out. I examined the fioon;. 
and they are level; the foundation did not seem to be settling. 
Q. You say they are leveU 
A. Yes. I didn't check them with a level, but they were 
level enough to tell the foundation wasu 't settling. The f1·ont 
wall was being pushed ont by the roof shoving it out in 
settling. 
Q. You haven't spoken to Mr. Ladd, the architecU 
A. No, sir. I took another estimator with me and we went 
over it carefully because we weren't sure.) about it and that 
is the conclusion w·c came to at the time. 
Q. What in your opinion would be the cost of attempting 
to correct that defect f · 
A. At that time we said the minimum cost would b~ 
$1,000.00. We had no way of te11ing how much more because. 
after you take the brick off and try to get t.Ile roof off you 
don't know bow much work. you will nm into; you might find 
other trouble. 
Q. Did you go into the at tie f 
A. No, we didn't. 
Q. Did you observe wliat effect the eracking con-
page 80 ~ dition of the wall had on the windows on that sider 
A. It seemed to he pulling away from the win-
dows and making the windows erar.k. 
Q. Can you look at these photographs and explain to the-
jury what you found¥ 
1J 
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A. I found that the hrick pulling away was causing a great 
space to be left beside the window. 
Q. Which photograph iwe you referring to1 . .. 
A. G. This was pulJing away at the top; wasn't as serious 
as below, but at the same time pulling· away from the window. 
Q. "What effect would that have on the heating of the 
house? 
A. That would cause a considerable amount of heat loss, 
but I wouldn't be in any position to say what per cent. 
Q. Would it make any difference whether that were the 
south wall or north wall as to the amount of heat loss 0/ 
A. Oh, yes. 
Q. ·what would be the difference? 
A. I don't think the difference in heat loss would be any 
greater in any one wall, but the infiltration of cold air would 
be greater on the north wall than the south wall. 
Q. The evidence is this is the north wall. 
· A. I don't know my directions very well. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
page 81 ~ By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. ·when were you out there¥ 
A. I don't remember ~xactly,, sir. I would say five or si..~ 
weeks ago. 
Q. It has been sometime during· the summer¥ 
4. That is right. 
Mr. Steingold: I want to ask Mr. Bau~r the same question · 
I will ask Mr. Bass later. 
·witness stood aside. 
""\V. H. HA '\VTHORNE, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: ; 
Q. ·what is your name and ad<iress &/ 
A. "\V. H. Hawthorne; 719 Byrd Park Court; rt~al estate 
salesman. 
Q. ,v ere you request~d to list and attempt to find a pur-
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Q}Uts~r for the property at 1602 Cedar Lane in April or May 
of. this year? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Or perhaps March 01 
A .. Yes. 
Q. Did yo~ att~mpt to do so? 
· A. Yes. 
nngo 82 ~ Q. Did yon take any prospects there 1 
· . · A~ Yes, I did. · 
Q. Did you succeed in finding a purchaser? . 
A. \Vell, I took a lady through the house there and she 
seemed to like the inside fairly well, but after going on the 
outside and we observed these crncks on the wall all alm1g 
from the top on down she wa,sn't any further interested at 
a.ll in the property. 
Q. Are you familiar with real ~state valu~s in and around 
Richmond at this time'? 
A. Pretty well so, yes. 
Q. Were you familiar with real estate values in and around 
Richmond in December of 1946 -~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. vVhat would be your opinion of the reasonable value .,. 
on the market as H existed iu December, 1946, of the house 
i.n question? 
Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please, we object to that. 
The defendant entered into a contract at a stipulated price. 
The question of reasonable value is not involved. 
The Court: Doesn't the contract speal~ for itselff 
.Mr. Steingold: The pleading of tbe plaintiff is tbat by 
reason of the defendant's failure to. go throug·h 
page 83 ~ with the purchase tbe plaintiff has been injured 
because the market value of the house dropped. 
W c are attempting to show-I am not positive what Mr. Haw-
thQrno will answer, but we &re attempting· to show what the 
actual value was in December and wliat it was at the time it 
was sold in June. 
Tlte Court: Go ahead. 
Ml'. Davenport: wr e object and except to the Court's rul-
ing. 
A. Well, I don't thinl~ the market bas depreciated-it has 
g;one down a little, hut not a whole lot in that particular sec-
tion. 
Ruth$. He11ni11g v. Be.tty l\.. Kylr ~nd Z! T~ Kyle (j4 
TV. a. U,ai.vtltQ.Y1't(?. 
Q. 111 your opinio~1 what was tbe reason~bfo market value 
of that house iii December f 
A. Well, I would say around $16,000 or $17,000; that is, 
if the house had been in g·ood condition, if it weren't for the 
cracks in the house. 
Q. And what would you say the reasonable value of that 
110use was last month f · · 
A. Vv ell., I woµld say arouncl $16,QOO. 
Q. That is, if it were in good condition f 
A. That is right. 
Q. But in its present condition what was its reasonable 
value in December 1 
JJage 84 } A. vVell, my prospect wasn't interested in mak-
ing any kind of offer after seeing those eracks. 
By the Court : 
Q. Did you make an inspectio11 of it 1 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Do you know tlrn real estate values in. the neighborhood 
tberet _ 
A. Yes, sir, fairly well. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. What do you believe froru your knowledge of real estate 
,ralues it was worth in December in its cracked condition if 
a purchaser could have been f ouncl ¥ 
A. I woulcln 't say over $10,000 to $12,000 in my estima-
tion. 
Q. Would that value have dropped any at this timef 
A. Well, I wouldn't think so; not mate1:ially. 
Q. In your opinion and from your obseryation 1rnve real 
estate values in Riclm10ncl dropped during the last six 
months¥ 
.l\. They have gone clown a little, yes. 
Q. If this house was worth $17,750 in December, have they 
gone clown so much it is only worth $13,500 now? 
A. No, I wouldn't say that. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Daver1port: 
page 85 } Q. Who asked you to list the property last April? 
· A. Mrs. Hening. 
Q. vVere you able to sell it? 
.A.. No, sir .. 
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1Y ai/.e H .. Hadder .. 
Q. The prospect you took out there bad no trouble seeing 
the cracks, did she Y 
A.· No trouble at all in the daytime, no, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q . .And that was in the springtime, wasn't it"? 
A. That is right. 
Witness stood aside. 
·w ADE H. HADDER, 
a witness called on behalf of tb(l defendant, being first duly 
sworn., testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold ~ 
Q. ·what is your full name,· address and occupation t 
A. "\Vade H. Hadder; 1908 West 46th Street; re·al estate 
-broker. 
Q .. Were you requested by Mrs. Hening, tlie defendant in 
this case, to look at her property or the property sbe oc-
cupied at 1602 Cedar Lanef 
.A.. Yes, sir. 
page 86 r Q. Did yon see it l>0th on tl1e inside and the out-
side! · 
A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Will you tell Hi~ Honor and the gentlemen of the jury 
what the condition of the l10use was? 
A. Well, the house needed redecorating and there is a mun-
her of cracks.· on the outside wall .. 
Q. Did you consider those crackr--i of any importance? 
A. Yes .. 
Q. Did you so inform Mrs. H (ming 1 .. 
A. I told her tliese cracks would hnrt the sale of tlie prop-
erty, yes. 
Q. Did she know before you fold her about the craeks ~l 
A. I am not sure she did. I don't think she did know. 
Q. Did sl1e realize the cracks were anything serious when 
you told her about them? 
A. She seemed to. 
Q. That is, after you explained· it to her! 
· A. Yes. 
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Q. Before that did she realize it 1 
A. I don't believe she did. 
Q. Are you familiar with real estate values in Richmond? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been selling real estatef 
A. Two years. 
page 87 ~ Q. Have you sold many homes on the Southside 
in the past two years? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you estimate how many f 
A. I wouldn't like to estimate, no. 
Q. Are you familiar with the value of property in West-
over Hills? 
A. I think so. 
Q. And that is where this house is located f 
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If there had been nothing wr.ong. with this property in 
December, 1946, what is your opinion of the market value of 
that house at that time¥ 
A. $14,000 to $14,500. 
Q. Has that dropped much since tl1en 1 
A. Not much, no. 
Q. ·what would you consider the market value today if 
there were no defects such as we know off 
A. About $13,500 or $13,000. 
Q. Mrs. Hening has lived in that house for some months. 
Are you familiar with the rental value in that neighborhood t 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you attempt to sell that house for :Mrs. Hening? 
A. Yes. 
page 88 ~ Q. Vv ere you able to secure a pro~pect ·1 
A. No, sir. 
Q. What was the reason¥ 
A. They complained about the price. 
Q. ·what was the price requested? 
A. $18,000 or $18,500. 
Q. V,That was the best offer you got? 
A. I had no offer. 
Q. Did your prospects see the cracks f 
A. No,, sir. I didn't show the house. They complained 
· about th@ price and I never did show it. 
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CROSS FJXAMINATION. 
By l\fr. Davenport: 
Q. ·when did Mrs. Hening ask you to come out there? 
A. The fhst part of this year. 
Q. And when did she ask you to sell it for her f 
A. The first part of this :yea1\ 
Q. And she asked you then to sell it for $18,000 or $18,5001 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. That was after you told her about the cracks, is that 
righU 
A. I am not sure whether it was after or before. 
Q. About that time? 
A. About that time, yes. 
·witness stood aside. 
pag·e 89 ~ J Al\Il~JS H. NF~,VELL, 
a witness called on behalf of the defendant, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAl\IINATION. 
By l\f r. Steingold: _ 
Q. What is your full mmw, address and occupation f 
A . .James H. Newell, 4304 Hillcrest Hoad, with A. L. Adam-
son, real estate. 
Q. How long· have you been in the ,real estate busine8S? 
A. Twelve yeat·s. 
Q. Are you familiar with values of real estate on the Soutll-
side and in ·wcstover Hills in particulad 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you familiar with thfi house at 1602 Cc<.lur Laue? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. w· ere you ever asked to try to sell that house? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you know about the crneks in the north ,vall at the 
time you were asked to sell the house 1 
A. 'Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you consider the Cl'a<'k~ of any impol'tanee? 
A. Iili~ • 
Q. "\Vhat was the host offer you were able to get for that 
property? · 
A. I bad a verbal offer for $13,500. 
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James H. Newell. 
· Q. Did tlie peopl(l who made tl1e offer know 
})age 90} about ·the cracks 7 · 
. A. I certainly thoug·ht so . 
. Q. Yon yourself did.n ~t point th(.lm 011U 
A. I didn't sl1ow the property to this prospect . 
. Q. From your lmowledg·c of real estate values on the Soutll-
side what is your opinion of the value of this ho11se if there 
liad been no cracks in December, 1946? 
A. Mr. Steiugold, I would say $15,000. 




J3y Mr. Davenport: 
Q. The verbal offer that you referred to so far as the own .. 
-ers were concerned vo11r commission would have come off the 
$13,500? . 
A. Yes. That is the gross offer. 
Q. It would have been a little less t1Jan $13,000 net 1 
A. Less 5% as far as I was concerned. 
Q. $675.00! 
A. Yes, sh\ 
·witness stood aside. 
Mr. Steingolc1: That is our case except tlwse two wit .. 
nesses ; I would like to get their evidence in the 
}Jage 91 } record. 
Mr. DaYtmport: I would like a recess to talk 
with my witnesses. 
:Mr. Steingold: I don't want to be teelmical, but I dou 't 
think counsel ought to clisc1rns the case with the witnesses af-
ter they have been excluded nnd our evidence is in. 
Mr. Davenport: I am g:oing to put on rebuttal testimony. 
The Court: He has a rig;ht to consult his witnessos with 
reference to rebuttal. 
l\fr. Steing·old: The purpose in (:\Xcluding them is so they 
won't know anything about what took place. 
Note: The jury retired from the courtroom. 
The Court: Now you can complete your record. 
Supreme (Jourt of Appeals of Virginia 
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.A.UBR.EY S. BASS, 
lJeing- recalled in the absence of the jury, fostified as follow·s: 
DIRECT EX.A.MINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Mr. Ladd, an architect, testified this morning- that he 
had examined these premises ancl that he found that the 
_collar beam was missing-the collar beam w hieh tied to-
gether the joists and the roof rafters-and that in his opinion 
that was_ causing the roof to slide down and push 
page 92 ~ the wall .o.ut. If that is what the trouble is there, 
in your opinion what would -that cost to repair1 
.A.. I didn't g-o into tl1e roof part of the building. "\V ould 
you want to replace the roof and point up the briekwork ! 
To what extent would you want to put it bacld As near the 
- original as possible? 
Q. The question would be to prevent any further damage 
to the building. 
A. Not seeing the construction it is a little lmrd to sa-y. 
I would say offhand it would prohalJly rost around $600.00 to 
$800.00 .. 
Q. If that was all there was to it! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
J.P. BAUER, 
being recalled in the absence of the jury, testified as. follows: 
DIRECT EXA!UNATION. 
By :Mr. Steing·old : 
Q. Mr. Bauer, you heard the question I just asked Mr. 
Bass as to what tlie a1·cl1itect thought was the trouble? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As to no collar beam being tl1ere. Now if that is the. 
actual and only cauRe of that tronhle, in your opin-
page 93 ~ ion what would it cost to repair that house and 
. prevent further damage and repair what damage 
has been done? 
A.. That was in my estimate w:T1en I mentioned $1,000.00 
because I had figured tllat must be the cause of it because the 
roof couldn't slide if there were collar beams. 
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Q. That merely confirms your opinion? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
l\Ir. Davenport: I want to r.enew my motion with the jury 
out to exclude all this testi:qiony having to do with defects on 
the ground that this was a contract to. purchase and there 
was a duty on the purchaser to examine the premises. It 
appears from the evidence that the principal defect was ob-
vious, his own witnesses Ray it was, and therefore none of 
this should g·o to the jury. It Ahould all be stricken from 
the record at this time and the jury instructed not to con-
sider it. 
Mr. Steiugold: The law is overwhelming in the State of 
Virginia on that question. There are many case!:3 in point. 
Tra,nHnell v. Ashworth, 99 Va. 646, is one of them. In that 
case there was a question about three and a half feet of 
boundary line where the ·seller sold the property and he told 
the purchaser that the purchaser had about so many feet and 
the purchaser lived in the place about three years 
page 94 ~ before filing suit to rescind the contract, and here 
is what the court said: '' A vend~e, in order to 
obtain a rescission of a contract upon the ground that it was 
procured by fraudulent representations of the grantor, must 
prove that the representations were of positive facts, made 
for the purpose of procuring the contract; that they were 
untrue; that they were material; and that the party to whom 
they were made relied upon them-
The Court: I am going to let it go to the jury. 
nfr. Davenport: Exception. 
Note: After a brief recess the jury returned into the court-
room. 
Mr. Davenport: It is understood I am offering this testi-
mony without waiving my motion which was overruled. 
The Court : Yes. 
• 
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G. R. RICH.. 
a witness called in rebuttal on behalf of the plaintiff, being 
- first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By :Mr. Davenport: 
Q. Mr. Rich, will you tell the jury your name and wl1ere 
you work and live? , 
A. My name is G. ll. Rich; I live at 4-709 Sylvan Road and 
work for tbe Commonwealth of Virginia. 
Q. Did you live in 1602 Cedar Lane at one time! 
page 95 ~ A. Yes, sir. 
Q. During what period of time 1 
A. From August, 1940, until the last clay of April, 1945. 
Q. To the encl of April, 1945? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There bas been some testimony about some cracks in 
the side of that house. Were they there when you were there! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you liave any trnuble with that house! 
A. No, sir. . 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Isn't it true you did have trouble with the heating sys-
tem¥ 
A. No, sir. The only trouble I had with the heating sys-
tem is when three feet of wute1· got in the basement. That 
came from the house next door. It was a downspout next 
door turning the water right iu the window and we had it 
corrected. 
(~. Didn't you tell the people next door you were having 
trouble with your heating system? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. ·wucn was the last time you examined tho-
Jlage 96 ~ cracks in that builcling1 
A. I never examined them after I bought the 
house. 
Q. And when you bought the house didn't the man who 
sold it to you point out one crack there 1 
A. He didn't point that out; I pointed that out to him. 
I saw the. cracks ,·vhen I bought the house. 
\Vitness stood aside~ 
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S. B. FRANKLIN, 
a witness called in rebuttal on behalf of the plaintiff, being 
first duly sworn, testified as follows : 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. You are Mr. S. B. Franklin! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your businessf 
A. Real estate broker. 
Q. Were you the broker that negotiated the contract on 
1602 Cedar Lane between Mr. and Mrs. Kyle and Mrs. Bening t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you have that property? 
.l1 .. Well, I didn't have it exclusively; another company, 
too, bad it and she gave it to me to sell. 
Q. And you advertised it 011 your own? 
page 97 } A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There has been some testimony here that you 
and Mrs. Kyle on the occasion you took Mrs. Bening out to 
see the pro1Jerty early in December to the effect that you 
made various representations as to the condition of the house, 
the heating system and the water system. 
A. The heating system and the roof and water system was 
never discussed. 
Q. They weren't discussed f 
A. They weren't discussed at all. 
Q. Did Mrs. Hening examine the property? 
A. She did. 
Q. --wm you tell the jury to what extent she examined the 
property! 
A. V\Tell, I carried Mrs. Hening out there and she went all 
over the property, went around the property and said it was 
just exactly what she was looking for, had three bedrooms 
nnd she wanted the property, and then she was in the office 
ngain after that and I asked her did she want to go back again 
mid she said no, she was satisfied, that that was the only 
piece of property she wanted, that she had a boy and girl 
and herself and the three bedrooms was exactly what she 
wanted. 
Q. Did she examine the property from the outside ¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 98 ~ . . Q. ·when she was there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
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S. B. Franklin. 
Q. Were you with he1·¥' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You are the one who bought the property the latter parf: 
of June for $13,500.00, is that correct! · 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr~ Steingold: 
Q. How long have you been in the 1·eal estate business t· 
A. l don't know exactly. About fom· 01· five years. 
Q. Are you familiar with the constmction of property i 
A. Well, I was in the heating and plumbing business about 
ten years before and that is all I did, working on new con-
struction. 
Q. Were you familia1· with this house before you.showed it 
to Mrs. Heningf 
A. No, I wasn't; never was, except in a way. 
Q. What do you mean by in a way f 
A. Well, if anybody comes and gives you a piece of property 
to sell, you are going· to look at the piece of property. Of 
course, you then advertise it and get a customer for it. There 
is no other way to familiarize yourself with the thing. 
Q. ·was this property bought by the Kyles 
page 99 ~ through you i 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you sold it for wllomf l\fr. Rich-no, Mr. Rose! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you see the property before you sold it to the Kyles! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you look it over and ex1n·ess any opinion as to its: 
value bef01·e you sold it to the Kylesi 
· A. No,. I didn't. 
Q. Did you express any opinion as to its value when you 
i:;old it to Mrs. Heningi 
A. Well, I don't know whether I did or not. That is a 
matter that the 1·eal estate man usually leaves up to the buyer 
because there is no what you call a value on a piece of prop-
erty except to someone who wants it.· 
· Q. vVill you look at the jury and tell the jury whether you 
as a real estate salesman did not express an opinion to :M:rs. 
Hening on the value of the property you were trying to sell 
hcd Look at those gentlemen. 
A. I don't know exactly what you mean. If she asked me 
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what I thought of the property; was it worth that much 
moneyf Is that what you mean? 
Q. Well, in selling property don't you try to sell iU 
.A. You try to, yes. 
page 100 ~ Q. Don't you have to tell your prospect whaj; 
you think of the property¥ 
.A. We tell the prospect what we have got the property 
for sale for. 
Q. Did you tell Mrs. Hening about tliese cracks on the sid·e 
of the house? 
A. I never seen the cracks. 
Q. You didn't show her the cracks Y 
A. I didn't see them. 
Q. How many times have you seen that house Y 
A. I imagine-I don't know. I was with her up·there three 
or four times inside. 
Q. Do you know who built the house Y 
A. I don't know who built the house. 
Q. Did you know the house was constructed before the war? 
A. Yes. 
(~. How did you know that? 
A. Because Mr.-the man that originally bought it first told 
me it was constructed before the war. 
Q. .And didn't you explain that to Mrs. Hening as to its 
condition, that it was a J)rewar house, built of much better 
materials than present day construction? 
A. I don't remember anything about it. 
Q~ You are not in position to-
page 101 ~ A. If I told her that I don't remember any-
thing about it because we usually let them make 
n p their own mind. · 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. If you told her, that was true, wasn't iU 
A. It was a prewar house and built of better materials than 
now, yes, sir. 
"\Vitness stood aside. 
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W.H.BACON, 
n. witness called in rebuttal on behalf of the plaintiffs, l)cing 
fil'st duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
"By Mr. Dave~port: (J. Will you tell the jury who you are and where you live 
ar~d where you workr 
A. "\V. H. Bacon; I live at 4601 Sylvan Road; I am in the 
insurance business for myself. 
Q. Do you know the property 1602 Cedar Lane! 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. How far is it from where you live :y 
A. About 12 or 15 feet. 
Q. You are right on the corner? 
A. Yes. It ad.ioins my property. 
page 102 ~ Q. How long have you Ii vecl there f 
A. Since 1937. 
Q. "\Vas this house built since you moved out there? 
A. Yes, sir. (J. There has been some testimony here about a crack in the 
wall. Can you tell the jury how long· that crack has been there 0? 
A. Ever since the house has been built. (J. Has it been any trouble seeing it 2 
A. No, sir. 
Q. "\Vas it in there last December f 
A. Yes, sir. 
CROSS EXAMINATION-
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. How many cracks are in that house? 
A. It is not but one in there that amounts to anything .. 
Witness stood aside. 
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MRS. BETTY K. KYLE, 
being recalled in rebuttal, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. Mrs. Kyle, you heard Mrs. Hening testify as to state-
ments that you or Mr. Franklin made at the time 
page 103 }- she was taken out to look at the house as to the 
roof, the oil burner and the water system. Was 
there any discussion concerning any of those three things T 
A. No, sir, there was not; no discussion of the water sys· 
tern, the furnace or the roof. 
Q. vVas there any discussion as to any part of the house? 
A. No discussion except the bedroom. She said the houst~ 
was exactly what she wanted; it was the only house she had 
seen that sl1e wanted and it had three bedrooms which was 
exactly what she wanted. She had two children and she needed 
the three bedrooms. 
Q. Did sl1e examine the house? 
A. She went through it thoroughly and I asked her again 
in Mr. Franklin's office if she wanted to see the house again 
and she said no. ,ve went on the outside and looked at 
the outside of the house and the house was examined in every 
crack and creYice. 
Q. Some reference was made to some draperies concealing 
some defect. "'\Vere there any draperies in the house at that 
time¥ 
A. No. As has been stated.before, :my sister had died and 
I wasu 't in very good condition to. work on the house and my 
<lraperies didn't fit. So no draperies were up except some 
I just hung on a few rods that were left in one bed-
page 104 r room. There were 110 draperies in the rest of 
the house, no curtains about the rest of the house 
except the Venetian blinds in the house when we bought it. 
Q. "'\,Vere tbe draperies in that one bedroom you referred 
to anywhere near this ,-vall that was cracked f 
A. No, it was on another wall. I would like to state, too, 
when I bought the house Mr. Franklin didn't tell me anything 
about the l10use. He let us look at the house and made no 
~tatement whatsoever. 
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CROSS EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. I suppose you mean you and Mrs. Bening and Mr. Frank-
lin went outside and looked at the outside of the house¥ 
A. Yes, sir,. we did. 
Q. ·when you looked at this north wall with all these cracks: 
on the wall what .comment did Mrs. Hening make about the-
cracks? 
A. Mrs. HeniJtg made no comment about the house at aH 
except it was just the house she wanted and she made that 
i:;tatement again a week late1' .. 
Q. When you went out to show her the outside of the house-
did you undertake to tell her about these cracks Y · 
A. I didn't consider the crack of any material value. 
Q. And therefore you didn't tell her anything about iU 
A. She asked no questions about it. 
page 105 r Q. But you knew they were there¥ 
A. I knew it was a crack there, but I consider 
it of no Yalue whatever. · 
RE-DiRECT EXAMINATION. 
By :Mr. Davenport: 
Q. Anybody could see itf 
A. Yes,. sir, and the crack as far as I know is jus.t like it 
was. 
·witness stood asidew 
Z. T. KYLE, 
being recalled in rebuttal, testified as follows·: 
DIRECT &~AMINATION. 
By 1\1:r. Davenport:-
Q. Mr. Kyle, before Mrs. Herring moved into the house 
did you have any conversation with her at the house about 
looking at it any more or examining it any further! 
A. She visited our home on the da:y before we moved and I 
think it.was Sunday afternoon and she planned how she would 
bring her furniture in and we planned how we would get om"· 
furniture out in order to avoid any misunderstanding or con-
flict about the matter, on the front lawn and we discussed 
. in general terms about the house. I don't recall all the discus-
0 
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Z. T. Kyle. 
sion at this time, but if there had been any incli-
page 106 ~ nation for the prospective buyer or the one wl10 
signed the contract to visit any part of the house 
or go anywhere that she desired I would have been glad to 
have shown her around at any time. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By l\lr. Steingold : 
Q. Mrs. Kyle stated she knew about these cracks. Did 
you not also know about the cracks on the side of the wall? 
. A. I noticed the crack along the window. I hadn't given 
these cracks any serious consideration. 
Q. vVhen did you first notice the cracks Y 
A. I think it was when I was mowing the lawn maybe a day 
.or two after the purchase. I don't exactly recall when I 
noticed the cracks, but anyway I did notice the cracks. 
(~. You couldn't notice the cracks mowing the lawn, could · 
vouf 
.. A. Yes, you pass right along by the side of it to turn your 
mower there on the other property. 
Q. Isn't there a very thick, solid, heavy hedge on the side of 
. the house and the lawn didn't touch that side at alH 
A. I just explained to you I had to turn· the mower around 
on the other property to bring it to the front of the house. 
Q. Doesn't the other property consist of noth-
pagc 107 ~ ing but underbrush? 
A. No. Children play ball there. 
Q. Isn't it true you can't even see the ground in the path 
that is through this field next to you Y 
A. No, the shrubberyisn't that thick at all. 
Q. You make that as a positive statement of fact Y 
A. I would make the statement that you can see the north 
wall and any portion of the house above eighteen or twenty 
inches. 
Q. Is this the house you are talking about (handing photo-
graph to witness) f 
A. That is the house and you can see that the ground cover 
here doesn't cover half of the basement window and the base-
ment window is less than eighteen inches. So you can make 
your estimate of the shrubbery there of about fourteen inches. 
"'Witness stood aside. 
Mr. Davenport: That is our case. 
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MRS. RUTH S. HENING, 
the defendant being recalled in surrebuttal, testified as fol-
. lows: 
DIRECT EX.Al\HNATION. 
By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. Were you with the photographer who took 
pag·e 108 ~ this pictme f · 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. ·where was he when he took this picture? 
A. He had to pull down the weeds to get in there to set 
the camera up because it was so thick. 
Q. Is there any clear place at all in that field next to tlin 
housef 
A. There is no clear space and the underbrush is very 
hca vy and I should say there are at least a dozen pine tree:::; 
in there also. 
CROSS EXAl\HNATION. 
By Mr. Davenport: 
Q. ·what do you mean by underbrush? 
A. ·well, little bushes about that high (indicating) and then 
also honeysuckle. vines running all over everything. 
Q. When was the photographer out there? 
A. A week ago Wednesday. 
·witness stood aside. 
ARTHUR L. DA VIS, 
a witness called in surrcbuttal on behalf of the defendant,. 
·being· first duly sworn, testified as follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION . 
.By Mr. Steingold: 
Q. ·what is your full name and address? 
page 109 ~ . ~- Arthur L. Davis; Route 11, Richmond, Vir-
gnna. 
Q. What is your occupation Y 
A. Builder and operate a store. 
Q. Did you build the house at 1602 Cedar Lane 1 
A. Yes. 
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Arthur L. Davis. 
Q. Whenf . 
A. I am not sure whether it was the last part of 1938 I 
Btartecl it or the first part of 1939. 
Q. How long did you occupy the house Y 
A. I didn't occupy it but just a short time. 
Q. A year or two 1 
A. No, it wasn't that long. Probably six montl1s. 
Q. Had any cracks started at that time before you sold the 
house? 
A. Yes, it was one crack in it. 
Q. Who did you sell the house to? 
A. Mr. Rich. 
Q. Did you point out the crack to Mi·. Ricl1? 
A. Well, we talked about the crack. I don't know whether 
[ pointed it out to him or just how it was, but he knew the crack 
was in it before he bought it. 
Q. ·wm you look at these photographs and i)oint out to His 
Honor and the jury which crack or if there were more thau 
one there when you sold the house t 
page 110 ~ A. This crack here was the only crack in it when 
I sold it, this one up in this corner from the win-
dow here to the eaves. 
Q. You arc referring to exhibit whaU 
A. D. 
Q. Have· you been there recently? 
A. No, sir. 
Witness stood aside. 
Testimouy concluded. 
vage 111 ~ OBJECTIONS TO INSTRUCTIONS. 
lvfr. Davenport: The plaintiffs object to the giving of In-
8truction No. 6 on the ground that Franklin as a real estate 
ln·oker was not the ag·ent of the sellers and his alleged state-
ments were not binding upon the plaintiffs; that the proposi~ 
tion of law stated in the first sentence of the first paragraph 
is incorrect; that the specific tl1ings mentioned in the second 
paragTaph as the bases of various alleged representations 
are more in the nature of opinion than of fact and under the 
evidence in this. cnse those that are statements of fact are 
obviously not material; that the second paragraph fail~ to 
tell the jury they would have to believe these representations 
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to have been material and that she acted upon them, and tllat 
there was no· evidence of any representation as to the condi-
tion of the walls or the structure or foundation of the house. 
I ob-jeet to the giving ·of any instructions for the defendant 
which are based upon misrepresentation because there is no 
evidence of fraud, legal or actual, in the case. 
Mr. Steingold: The defendant objects to Plaintiffs i In-
struction No. 1 for the reason that the instruction 
pag·c 112 ~ is contrary to the theory of the· notice of motion 
in that the notice of motion sets out a cause of 
damages, limiting those damages to the difference between 
the fair market value of the property at the- time the· contract 
was ente1·ed into and the fair market value of the property 
at the time of sale in June, 1947. This instruction takes that 
question away -fr9m the jury entirely. The bill of particulars 
filed by the plaintiffs limits the damag·es of the plaintiffs in 
the same manner, as well as the stipulation between the 
parties. 
The defendant objects to Instruction No. 3 witb reference: 
to fraud for the reason that the instruction is not justified by 
the issues 1101~ by the evidence nor by any instruction g·ranted 
the defendant and tends to mislead the jury on the true-
issues in this suit. 
The defendant excepts to Instruction No. 4 for the reason 
that the. instruction incorrectly states the law as to the duty 
of the plaintiffs to inform the purchaser of any know defects .. 
The law is to the contrarv. 
The defendant excepts ·to the refusal by the Court to g·rant 
certain instructions offered by. the defendant because they 
correctly set out the law applicable to the facts. 
page 113 ~ The following instructions, granted at the re-
quest of the plaintiff and the defendant, respec-
tively, as herinafter denoted, are all the instructions that were 
granted O!l the trial of this case.: 
page 114} INSTRUCTION NO. L 
The Court instructs the, jury: 
That the contract for the sale of 1602 Cedar Lane in this 
case is made up of the memorandum of agreement dated De:-
cember 2, 1946, and the memorandum of December 12, 1946,. 
signed by Mrs. Ruth S. Henning. If you believe from a pre-
}londerance of the evidence that the defendant failed or re-
/. 
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fused to comply with the contra·ct ·within a reasonable time, 
then the Court tells you that the plaintiffs ·are entitled to re-
cover $3,550.00, the difference betwen the uripaid portion of 
the contract price and the amount which they received for 
the property in the sale to S. B. Franklin, plus $100.40, the 
amount paid by the plaintiffs for the first half of real estate 
· taxes on said property, to which you may add interest at 6% 
per anum on $17,050.00 from such date as you determine from 
the evidence the contract was breached to June 27, 1947, the 
date of the settlement with Franklin, and upon the said $3',- · 
550.0 from· June 27, 1947, until paid. · 
page 115 ~ Note: The foregoin$' instruction was granted at 
the request of the plaintiff and the defendant ex-
cepted upon the grounds stated on pages 83 & 84 of the Ste-
nographer's transcript. 
page 116 ~ INSTRUCTION No. 2. 
The Court instructs the jury: 
That under the law the parties to the contract had a reason; 
able time from December 30, 1946, within which to settle in 
accordance with its terms. Therefore, if you b~lieve from a 
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant breached 
the contract in this case, in arriving at the time of that breach 
you may take into consideration what would have been area-
sonable time after December 30, 1946, for her to settle under 
all the facts and circumstances shown by the evidence. 
page 117 ~ Note: The foregoing· instruction was granted at 
the request of the plaintiff. 
page 118 ~ INSTRUCTION NO. 3. 
The Court instructs the jury: 
Tliat the law never presumes. fraud, but the pr~sumption is 
always in favor of fair dealing. He who alleges fraud must 
establish it by clear and satisfactory proof. The mere failure 
of a seller to disclose defects in the property does not amount 
to fraud. 
page 119 ~ Note: The foregoing. instruction was granted at 
- the request of the plaintiff and the defendant .~x-
cepted upon the grounds stated on page 84 of the Stenog-
: rapher's transcript. · 
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page 120 ~ INSTRUCTION NO. 4. 
· The Court insfructs the jury that a seller of a house is not 
responsible to the purchaser for defects regardless of whether 
they were present at or before the sale or whether they ap-
peared later unless the seller had made representations or 
warranties regarding the absence of defects in the house. In 
the absence of representations 01· warranties there is a duty 
on the purchaser of a house to inspect it before buying and 
. there was no duty on the plaintiffs to inform the defendant of 
any defects. 
page 121 ~ Note: The foregoing instruct.ion was granted at 
the request of the plaintiff and the defendant ex-
cepted upon the ·grounds stated on page 84 of the Stenog-
rapher's transcript. 
p~ge 122 ~ INSTRUCTION NO. D 5. 
The Cot!rt instructs the jury that they have the right to 
· consider as proof the reasonable and natural inferences which 
a reasonable person would draw from the testimony of the 
various witnesses even thoug·h the witnesses may deny such 
reasonable inferences to be a fact. 
page 123 ~ Note: The foregoing· in~truction was granted at 
_ the request of the defendant. 
pag·e 124 ~ INSTRUCTION NO. D 6. 
The Court instructs the jury that if a seller or his agent 
makes a positive statement of fact as to the condition of real 
estate to a prospectiye purchaser, and the purchaser relics en-
tirely on sucl1 representations, there is no duty on the pur-
chaser to disbelieve such representations or to make a sep-
arate investig·ation of her own, if the seller was in a bette~ 
pm,ition to know the condition than the purchaser. If such 
representations of fact arc made by the seller or by the 
seller's agent and tlie mis1·epresentation is of a material fact 
of importance, which might ordinarily have caused the pur-
chaser to hesitate before agTeeing to such purchase, upon dis-
covering tlle falsity of f-mch representation the purchaser has 
the right to withdraw from the contract, provided there is no 
undue delay in doing so. 
0 
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If the jury should find from the evidence tha,t Mrs. Kyle, 
one of the owners, or 1\fr. Franklin, the real estate agent rep-
resenting Mrs. Kyle, told the defendant, Mrs. Henning, that 
the house was in good condition, that the roof did not leak, 
that there was nothing· wrong with the plumbing, and tpat the 
l1eating system was in perfect condition, that the ·house in 
question was built about 1939 or 1940, of pre-war 
page 125} materials, and was an exceptionally _good value 
for the money, and if you should further find 
from the evidence that any or all of these representations . 
were untrue, that the· plaintiffs liad lived in the house, that 
Mrs. Henning relied on such representations and signed the 
contract to purchase in t11e belief that such representations 
were true, and if you further find from a preponderance of 
the evidence t!1at in addition to the falsity of the specific state-
ments as to the leaking condition of the house, the plumbing, 
'Or the defective condition of the beating system, that a seri-
ous and · expensive defect exists in the brick wall, structure 
01· foundation of' the house, your verdict sl1ould be in favor o.f · 
. the defendant, Mrs. Henning·. 
page 126} The foregoing instruction was granted- at the 
. request of the defendant and the plaintiff ex-
cepted upon the grounds stated on page 83 of the Stenog-
rapher's transcript. 
pag·e 127 } After hearing the arguments of counsel and the 
instructions of the Court, the jury retired to their 
l'oom and after some time returned with the following ver-
dict: 
"We the jurv on the issue joined, find for the defendant, 
but agree that ·she should forfeit her deposit of $705.00 and 
he required to pay $600.00 rental for the time of occupancy 
of 1602 Cedar Lane.'' 
And tl1ereupon tl1e plaintiffs, hy counsel moved the Court 
to set aside the verdict of the jury and enter judgment in 
tl1eir favor for $3,645.40, plus interest on $17,045.00 from· De-
cember 30, 1946, until ,June 27, 1947, and plus interest on $3,-
(j45.40 from June 27, 1947, until paid, on the grounds that the 
verdict is contrarv to the law and the evidence and without 
evidence to suppo;'t it, and that the Court is in.a position to 
determine the amount of the judgment and should arcprd· · 
lugly enter judgment therefor. 
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In the alternative, without waiving the aforesaid motiqn,. 
the plaintiffs move the Court to set aside the verdict of the 
jury and to grant them a new trial on the grounds that the· 
verdict is contrary to the Jaw and the evidence and without 
, evidence to suport it, for·misdirection of the jul:'Yr 
page 128 ~ for the admission of certain testimony obje_ctecl: 
to by .tl1e plaintiffs during· the trial and for the 
refusal of the Go~rt to exclude such testimony on the motion 
of the plaintiffs at the conclusion of the pres~ntation of the 
defendant's case. 
page 129 ~ Virginia : 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle 
v. 
Ruth S. Henning. 
Transcript of the testimony and other incidents in tl1e trial 
·of the above styled case before the Honorable Harold F. 
Sn~ad,. Judge of the Circuit Court of' the City of Richmond,. 
and a Jury on the 17th day of September, 1948. 
. Appearances: John S. Davenport,. III, Esq.,. R. Westwood 
Winfree, Esq., Counsel for Plaintiffs. . 
George E .. Allen, Esq., , Counsel for Defendant. 
page 130 ~ Note : The jury was selected and sworn after 
being examined on the 1t)oir dire, the witnesses 
were sworn, opening statements were made by counsel for all 
parties, and thereup~n the following evidence was. presented. 
MRS. BETTY I~ .. KYLE., 
called on behalf of the plaintiffs, first duly ~worn, testified as 
follows: 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Winfree: 
Q' .. Will you state your name, pleasef 
A. Betty Kenny. Kyle or l\frs. Z. T .. Kyle. 
Q. Are you one· of the plaintiffs in this case f 
A. Yes, sir, I am. 
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Q. Where do you live? 
A. I live at 2406 Buckingham A venue. 
Q. How long have you lived there? 
A. Since February, 1947. . 
Q. Did you and your husband enter into a contraC't with tl1e 
defendant in this case for the purchase of a house and lot at 
1602 Cedar Lane? 
Mr. Allen: We concede the contract was entered into and 
we concede furthermore that if any recovery in this case 
should be had the amount of the verdict should be what they 
claim. That will shorten the issue. 
page 131 ~ Mr. Davenport: Vv e would like to 11ave Mrs. 
Kyle testify. 
Mr. Allen: Oh, yes, I am just telling you we concede that~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mrs. Kyle, I hand yon a writing dated December 2, 1946., 
under the letterhead of S. B. Fianklin & Company which pur-
1Jorts to be a contract for the sale of 1602 Cedar Lane for 
$17,750 cash. Is your signature on that contract? 
.A .• Yes, it. is. . 
Q. When did you sign t]rnt contract? 
A. I sig·ned that December 6th. 
·Q. And is the defendant's. signature on that contract i 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Ruth S. Henning·¥ 
A. Yes, sir, it is. 
Q. ·when did she sign it¥ 
A. On December 2nd. 
Q: Is your husband's sig-uature on there? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now I would like for you to tell the jury in your own 
words the circumstances s·urrounding your entering- into that 
contract with the defendant. · 
A. ,,r ell, during the time--I mean he came to 
page 132 ~ Richmond in Aug-m.,t, 1946, after he had changed 
his job from Sa]em to Richmond and soon after 
that time my sister was taken very ill and wa~ announced 
to have an incurable blood disease from which they said sl1c 
could live a very short time. My mother was in her eighties 
and she had spent a part of the time with us and a part of 
the time with. her, kind of divided her time, and after that 
we knew she would have to spend her entire time with us 
and, consequent]y, we needed a house with a bedr<;>om-and full 
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bath on the first. floor since, ·as I said before, she was eighty 
years old. Also, I contracted for a job in Hanovor County 
and we thought that Wl)uld necessitate my driving all the way 
' across the City and it would be better to try and get a place 
in Hanover which was also near Richmond. '\Ve were unable 
to do that and the real estate company asked me--of course, 
at that time real estate was quite in demand and one or two 
real estate companie8 asked me if we would sell the property 
whom I had talked to before when I bought the property and 
I stated that we would. .Them in talking· to Mr. ],rankliu 
about the lawyer's title i 1hich we had not received at that 
time, I also stated to him-he said he lmd a prospect for 
property similar to ours and asked me if I wou]d sc1ll it, so 
I stated we would and ho advertised the house and then this 
prospect came. 
Q. How much did you pay for the property 1 
·A. We paid $16.,500. 
page 133 ~ Q. And you solcl it for $17,7507 
A. Yes, sir, w'H sold it for $17,750. 
Q. The amount for whieh you ~old it included the ,Jruker-
a'ge which you had to pay out of that to the agenU 
A. I beg your pardon? 
.Q. You had to pay the agent the brokerage 1 
A. Out of the $17,750. 
Q. So actually you made virtually no profit on it? 
A. Yes, sir, that is rig·bt. 
Mi.·. Winfree: vV 0 would like to introduce this contract in 
evidence. 
Note: Filed and markocl Exhibit Ko. 1. 
Q. Did Mrs. Henning subsequently sign this memorandum 
wh~ch I hand you dated December 12, 19467 
A. Yes, sir. As I stated before, she signed. the contract 
on December 2nd and I signPd it on Decemher 6th and then 
she wanted possession of the house, said she had to have pos-
session of the house in order to make her divorce legal, aucl 
we talked about different things that could be done. I of-
fcrecl her a room in the house to stav until she could make· the 
payment and she said she wouldn'f think of doing· that, that 
she had two children, and two clogs and Rhe wouldn't think of 
coming into the house with children and the dogs; the children 
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that. So in talking about giving her possession' 
page 134 } there we decided we needed an extra contract 
when she would pay for the house and in talking 
that over this .is the result of that decisiou,-that talk, whic~ 
was signed on December 12th. 
Q. Will you read that to the jury? 
A. '' This is to certify that I, Ruth S. Henning, do. by the 
sig11ing· of this agreement hereby agree to pay Mr. and Mrs. 
Kyle all cash according to the contract to purchase the prop-
erty located at 1602 Cedar Lane on December 30, 1'946. If at 
that time I do not have sufficient cash I will place a mort-
gage on ,my property at 3913 Stuart Avenue· imd also put a 
mortgage on the property I am purchasing at 1602 Cedar 
Lane. I also ag-ree to pay the expenses in having Mr. and 
Mrs. Kyle's furniture moved from the office to the propertyY 
I have brought up the question if we moved out and if w~ 
couldn't buy property-had not been able to get any prop-
erty at that time and could not pay for that property,, owning 
this house and not having rereived the money for it, that it 
would entail me having to move twice, which we.couldn't af-· 
ford to do, and she immediately said she would pay for mov-
ing· one way and that was put into that agTeement. 
Mr. Winfree: vY c would like to introduce this memoran-. 
dum in evidence. 
Note: Filed and marked ExhilJit No. 2. 
Q. ·when did you move out and when did Mrs. 
pag·e 135 } Henning move int 
A. vYe moved out on December 16th. She was 
supposed to wait until we had gotten our property, but it hap-
pened both trucks-I think her truck came even before we 
had loaded the first load and, of course, we moved out as she 
moved in. vVe told her we would try to make it as convenient 
as possible for her and she stated-you see that was signed on 
the 12th and she insisted on us tryin§r to get out the next day, · 
but we couldn't do that and it ,\"as the 16th before we could 
get packed up and get out. ·we were trying- to make it as 
convenient for her as possib]e since she stated getting out of 
her own house was necessary for her clivorcc. 
· Q. She was in a hurry to move inf 
A. She was in a hurry to move in. I talked to her lawyer, 
at that time l\Ir. Sager~ about that and he also stated to me 
.-. 
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it was necessary 1for l1er to get out of the prop~rty-her home 
in order to make her divorce lag-al. 
· Q·. Had sh~ paid you the $700 at that time? 
A.. She paid the $700--$712. 
Q. Now has she paid the balance due at any time f 
A. No, she has not. . 
Q. Have you ever asked her to pay the balance? 
A. 'Yes, sir, I did. On tl1e first of ,January, which was the 
time she was supposed to liave settled, I went to her and 
asked her-I called he1· up and asked her about 
page 136 ~ whether she was ready to pay ~111 in rash. She-
told me then she WM going to sell the house, 
wasn't going to live there because she wasn't able to go up 
and down steps and she was going to sell the house, but she 
would pay us our money. Then I called on Mr. Franklin-I 
went back to Roanoke foi~ a few days and received this letter 
from l\Ir. Franklin stating she hacl refused to pay' for the 
house and I came .back to Richmond the next day and Mr. 
Franklin and I went to see Mrs. Henning at that time. 
Q. When was that! 
A. I think along· about the 8th of ,January, somewhere right 
·along the fhst of .J anuai-y, in tl1e first week or so, and we 
went to see Mrs. Henning and all she would say to us then 
was she just couldn't pay for the property: she couldn't go 
through ~th it, but she said she would see her lawyer. She 
g·ave the excuse that day there was a loan on the property she 
had since the papers had not gon~ through exactly or some-
thing'·; there was a. loari on the property tlu1;t she had was the 
excuse she couldn't pay it rig·ht tlJen, but ~he would see her 
lawyer and let l\f r. Franklin know a little bit later what they 
would do. Them I saw her also the last of J anuarv and I 
talked to her as late as ev<?n February, the last of Feqmary 
and she still didn't say anything to me a bout anything· wrong 
with the house. 
Q. Has she ever said anything to you-
. page 137 ~ A. She neve1:" has said anything to me about 
anything wrong with the liouse, jnst said she 
couldn't go throug·h with it. 
Q. Where do you work? 
A. In Hanover County. 
Q. vVha_t do you do? 
A. Home Agent. 
Q. For the County 1 
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CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
Q. Mrs. Kyle, how long did you and your husband live in 
this house f · . . . 
A. W·ell, we moved in soon after we purchased the house, . 
but .as I said before, due to the illness of my sister I did:il 't 
come until later. 
Q. About when was that that Mr. Kyle moved in 7 
· A. Somewhere along in September. 
Q. September of 1946 ¥ 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And you came on a little later Y 
A. I came later, yes, sir. 
Q. And by Decerµbc~r of 1946 you were trying· to sell the 
house? · 
page 138 ~ A. Well, December, yes. My sister had been 
pronouncecl~-she had an incurable disease and at1 
I said before I had planned to go to work as soon as my sis~er 
was able for me-I mean aR soon as her death. 
Q. Through whom did you buy the house? 
A. Mr. Franklin. 
Q. He is in .the ma1i that told you about the house~ . 
A. He is the man I bought the house from, yes. 
Q. You bougnt it from him or through him as agent 1 
A. I bought it through him as agent. 
Q. And then you sold it to Mrs. Henning through him a~ 
your agent? 
A~ Yes, sir. 
1 Q. So he owned the 110use and you all bought it and sold 
\. it to her and then-
I I 
A. No, sir, he didn't own the house. Major and Mrs. 
Rose owned it. 
Q. I thoug·bt you said you bought it from him. 
A. I said we bought it .throug·h him. 
Q. Then when you sold the house the last time you sold it 
clirectly to him, is that right! 
A. The lawyers on both sideR ag-reecl to that. 
Q. I am not talking- about that, but he did buy the house 
himself; be didn't sell it as agent as he had done before? 
A. He bought the how;;e. 
page 139 ~ Q. And paid $13,500 for it Y 
A. Yes., sir, he· paid $13,500. , 
Q. And the price he sold it for you to Mrs. Henning was 
$17,700? 
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A. Yes, sir. I paid Major Rose $16:500 and then we sold 
it for $17,750. . 
Q. Now during the time you lived in the house did you no-
tice any c1·acks in the walls i 
A. Not any more than the average house. 
Q.. I didn't ask you that. Did you notice any cracks in the 
walls at all Y · 
A. Yes, sir, there are Rome miuor cracks in tbe house. 
Q. Would you recognize a photograph of those cracks if 
I showed it to you 1 
Mr. Davenport: 1\Ir. Allen ~mggests using the same letters 
or numbers, but I am afraid that would confuse this r<?cord. 
The Court: You bad better renumber them. 
Mr. Allen: I am going to use one mai·ked F and we can 
call it F-2. 
Mr. Davenport: I don't care how you mark them, but 
before you introduce them I want to make an objection. 
Mr. Allen: All right, go ahead and make your 
J)age 140 ~ objection. 
Mr. Davenport: You ask your question and 
_ then I will object. 
By l\Ir. Allen: 
· Q. I hand you a pl1otogTaph marked F-2 and will ask yon 
if you can identify the crack sl10W1l in that photograph as a 
crack in .the wall of this hom;;e~ 
Mr. Davenport: Now, if Your Honor please, we object to 
the cross examination of this witneRs along that line or the 
introduction of any of t]1ese exhibits on the ground that it is 
immaterial and irerelvant to the issues that. are made in this 
case at thfa point and would like to be heard on that if you 
. have any question on it in the absence of the jury. 
Mr. Allen: Yon said vou wanted to be heard on that'? 
Mr. Davenport: If. tlie Court wants to hear me. 
Mr. Allen: I want to speak a word on my motion to intro-
duce this evidence. 
Note: The jury retired from tile courtroom. 
lV[r. Allen: It is p:oiug to he very difficult for Your Honor 
to pass upon this question without hearing all the evidence on 
the subject of the alleged misrepre8entation, but I will do 
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the oest I can. The pleadings state that the 
page 141 ~ property was in good and proper condition, good 
and proper repair, without substantial defects. 
Then there are a lot of other allegations in the pleadings as 
to the condition of the property, but I take it they come un-
der the representations . that I have mentioned. ·. ~Now this 
photograph shows a crack in the wall which we expect to show 
comes under the misrepresentation of good and proper con-
dition. We exp~ct to show ·why that crack is irr the wall, not 
by this witness, of course., and certainly a house is not in 
good and proper ~ondition, good and proper-repair and with-
out substantial defects witlJ cracks in the walls. Tl1at is only 
one crack. vV e expect to show other cracks in the walls, we 
expect to show the walls are pulling away from the windows., 
.and the roof, we expect to show the absence of other things, 
all of which come nuder the heading· of either defective con-
dition or not in g·ood and proper repair. . 
Now without having heard their objection I take it they 
wiJl say that these representations are either not material or, 
if they are material, that they are matters merely of opinion, 
.and also they may say that there was no frai1d because there 
was no intentional 111isreprescntation. Now we 
page 142 ~ might as well put all of that at rest at one tune 
and argue it and have done _with it because it is 
coming up all through the case and coming up in the instruc-· 
tions. Now in a case of this kind in Virginiu-
1\Ir. Davenport: 1Vould you mind my interrupting a min- . 
ute f I think we ought to approach it in a more orderly 
· fashion because you have oyerlooked one thing· . 
. Mr. Allen: Suppose yon state your objection and let me 
answer it. 
:Mr. Davenport: My objection at this time is that the only 
evidence is as to the contract and the sale. There is no evi-
dence whatsoever of any misrepreHentaticn or anything else 
or any representation with respect to the house. This is the 
only witness that has testified. She is under cross examina-
tion and the defendant is Hmtted to th~ scope of the direct 
examination. So if it is ever admiRsibl(;l, it is not admissible 
now. I don't see how Your Honor ran pass on the suhstan~e 
of l\f r. Allen ;s point until you have actually heard the de-
fendant testify as to what the alleged representations were. 
Until we have that evidence in the record it is certainlv not 
admissible at this point and the jury should not 
page 143 ~ start off with this evidfmce before it and not even 
know what its applicability is. It would tend to 
confuse the jury and tend to confuse the whole case. 
; 
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Mr. ·winfree: If I mav add to that I mav clarifv ft 
slightly. Our ·contention throughout this ca~e ii g·oing· to he 
the doctrine of cat·cat e111.ptor applies;· that the house might 
not have bad anv roof at all or anv wan at all arid that thea 
doctrine of cavf':;.rt emptor applies thro11g·hout, that it is the-
duty of the purchaser to inspect the house in the absence of 
any representations and tl1at is why we say even though there 
may be these cracks the doch'ine of cavecf.t emptor does apply 
throug·hout unless. she can lJrove some 1·epresentation to cover 
that particular .defect. 
Mr. Allen: ·I~ Your Honor please,. it is utt~rly impossible-
to try a whole case; on one point; you have g-ot to have a start-
ing place somewhere. Now this is one of the places in tl~e· 
case and I have a right to fross examine this witness while 
she is on the stand, not as a witness sol~ly on what was 
brought out by them, but as a party. I am not limited in 
cross examination of her as a party to what was broug·ht out 
in chief. In additi011 to that .. Mr. Winfree askecl 
page 144 ~ her about 1·eprescntations and she said she new.r 
heard anything about any misrepresentations,. 
said the only reason Mrs. Henning g·ave for :not taking th~ 
property was that she could not pay for it and she woulcl 
have to sell her p1·operty or something of that kind: that she 
went, t_here on J auuary 1st, 194-7, to see Mrs. Henning, which 
was possibly thirty. days aftei· the property was sold, and 
she said Mrs. Henning did not give any· such reason as mis-
representations; said she went to see her the last of January 
and also in February and she said ~frs. Henning said nothing 
about anything· being· wrong with t]1e property. Now they 
brought that into the picture. I have a right to ask her-I 
don't expect to a~k her much,, bµt I have a right to ask lier 
if these cracks were in the wall and if she knew about it anct 
she lived. tllere in the house .. 
Another important thing· which is sig·nificant in the case-
is that tliey bought the house and kept it only a coupl~ of 
months before they sold it again. · She g·ave a reason for 
selling ·it, but I have a rig1ht to cro::;$ examine her and de-
termine whether that is- the only rea~on :,he, had for selling the 
house. 
page 145 ~ Tl1e Court: I do not think it is admissable at 
·this time. There has been no representation about: 
cracks in the wall or that there were no cracks in the wall. 
Mr. Allen: I save the point, if Your Honor please, and 
woulcl like to have the rec:ord state· that if she were "to answer 
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the question she would say she did know about the cracks in 
the wall and that she learned that while she was in the house. 
Mr. Davenport: Are you ready to vouch for that? 
Mr. Allen: Unless you want her to answer the question aild 
get it in the record I will have to vouch for it; that is the only 
thing I can do. 
:Mr. Davenport: I don't care whether she answers it or not, 
hut I don't want it to go to the jury. 
l\fr. Allen: What I am doing· is not for th~ jury at all, bnt 
just to save the point. 
The Court: Is there any otl1er question you want to take 
up while the jury is outt 
l\Ir. Allen: I don't think so, sir. , 
Note: The jury. returned into the courtroom. 
:Mr. Davenport: ·will Your Honor instruct the jury to dis-. 
regard the implication of Mr. Allen's question 1. 
page 146 ~ · The Court:· Gentlemen, disregard the implica-
. tiou in the question by Mr. Allen bef.ore you left, 
the room. 
By Mr. Allen: · . . 
Q. You say that you saw :Mrs. Henning about the first of 
January and about tl1e la8t of January and tl1e last of F'eb-
ruary and that she said nothing about anything being wrong 
with the house. When did you first hear from her about any-
thing being wrong with the house! 
A. I never heard about anything being wrong with the 
house. 
·witness stood aside. 
Z. T. KYLE, . ' 
called on behalf of the plaintiffs, being first duly sworn, t~sti-
fied as 1ollows: 
DIRECT J1}XAMINATION. 
Bv lVIr. Winfree: 
., Q. ·wm you state your name and occupation Y 
A. My name is Z. T. Kyle; formerly principal of a high 
school and at the present time member of the State Board of 
Educati01,, Richmond, Virgina. 
Q. You are the husband of Mrs. Betty K. Kyle who has 
9'4 SilJitefut, Goiir! of A t,p~fils af Virginia 
Z. 'I'. KtJZe~ 
ilu~t testified; a11tl ctntl of th~ plaintiffs i11 this caseJ 
pnge 147 ~ . a r~ you nott 
A: I am: 
Q. Ydu iiave been here in the cfourtroo1t1 dui·ing lier testi-
:ilid}iy and htmM hei· tostify, did you not f 
A. Yes, sir. 
. Q: Is her testimoiiy eMrect bi regard to th~ coiiti·act 1fav-
ihg· been signed and the purclias~ pl'ice not having, beeii paid 1 
A. Tliat is ct;>rr~ct, the p1frchase price· of $16,500 to us and 
was sold for $17,750. . 
· ij: :Oid yuu pay the tales for the first half of 1941 on this 
property?, . 
A. I did. That is about $HID and StJtiie 40 or 50 cehts. 
Q. Have you and your wife always been ready, willing and 
able to comply with youi' ptli't bf this ct5iittact ·1 
A. In every respect. . 
Q. 1Vas your wife's testitntmy wi_th regatd td why it be-
cfrhtie necessary for ytfo to s~ll this prdpedy correct? 
.A~ Absolutely conect a11tl tlie 1:dcoi"tls will show tliat 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Allen: 
, Q. Mr; l{yle, about wlicn did you get toilr deed to this 
pi'dpei'tyt 
. . A. The d~etl was ttlong iii J arluary; the n1itltlle 
page 148 ~ or last df J a1nia1·y. 
Q. You don tt nH~an you sold tlm propctty bc-
fd ,:e ~Tdu ~ctually got the, dctitl~soltl it to Mrs~ Hen11i11g·J 
A. No, let me correct that point. \Ve made the trade for th~ 
l1otise in August and we got our deed a short time after that 
aild it was put to record. 
Q. And you moved intd tli~ prdj:}eHy about when¥ 
A; ~ moved in tlie first of September. 
Q. And your wife moved in later Y 
A. Yes, sir; delayed on account of serious illness. 
Q. How soon afttn; yoii hibvetl hi ,vef~ you trying to sell 
the house again Y 
·A. "\Ve did not anticipate on selling the house at all until 
tho serious illttess came ujj and Mts~ Ifonny, my mother-in ... 
law;- eighty t>tld years old; ,voultl be compelled t~ stay with 
us all tlie time and we had been ndYisetl by the doctors that 
Because of high blood prossurc mid other thittgs it was neces-
8ar~~ slie have a bath1~ooin mid bedroom on the fitst floor. 
J -
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Q. Wm yoi:l nuw just answer my qmistio1i how long after 
you moved into tlm llottse. it wa.~ bef oi·e y-ou triefl to sell it! 
A.. It was along sometime hi Nove:tnbei·, about that time, 
lJtieahse we had been uotifietl tif this serious illness along 
.nbont Um tniddl~ df September~ 
Q. You boug;ht the l10use; I believe; through 
I>ttg~ 149 } this Mr •. Fra.riklin t . . 
A.. Yes, we bought the l1ouse from Major Rose~ 
Q. Through 1\fr~ FtariklinJ · 
A. Thrtirlgh Mr; F1~anklin; · _ 
Q. .Antl you -soltl the house to Mrs~ Henriing thi'dtlgh M~ 
Franklin f · 
A. Ti1at is ct1rt~ct Q; · A11d whei1 Mrs. Renning· threw up the contract you soltl 
the house to Mr. Franklin, is that right? 
A: On~ point abt>ut your qtiesUrin there. You see; it 1Vas 
in the bands of the attorneys to sell and they ha-rtdlet:l that 
jJaH. It wasn't ~nything to t.ts w110 sold it or· how it was 
handled, just so it was legally hai1tlled. 
Q. I am just askit1g· if this same )Ir; Franklin hought the 
lltJusi(fm· $13;50o1 -
A. Tl1at is correct: · 
Q. No,v you are suing· ·Mrs. Henning· foi· the difference be.:-
ttveen $17,750 ana the $13,5d0 less the $700 which she paid 
.mid pHis the $100 -whfoli ydu paid for.the taxes on the prop~ 
eHv? 
A. That is -rigHt We jrist "7finted the contract complied 
ivitK 
Q. And yt>i.1 said ydt1 ate 1:eatly; willing arid able at ail tifues 
to comply witl1 Hie C<>t1tract ,on your part arld tbat Mrs. Hen-
nhig· f ailefl to coriiply on her part? Do you know 
1mge 150 ~ why she failed t 
.A. No, sir, I don't. 
Q. You don't know why she failed ·f 
A. No, sir. 
Witness sttiod aside. 
Mr. Winfree: Vl e have no further witnesses to open with, 
if Your Honor please, hut I would iik~ to present this stipula-
tion and I would like to ask Mr. Allen-I take it you concede 
th3:t the damage~, if any! are as. set f?rtb h~ thi~ stipulatio~ f 
1\fr. Al1e11: I object to the stipulattdn bemg· mtrodu~ed m . 
evidence, I don't think it has ~my place here, but I will stipu-
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late now that if this jury should find for the plaintiff t:pe ver-: 
diet should be the $3,550 and the $100 taxes. 
Mr. Winfree: We are asking for interest. . 
Mr. Allen: Of course, you are entitled to interest if the 
jury see fit to give interest, that is a question for the. jury to 
decide, but I say 1.f you are entitled to a verdict at all you arc-
entitled to $3,550 and the $100 and the interest if the jury see 
fit to give it to you. 
Mr. Winfree: As set forth in the stipulation. 
Mr. Allen : I am not willing· to introduce the-
page 151.~. stipulation in the evidence because there are other 
. tbii~gs in the stipulation that have no place in 
the case. All you want is the measure of your damages ancl 
if you are .entitled to any dam~ges I think you have stated 
the measure correctly. 
Mr. Winfree: We arc just interested in tbe damages set 
forth in the stipulation here. · 
Mr. Allen: Y 9u state what your measm1e is and I think I 
can stipulate it ,vith you right here·. 
l\f r. Davenport: We will offer that stipulation. 
Mr. Allen: I will stipulate with you on the measure of the 
damages. I think all he is entitled to cover is the measure 
of damages as he claims. 
Mr. Winfree: Then let's read that into the record. That 
· measure of damages is as follows: The plaintiffs will claim 
damag-es ag·ainst the defendant in the principal amount of 
$3,550, plus ~:nterest on $17,050 at 6 per cent per anum fr01i1 
December BO, 1946, until the date of settlement of $13,500 by 
S. B. Franklin, plus 6 per cent interest on $3,550 from the-
, date of settiement fqr the $13,500 until the $3,550 is paid. 
Mr. Davenport: Do you stipulate settlement with Franklin 
was on June 27, 1947"l 
Mr. Allen : Yes. 
Mr ... Winfree: The plaintiff rests. 
page 152 ~ MRS. RUTH S. HE}..TNING, 
· · the defendant, called on her own behalf and being; 
first duly sworn, testified as foJlows: 
DIRECT ~"'{AMINATION .. 
By Mr. Allen : , 
Q. Mrs. Henning·,, I believe- your 1iame is Ruth S .. Henning! 
A. That is right. 
Q. W oul~ you mind telling us how old you are!' · 
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A. 35. 
Q. Where do you live? 
A. 2515 Seminarv. 
Q. SeminaTy A venue, Richmond, Virginia? 
A. That is rig·ht. 
Q. Have you ever bad any experience in the real estate 
busines or contracting business or building business? 
A. No, I never have. 
Q. ·what business experienc.e, if any, have you had t 
A. I have never had any business experience. 
Q. Were you involved in any domestic trouble at the time 
this transaction took place? 
A. Yes, I was; I was getting a divorce from my husband. 
Q. Have you any children f 
A. I have two children. 
Q. What are their ag·es t 
page 153 ~ A. Sixteen and eight. 
Q. ,vhel'e were you living at the time that yon 
commenced to neg0tiate for the purchase of this property in-
volved here? · 
A. I was living in my husband's home at Varina. 
Q. Who carried on the negotations with you leading up to 
your entry into tbe contracts in evidence here 1 
A. Mr. Franklin and Mrs. Kyle. 
Q. And Mrs. Kyle¥ · 
A. That is right. . 
Q. Do you know about when they first commenced to J1ego- , 
tiate with you and tried to sell you this property? 
A. \Vell, after I had looked at the house I told Mrs. Kyle 
that I couldn't make up my mind right away, tl1at it was a 
lot of money and I told her with my expenses that I ha<l a 
house that I would Jmve to try and sell; I didn't have any 
eash, that I would get so mueh a week from my husband and 
that I had to buv a house that I didn't have to think about· 
making repairs, that was in good condition. I wanted some-
thing that was satisfactory that would stand a long time with ... · 
out the continual cost of repairing. 
Q. Just wait a minute. "\Vho first talked to you about this 
house f 
A. l\Jr. Franklin and he told me about the house. I saw the 
ad in the paper. 
· page 154 ~ Q. Did you talk to Mrs. Kyle after talking to 
· ·lVlr. Franklin 1 . 
A. He took me to the house and on the wav over there he 
told me about the Kyles. w 
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Q. \Vere the Kyles living in the house at the time? 
A. They were living in the house and he made an appoint-
ment with me to see her . 
. Q. When did you first see the house? 
A. I. saw the house in December, the first part of December. 
Q. The first contract that was signed, marked Plaintiff's 
l!Jxhibit No. 1, bears date the 2nd day of December, 1946. Did 
you sign up for the house the first time you saw it Y 
A. No, I didn't. After I looked at the house and a few days 
· later Mr. Franklin came down to this house I was living· in 
tJ.t Varina and asked me whether I had decided to buy it or 
not, that the Kyles were anxious. to move out because Mr .. 
· Kyle had bought a farm, that he wns in poor health and that 
his doctor told him that he had to have a place in the country, 
and I told him tben-
Q. Just wait one minute. Did you later ascertain whether 
or not that was a fact, that they bad bought a farm f 
A. Well, they had told me they were buying this fa fo1. 
Q. Did you ever find out they did buy a farm or 
page 155 ~ not t 
A. I found out it was a fact they didn't buy a 
farm. 
Q. Now about the house, you went there about the first of . 
December. '\Vas it immediat~ly after the first of December 
or on the first of December or a little before the first of De-
cember? 
A. I can't say exactly. I dou 't remember just what the 
date was the first time I went to see the house. 
Q. The :first agreement, marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1, 
when you paid $5.00 to bind the contract is dated December 
2, 1946. Do you recall whether that contract was, signed at 
the house?· 
A. No, I signed it after Mr. Fraukilii came down to see 
me and assured me ag·ain of the excellent buy I was g·oing to 
g·et and he was sure be c.ould sell this piece of pr9perty that 
I had. 
Q. Had you seen the house ·at the time you signed this con-
tract dated December 2, 1946 ! 
A. Yes, l had. 
Q. You had seen the house Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many times had you seen it t 
A. I had seen it once. 
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Q. Now you signed another paper, marked· __ 
}Jag·e 156 } Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2. I hand you that and 
let you look at it to refresh your memorv.. That 
1s dated, I believe, December 12th ., 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Betweell December 2nd, the signing of this agreemeµt, 
:and December 12th, did you see the house again? · · · 
.!. Yes, I went there again to see about arranging tbe 
.furniture a1id that is when I met Mr. Kyle. . 
Q, Now what, if anything, was said to you as an induce-· 
ment to you to buy this house with reference to the condition 
·of the house! 
A. What. 
Q. What was said to you, if anything, to get you to buy 
the bo-pse with reference to the condition of the house, either 
.by Mr. Franklin or by Mrs. Kyle or Mi-. Kyle or all of themY 
A~ They said it was a. s·ubstantial, well-built house and had 
been built by the contractor for his own use and it was easy 
to heat and that· I wouldn't have to worry about a thing, all 
I would have to do wais move in, that it was in good repair 
in every way. 
Q. · Did tl1ey say anything about the condition of itf 
A. They said it was in excellent condition. 
Q. Did they say anything about what it contained-
Mr. Davenport: Wait a minute. Don't lead 
pag·e 157 } the witness, please. 
Mr. Allen: You kind of interrupted me. 
Q. I will a·sk you to repeat what you did-say and we will g·o 
on. 
A. They told me it was in excellent condition and it was 
a substantial, well-built house and all I had to do was move 
in, woulqn) have to worry about anytlling, that it was ·easy 
to heat and the phnnbing· was in good condition. · 
Q. Now did you move into the house! · 
A. I moved into the house on the 16th of December and the . 
first day I was there r·becmne a little uneasy about it because · 
it. didn't seem to get wa1m and I called Mrs. Kyle and she 
~mid she thoug·ht it was so much moving in and out, but she · 
didn't understand a bout the oil burner because her husband .. 
took care of it. 
Q. After living in the l1ouse a while ,vhat did you find wrong 
~vith it? 
' I 
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A. Well, tlie first week I had to make repairs on the oil 
burner and plumbing. 
Q. What was wrong· with them T 
A. The oil burner had worn out and needed a new genera- · 
_ tor-they had told me it was in fine running- condition- ancl 
the- plumbing was worn around the joints and the ·sinks were 
stopped up. The second week we had a 'terrific snow and as 
the ice melted I noticed on the north wall there· were leaks 
and during the night we could hear this wall 
page 158 ~ creaking from the weight of the ~mow on the roof 
and this wall, but I didn't know then it was a de-
fective wall. · 
Q. When did vou find that out f · · 
A. I found it" out after questioning ·someone that I knew .. 
He told me it had been known in the neighborhood that the 
wall had been defective for sometime. · 
.Q. We will come _back to that in a minute. ·what else, if 
anything·, did you find as time went on wrong with the houser . 
A. I found it was g'Oing to cost ·me more ·money than I was: 
getting· or had to keep it up, that it was in. a run down condi-
tion. 
Q. Now with reference to the defective wall which you 
spoke of I hand you a photograph marked F-2 and will ask: 
you if tliat is a photograph of the wall of that house! 
l\fr. Davenport: If Your Honor please,. we object on the 
·ground that there is no representation that has been proven 
· as to the.condition of the walL 
The Court: Do you want to say anything further! ·what 
11ave you to say, Mr. Allen t · 
Mr. Allen.: w·en, the representations· about good and 
proper condition of the house and free from defects .. 
The Court: Suppose you gentlemen step outside. again. 
page 159 · ~ Note : The jury reth·ed from the courtroom .. 
:Mr. AHen: I think we might as well present this matter 
fully now because it is coming up. · 
The Court: Mr. Allen wants to· present the matter now in 
full and have the Court pass on it. 
Mr. Davenport: That is all rig·ht. 
Mr. Allen: I think I should let her testify so you will know 
wbat you are going to pass on. Of course, if you rule against 
me, it will not g·o before the jury .. 
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Mr. D'avenport: This is being admitted in the absence of 
the jury and it is understood we are objecting to it as a whole. 
:M:r. Allen: That is right. 
By l\tlr. Allen: 
Q. Now, with reference to the defective wall which you 
spoke of I hand you a photograph marked F-2 and will ask 
you if that is a photograph of the wa.11 of that house! 
A. Yes, it is. 
Q. Which wall? 
:A. The north wall. 
Q. Can you identify on that photograph the crack that you 
spoke ofY 
, A. Yes, here it is (indicating·.) The largest 
page 160 ~ crack is at the top of the dining room window and 
' that is where one of the contractors told me they 
would have to take out this front wall and the side wall in 
orde1· to build it up and find out what was causing it to sink. 
Q. Now I show you photograph marked E-2 and ask you if 
you can identify the cracks on that? 
A. These two here over the cellar window and you can also· 
see where the window is pulling away from the casement and 
the bricks are moving back. 
Q. Now I hand you photograph marked H-2 and ask you if 
you can point out the defect there? 
A. There is a crack here at the top of the bedroom window. 
That is where this water would come tllrough after having 
rained when it would beat in. 
O. I hand you photograph marked. G-2 and will ask you if 
you can identify the cracks there? 
A. That is the front bedroom window and the other bed-
room and also the leak in the bedroom. 
Q. Wh;tt does that ~how? 
A. It shows the crack rig-ht above the north window of the 
front bedroom. 
Q. I hand you now photogl'aph marked Exhibit D-2 and will 
ask vou to tell us ,vhat that Rhows. 
A~ This is the side of the north side of the house and shows 
all of. the cracks over the windows, shows where 
page 161 r the windows are pulling away from the casement.. 
and th!3 bricks are moving· hack. 
Q. Now, did you ascertain from anyone the cause of the 
cracks in the wall? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. From whom·Y 
·-''; 
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A. First I called the City Inspector and, he advised me to 
()all a contracto1·. 
. Q. Did you call a contractor? 
A. I called Mr. Bass and another one, Mr. Ba1=1er from Mr. 
Young's and they b()th suggested that the wall be taken do"~1 
and rebuilt and that probably then tliey would be able to find 
what was causing this to sink, that evidently it had been built 
over an old well or filled in ground and they couldn't exactly 
say the cause because they wouldn't know. until they went in 
- there to see what it would be. 
Mr. Davenport: None of that is evidence. 
l\1:r .. Allen: Of course not, but it is put in for the purpose 
of arguing the legal question. 
Q. Did you ascertain anything· else about this house show-
ing it was not in good and proper co~1dition 1 . 
A. Yes, I did. I called au architect, a Mr. Ladd, and he 
went over the house with me and went up into the attic and 
afterwards, he drew me a picture to sbo,v me the collar beams 
were missing and that is why the weight of the 
page 162 ~ roof was also pushing· this wall out, tlmt it didn't 
have enough support. 
Q. Did he draw an exhibit showing just how that came 
about? 
A. He did. 
Q. AncJ you have that? 
A. I have it. 
lVIr. Allen: I think that will have to be introduced by him, 
if Your Honor please, but I am just asking that so Yo'ur 
Honor will know which way we are heading. Now I think 
that is sufficient to offer a basis for tbe arg·ument on the legal 
question arising. Don't you think so, l\Ir. Davenport? . 
. Mr. Davenport: I think so. · 
. I\fr. Allen: Of course, Your Honor, I would like to get in 
all of my evidence and it would sl~ow the situation very much 
better and would be better for Your Honor to rule on . 
.M:r. Davenport: I think there is probably enough evidence 
for the Judge to understand the issue. 
lVIr. Allen: vVe expect, Your Honor, to show by contractors 
and builders thn t this was a house that is not in 
page 163 ~ proper condition, it is not in soui1d condition, and 
that there are substantial defects. That is what 
we expect to show. 
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Now 011 the legal question arising, I will approach it this 
wav. In a case of this kind there are several remedies. One 
is a recisiou of the contract iu equity and a refun:ding of the 
money paid or recovery of the money paid, another is to 
stand on the contract and keep the property and sue for 
<lamages for the misrepresentation, another is to just: :throw 
\ up the contract and step out and stand 011 the misrepreseA,ta-
tions as a defense and if any money has been paid when the 
defendant is sued for the pui·chase price clef end on the repre-
sentations and file a ~pecial plea of set-off claiming- the 
amount paid. Now we are seeking the last remedy. We have 
thrown up the contract on account of the misrepresentations· 
.and we are def ending the action brought against us for the 
purchase money and we are asking for our down payment. 
Now the question here is were these statements which she · 
say~ were made to her mere matters of opinion or puffing or 
legitimate exaggeration, so. to speak, or were they matters 
pertaining to or of the nature of misrepresentations of fact 
or, if they were not, were they opinions given by 
page 164 ~ people that she . had a right to rely upon and, 
lastlJT, does the _doctrine of caveat emptor apply 
so as to require her to investigate and determine whether 
these representations were true. 
Note: The objection was argued at length. 
The Court: Gentlemen, I clo not believe those photographs 
are admissible in evidence. I think the witness testified she 
went out to the premises one time and I believe caveat emptor 
-would apply. 
By M:r. Alleu : 
· Q. Mrs. Henning, when you were shown this house were 
voti sl1own all a round it and shown all the· walls of the house? 
· A. No, I wasn't. I went in the front door, saw the rooms, 
talked about them, saw the cellar and the back yard. 
Q. Were )1 ou shown these walls that had the cracks in them?. 
A. No, I wasn't. 
Q. Did you sec them before you bo11ght the house? 
A. No, I didn't. 
·vYitness stoo·d aside. 
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Mr. Davenport: If Your Honor please, we move to strike 
.the defendant's evidence. 
The Court: The motion i$ g1·anted. 
liI.r. Allen: Ip view of the C-0urt's action in strik-
page 165 ~ ing all of the defendant's 1 evidence I wish to state: 
had I been permitted to do so I would have callecl 
J. N. Ladd, an architect, and would have proven by him that 
he examined the property at 1602 Cedar Lane in July, 1947 ;. 
that he made a rough sketch of the building; that the type~ 
of building was that of a story and a half brick, slate roof; 
that the front wall had cracks in it about 8 feet long on that 
side and about half an inch the whole wall had shoved out fo t·-
ward and alt. the mortar had been loosened up on that side; 
that the photographs offered when the defend.ant was on the: 
stand and which were excluded show the cracks ref err eel to ; 
that D-2 shows the crack in the north wall about 18 inche8. 
below the cor11ice line on that side and extending back about 4 
feetr that it also shows cracks under the side of the living 
, room window or bedroom window running down to the base-
ment; that E-2 shows a crack approximately a feet long over 
the steel casement window in the basement about half m1 
inch between the brick work; that F-2 shows a crack about 4 
feet long just below the cornice of the north wall; that H-2 is. 
a continuation of the same crack just described with an addi-
tional crack under the sill of the bedroom window; that G-2 
shows a crack under the roof extending into the second story· 
bedro01~1 window about three-quarters of an inch between the-
brick work; that there is a sign of movement in 
page 166 ~ the basement, between the first and second floor~:- · 
and between the second floor and the roof; that 
inspection of the house shows that it has an.A roof on it aucl 
at the center of the roof, which may be called the riqge2 there. 
is supposed to be what is called a collar beam to tie the joists 
or r~>0f rafters together and that the collar beam in this build-
. ing· is missing on every joist; that he did not examine the: 
foundation of the house, but made an observation; that the 
defect referred to is a serious defect, but it can be corrected; 
that it is a major defect. 
Also I would have called Aubrey S. Bass, who is a general 
contractor of twenty-five to thirty years' experience, who 
would have testified that he had examined the property in 
question in July, 1947, for the defendant; that he fouml 
several cracks in the brick work and it showed some damage-
. on the inside; that the inside damage was the result of the 
cracks 011 the outside; that it would cost appr(?ximately $1,000, 
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to $2,000 to repair the damage to pr.event the crack from in-
. creasing;. that the photographs referred to in the testimony 
of the defendant show the cracks ; that the cracks developed 
nfter the house was built; that such cracks ordinarily de-
velop from some trouble with the foundation: 
· Also I would have called J. P. Bauer, who would 
page 167 ~ have testified that he is an estimator and super-
visor for R. A. Y ouug; that he examined the prop-
erty in July, 1947; that the walls were badly cracked; that it 
looked like the front wall was leaning towards the front, cans-
iug tl1is part. of it to pull away; that it had been recently 
pointed up from cracking previously, which was very notice-
able because it was much wider than the bricks that had beeu 
cracked; that as to the cause of the cracks the roof is settling, 
forcing the front wall out; that the minimum cost of correct-
ing this clef ect would be $1,000, but there is no way to tell 
definitely because until you get the roof off you don't know 
how much work you will run into, you might find other trouble; 
that as to the effect of the cracking condition of the wall on the 
windows on that side it seemed to be pulling away from th~ 
windows and making the windows crack; that the brick pnll-
i ng away was causing a great space to be left beside the win- . 
dow which would cause a considerable amount of heat loss, 
but he would not be in position to say what per cent. 
Also I would call ·w. H. Hawthorne, who would have testi-
fied that he is a real estate man and_ attempted to find a 
purchaser for the property; that after showing the house and 
prospective purchasers observing the cracks they were not 
juterestccl any further; that the house in the condition of the 
cracked walls in his opinion was not worth over 
page 168 ~ $10,000 to $12,000. 
I Also I would have called W. H. Hadder, who 
wotdd have testified that he is a real estate broker; that he 
viewed the property in 1947 at the instance of the defendant, 
seeing ·both the inside and outside; that the house needed 
reconditioning and there· were a number of cracks on the out-
Hide walls; that he considered the cracks of importance; that 
he did not think the defendnnt knew about the cracks before 
he told her about them; that after he explained it to her she 
~eemecl to realize that the cracks were serious, but he did not 
think she did before; that he is familiar with real estate . 
values; that if nothing had been wr<;mg with the property jt 
would be worth in his opinion $14,000 to $15,400; that witJ1 
the defects it was not worth over $13,500 or $13,000. 
Also I would · have called James H. Newell, who wou]d 
have testified that he is a real estate broker of twelve yearH' 
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experience; that he is familiar with real estate values in the 
section where the premises in question are located; that he 
tried to sell the house; that he knew about the cracks in the 
walls and that he considered them· matters of importance; 
that the best offer he was able to g·et was $13,500; that the 
people who made the offer knew about the cracks; that if -
there had been no cracks in the walls of this house it would 
have been worth $15,000 in his opinion; tlmt now· 
page 169 ~ it is worth $13,000. . · 
We except to Your Honor's ruling upon the 
ground tI1at the evidence is sufficient to go before the jury 
a.nd except to Your Honor's ruling iu rejecting the photo-
g·raphs showing the cracked walls on the same g-round. 
Note: The jury returned into the courtroom. 
The Court: Gentlemen, the Court has stricken the defend-
ant's evidence in this case and therefore that. leaves only 
·the plaintiff's evidence for you to decide the issues and I am 
presenting you herewith a sketch for you to go by in bring-
ing in your verdict. · 
Note: The jury retired from the courtroom to considc1· 
their verdict and later returned into the courtroom with the 
following verdict: '' VV e tlie jury on the issue joined find for 
the plaintiffs and assess damages at $4,415.50,'' and there-
upon the jury was discharged from further consideration of 
.the case. 
Mr. Allen: The defendant moves to set aside the verdict 
of the jury on the ground of misdi.rection by the Court aud 
the action of the Court in striking tbe defendant's evidence 
and in refusing to permit witnesses for the defendant to 
testify as indicated they would testify and for rejecting the 
photog'l'aphs as evidence, and excepts to the action of the 
Court in overruling the motion. 
page 170 ~ Virginia : 
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V. 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRI.AL JUDGE. 
I, Harold F. Snead, Judge of the Circuit Court of the 
City of Richmond, who presided over the trial of the case of 
Betty K;. Kyfe and Z: T. Kyle v. Ruth S. Bening in said court, · 
at Richmond, Virginia,. on .September 17, 1948, do cer.t~fy·that 
the fore going is a true and correct transcript of all the testi-
mony and evidence introduced on both trials on behalf of the 
plaintiffs and the defendant, tog·ether with the objections 
made and exceptions taken thereto by the respective parties 
therein set forth; all other incidents of the trial· of said case, 
including all rulings of the Co11rt and the objections and ex-
,ceptio·us 'thereto with the gro~ds assigned; and the instruc-
tion given tlie jury, together with the objection8 and the 
.grounds assig·ned for such objection likewise set forth, and 
the exception taken to the ruling of the Court thereon. · 
The exhibits ref erred to in the fore going tran-
pagc 171 } script of the testimony, those introduced in evi-
dence and those rejected, are duly authenticated-
l>y me and made a part of the record in this case. Upon re~ 
quest of any party, by counsel, such original exhibits so au~ 
thenticated shall be forwarded to the clerk of the Supreme 
Court of Appeals to be used at the hearing on appeal. 
I further certify that this certificate has been tendered to 
.and signed by me within the time prescribed by Code Section 
6252 for tendering .and signing bills of exceptions and that 
l'easonable notice fo writing has been given to the attorney, 
for the plaintiffs, the opposite parties, of the time and place 
.at which said certificate would be tendered. 
Given under my hand this 15 day of November, 1948. 
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City of Richmond. · 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond. 
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I, Wilbur J. Griggs:, Clerk of the Circuit Court of the City· 
of Richmond, certify that the foregoing transcript of the evi-
dence and. other incidents of the trial of tl1e ease of Betty IC 
Kyle and Z. T. Kyle v. Ruth S. Henning,. together with the 
certificate of the Trial Judge, has been delivered to. and filc(l 
wi~h me this 15th day of. November, 1~48. 
"WILBUR J. GRJGGS, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of tlm 
City of Richmond. · 
bY. E. M. EDWARDS, D. C. 
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Virginia~ 
In the Circuit Court of the City of Richmond.. 
Betty K. Kyle. 
and 
Z. T. Kyle, Plaintiffs·, 
v .. 
Ruth S. Henning, Def end ants. 
NOTICE-
To J'oim S. Davenport, III, Attorney for Plaintiffs:: 
--1-
.Notice having been hereto£ ore served on you of om" in-
tention to apply to the Clerk of the Circuit Court of the City 
of Richmond for a transcript of the. record in the above stylNl 
case; audit appearing that a large part of the record relates. 
to attachment proceedings and other matters which are im-
material to the questions to be presented to the. Court of Ap-
peals, you are hereby notified that we shall apply to the Clerk 
for a transcript of the. record of so much of. the case, wherein 
. the judgment complained of was rendered1 as will enable tlm 
Appellate Court properly to decide the questions that may 
arise befo1:e the Court in the case, and that to this end we shall 
apply to the Clerk for a transcript of the follo,\{ing parts 
, of the -record only:. 
( 1.) The second amended notice of motion for judgment, duly 
:filed by Court order July 21,. 1947, on which the case was tried;. 
Ruth S. Henning Y. Betty I\. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle 109 
(2) ·The special plea of set-off, duly filed July 17, 1947;· 
(3) The stipulation, duly filed J1U}e 17, 1947; 
( 4) The order of July 24, 1947, receiving the verdict of the 
jury; 
( 5) The order setting aside the verdict of the jury, entered 
:May 3, 1948; 
pag·e ,174 ~ (3) The order rendering final judgment, enter<'d 
on September 17, 1948; 
(7) The transcripts of the testimony given on the two trials,. 
together with instruction and other incidents of the trials, cer..: 
tified _by the Judge of _the Trial Court, including exhibits 
introduced in evidence referred to in the certificate of the 
Judge as being identified by his initials thereon; 
(8) This .notice or stipulation. 
If counsel for the plaintiff should be of opinion that the por--
tions of the record designated above are not sufficient to enable 
· the Court to properly decide the questions· which may arise 
before it, counsel will designate any 'additional portions of 
the record which they may think necessary. · 
GIVEN under my hand this ..... day of December, 1948. 
GEO. E. ALLEN. 
We have read the foregoing notice, and desire that the fol-
lowing additional papers be transcribed by the Clerk as a. 
part of the record for the appeal of this case, in addition to 
the eight (8) items enumerated above: 
1. Original notice of motion' for judgment, filed March 21, 
1947. , 
2. First amended notice of motion for judgment filed June· 
17, 1947, and order of same date filing the said notice oi: 
motion. , 
p~ge 175 r 3. Grounds of defense, filed May 1, 1947. 
DENNY, VALENTINE & DAVENPORT, 
Counsel for Betty K. Kyle and Z. T. Kyle. 
December 27, 1948. 
page 176 r I, ,vilbur J. Griggs, Clerk of the Qircuit Court 
of tbe City of Richmond, do hereby certify that the 
foregoing is a true transcript of so much of the record as 
was agreed between the parties should be copied in the action 
\. 
HO · Supreme Court" of ·Appeals ol Virginia.-
at law wherein Betty K. Kyle and Z .. T. Kyle are plaintiffs, 
nnd Ruth S. Henning is defendant; pursuant to notice and 
· designation of counsel filed December 29, 1948, a copy of which is· copied into this record in accordance with the said notice 
ai1d designation, and that the plaintiffs had clue notice of the 
intention of the defendant to apply for such transcript; and 
that the original exhibits have been certified to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia under the provisions of Section 
G35'( of the Code of Virginia, as amended. 
'Witness my hand this 4th day of January, 1949. 
"WILBUR J. GRIGGS, Clerk. 
}Pee for Record, $6j.00. 
page 177 ~ .DESCRIPTIVE INDEX OF ORIGINAL 
· EXHIBITS. 
··Plaintiffs' Ex. #1-Contract ·~f Dec. 2, 1946, to pu,·chase 
property. 
Plaintiffs' Ex. #2-Agreement Dated December 12, 1946. 
Defendant's Ex. A-Contract of Dec. 2, 1946, to purchase 
property. 
Defendant's Ex. D-2-Photograph showing· side of house. 
Defendant's Ex. E-2-Photograph showing lower side of 
house. · 
Defendant's Ex. F-2-Photograph showing· upper side of 
house. · · 
Defendant's Ex. ,G-2-Photograph showing upper side of 
house. 
Defendant's Ex. H-~-Photograph showing window in side 
of house . 
. Defendant's Ex. C-Bill of N a_tional Oil Corporation for 
$123.88, Paid on April 28, 1947. . 
A Copy-Teste : 
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